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A B S T R A C T

In naturally fractured reservoirs (NFR), fractures often constitute the main het-
erogeneities, yet the pressure responses observed in the wells may not show
the conventional well-test signatures for NFR. In order to better characterise a
reservoir with well-test data, it is important to properly analyse and understand
the diagnostic signatures of fracture flow. Dual-porosity model is the underlying
concept for interpreting well-tests data from NFR. However, pressure behaviours
in real fractured reservoirs defy the simulated pressure responses corresponding
to the dual-porosity model. To overcome the limitations of this model, this the-
sis applies a geoengineering workflow using discrete fracture-matrix modelling
approach and unstructured-PEBI grid to simulate flow behaviour in fractured
reservoirs. The workflow allows for a systematic correlation of the pressure re-
sponses observed in the reservoir to the known geological features in the reser-
voir model. Using this approach, the thesis presents new insights into why the
classical dual-porosity V-shape is observed in some NFR and absent in others;
explains why different unconventional pressure transient responses emerge in
NFR for scenarios where fracture conductivities differ and locations of the pro-
ducer within the fracture network varies; and successfully applied the theoretical
findings from this research work to provide new understanding about the flow
system in a newly discovered fractured offshore carbonate reservoir. Overall, this
thesis provide novel reference solution for interpreting well-test data from NFR.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N A N D B A C K G R O U N D

1.1 introduction

Naturally fractured reservoirs (NFR) account for a significant volume of the re-
maining conventional hydrocarbons and represent some of the most productive
fields across the globe (Aguilera, 1998; Bratton et al., 2006; Lemonnier and Bour-
biaux, 2010b). A major part of these reserves - over 60% of the world’s proven oil
and 40% of the world’s gas reserves, are contained in fractured carbonates reser-
voirs (Schlumberger, 2008). Fractures often influence production behaviour in
naturally fractured reservoirs (NFR). They can dominate reservoir performance
and recovery from the initial primary recovery to tertiary (enhanced oil) recov-
ery. They create exploration targets in otherwise low-permeability reservoirs by
providing an interface with the matrix that contains the hydrocarbons, thereby
facilitating hydrocarbon charge into a producer and enhancing production rates
for a given pressure drop (Nelson, 2001; Luo et al., 2017). Apart from increasing
the productivity of a reservoir, fractures can also impede hydrocarbon produc-
tion and recovery by acting as baffles and barriers to flow (Bourbiaux, 2010;
Spence et al., 2014).

Modelling and characterisation of NFR have a wide range of geoscience ap-
plications, including hydrocarbon recovery, hydrogeology, waste management,
or geothermal energy resources (Aguilera, 1983; Pruess, 1990; Berkowitz, 2002;
Geiger and Emmanuel, 2010; Flemisch et al., 2017). Characterising flow behaviour
in fractured formations from both static and dynamic data is difficult because of
the heterogeneity and complex geometry of fractured networks. Hence, analysing,
quantifying, and modelling the impact of multiscale fractures on reservoir per-
formance and recovery remains a challenging task to multiple disciplines, and
is particularly constrained by limited availability of data (Bratton et al., 2006). To
improve the exploitation of hydrocarbons from NFR, we need to improve our
understanding of the nature and behaviour of the fractures and the degree to
which they influence reservoir performance during the field development. This
knowledge enables us to develop suitable field development strategies for NFR,
such as the positioning of wells, planning of water flooding and the design of
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improved oil and enhanced oil recovery methods (Beliveau et al., 1993; Wei et al.,
1998; Nelson, 2001; Fernø, 2012).

Many geological and engineering techniques are often integrated to first de-
tect the presence and extent of fractures in a reservoir; secondly to characterise
and model the fractures; lastly to understand whether the fractures enhance
production or provide barriers to fluid flow. (Brown, 2010; Spence et al., 2014).
Outcrop-based analogues are used to complement other information as they al-
low a more direct and detailed observation of the key geological features and
principal reservoir properties that control reservoir performance (Monsen et al.,
2006; Geiger and Matthäi, 2014; Agada et al., 2014). Nonetheless, characteris-
ing flow behaviour in fractured formations from both static and dynamic data
remains a challenging task. Fracture characterisation methods of particular inter-
est to this research work are related to the analysis of well-test data from NFR
and the linking of the inherent pressure behaviours to the subsurface reservoir
geology.

1.2 research background

The dual-porosity model (also sometimes referred to as the double-porosity
model) is an important concept for modelling and interpreting flow processes
in NFR (Warren and Root, 1963; Gringarten, 1984, 1987; Moench, 1984; Chen,
1989). This model was first proposed by Barenblatt et al. (1960) to simulate flow
behaviour in fractured reservoirs and developed by Warren and Root (1963) to
model pressure transient behaviour in well-test from NFR (Figure 1.1). It has
been the industry standard for modelling NFR and interpreting well-test data
from NFR for more than 50 years (Chen, 1989; Cinco-Ley, 1996; Bourdet, 2002;
Syihab, 2009; Lemonnier and Bourbiaux, 2010a; Kuchuk and Biryukov, 2014;
Morton et al., 2015). The general assumptions of the dual-porosity model are:

i. The dual-porosity model consists of two regions with distinct porosities and
permeability, representing the matrix and fractures within the formation
(Figure 1.1).

ii. The matrix constitutes the region with negligible flow capacity but signif-
icant pore volume that is providing the primary porosity to the reservoir
system.

iii. The fracture system provides the main flow path and capacity for fluid flow
from the formation to the well but has low porosity (i.e. storage).

iv. Flow can occur between the matrix and fractures, but flow cannot occur
between matrix blocks or from the matrix directly into the well.
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v. The inter-porosity flow from matrix to fractures occurs under pseudo-steady
state (PSS) conditions. PSS inter-porosity flow (PSSIF) in a dual-porosity
model supposes that at any given time, the flow and pressure at all points
in the matrix blocks are distributed equally, resulting in uniform transfer
within the matrix and between the matrix to fracture.

vi. The dual-porosity model assumes a continuum approach in which matrix
and fracture systems are considered continuous and uniform at the scale of
a reservoir model grid block.

Figure 1.1: Idealisation of a dual-porosity medium. (a) Fractured and jointed carbonate
reservoir image at the well-test scale at Cap Câble (Barremian, Lower Cre-
taceous, Cassis, France) which is a world-class reservoir analogue for many
fractured carbonate fields, and (b) reservoir simulation model. After Warren
and Root (1963).

Nelson (2001) classified NFR into four main categories depending on the con-
tribution of fractures to the reservoir quality and recovery, namely Type 1, 2, 3,
and 4 reservoirs (Figure 1.2).

Type 1: Fractures provide all the porosity and permeability of the reservoir.
Most hydrocarbon fields in this category contain high fracture density. Early
and accurate estimate of fracture width (or conductivity), spacing, and fracture
volume are necessary for reserve estimates, determination of well spacing and
rates, and pressure maintenance in the drainage area. Examples of Type 1 reser-
voirs are fractured basement reservoirs.

Type 2: Fractures provide the essential reservoir permeability while the rock
matrix provides the storage. In this category, fractures control flow in the reser-
voir and hence an early estimate of fracture conductivity is critical for adequate
reservoir management decisions. As most of the storage is in the rock matrix,
an estimate of fracture volume is not critical for Type 2 reservoirs, in contrast
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to Type 1. On the other hand, knowledge of fracture and matrix exchange is
needed to evaluate how effectively hydrocarbons stored in matrix can replenish
the fractures to maintain productivity once the fractures are depleted. Examples
of Type 2 reservoirs are Agha Jari field (Iran), La Paz/Mara field (Venezuela),
and Rangely field (Colorado).

Figure 1.2: Nelson’s classification of NFR. After Nelson (2001).

Type 3: Fractures contribute to but do not control reservoir permeability. The
permeability of fractures can be similar to that of Type 2. However, it is only in
addition to an already producible reservoir because the matrix has good porosity
and permeability. Examples of Type 3 reservoirs are Kirkuk field (Iraq), Lacq
field (France), and Dukhan field (Qatar).

Type 4: Fractures contribute no additional porosity or permeability but instead
create barriers to reservoir flow, impeding reservoir performance.

Within Nelson’s classification of NFR, other categories or special subsets of
reservoirs have been identified. These include Type G and M (simply referred
here as Type 2G and 4M, respectively, in Figure 1.2 because they are subset
of Type 2 and 4 reservoirs in Nelson’s classification scheme). Type 2G are un-
conventional fractured gas reservoirs (e.g. coalbed methane and fractured gas-
condensate reservoirs) (Bratton et al., 2006; Vasilev et al., 2016). Most reservoirs
of this category are either subsets of or similar to the characteristics to Type
2 reservoirs. Type 4M are reservoirs with a high-quality matrix porosity and
permeability but may sometimes contain fractures that act as barriers to flow.
Fractures in this type of reservoirs have negative impact on productivity as the
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reservoirs underperform in terms of production and recovery compared to un-
fractured reservoirs with similar matrix quality.

From Nelson’s classification, the first three types (Type 1, 2, and 3) of NFR
indicate positive and/or negative features of fractures in a reservoir whereas
Type 4 describes reservoirs in which fractures impact production and recovery
negatively. Based on the Nelson’s (2001) classification, the assumptions inherent
to the dual-porosity model are only applicable to Type 2 reservoirs where the
matrix is stagnant but not the other fracture-matrix systems. Where the matrix is
permeable and allows for flow between matrix blocks, the dual-porosity model is
extended to a dual-permeability model (Lemonnier and Bourbiaux, 2010a,b). Un-
like in dual-porosity model where exchange in NFR is only between matrix and
fractures, and flow into the well is via the fractures, dual-permeability model al-
lows additional exchange between matrix blocks as well as flow from the matrix
directly into the well.
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Figure 1.3: Pressure drawdown showing the dual-porosity behaviour according to War-
ren and Root (1963) and Kazemi et al. (1969). "dp" denotes the vertical sepa-
ration of the drawdown curves for the fracture and matrix system. A and C
denotes two straight lines indicating radial flow and B indicates the transition
period between A and C.

Warren and Root (1963) introduced the first technique to identify and interpret
a well-test signature from an NFR using the dual-porosity model. Their results,
which were reproduced by Kazemi (1969), (see Figure 1.3), show that the pres-
sure drop or build up on a semi-log plot is characterized by two parallel straight
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lines, representing the fracture and matrix system, in the reservoir. If transient
pressure data are plotted on such a semi-log plot, the first straight line (A in
Figure 1.3) indicates the pseudo-radial flow from the fracture system. This is fol-
lowed by the transition period (B in Figure 1.3) when the depleted fractures are
recharged by the matrix until both systems attain equilibrium. Pressure stabili-
sation in the two systems yields the second straight line indicating radial flow
again (C in Figure 1.3).

The development of the pressure derivatives and type-curves (Bourdet and
Gringarten, 1980; Bourdet et al., 1983; Gringarten, 1987; Bourdet et al., 1989)
provided more efficient ways to interpret dual-porosity behaviours and to deter-
mine permeability-thickness (kh), and fracture volumes in NFR. Pressure deriva-
tives on log-log plots also aid the identification of other flow regimes that are
not discernible by the semi-log plot (Figure 1.3). Specifically, on a log-log plot
(Figure 1.4), the dual-porosity model is depicted by a dual-porosity ”dip” (V-
shape) - a minimum on the pressure derivative profile (B in Figure 1.4). This
V-shape is sandwiched between the first stabilisation (corresponding to a period
of flow from the fracture system, see A in Figure 1.4), and second stabilisation
(the combined flow from both fracture and matrix system, see C in Figure 1.4).
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Figure 1.4: A dual-porosity V-shape on a log-log plot showing the influence of the stora-
tivity ratio ω on the pressure derivative. The inter-porosity flow coefficient λ
is 10−7. After Bourdet (2002).

Warren and Root (1963) proposed that two characteristic parameters control
the deviation of the dual-porosity systems from the homogeneous (unfractured)
reservoirs. These parameters are the storativity ratio and inter-porosity flow co-
efficient. The storativity ratio, ω is defined as the ratio of fluids stored in the
fracture system to the fluids stored in the total reservoir system (Equation 1.1).

ω =
φ f C f

φ f C f + φmCm
, (1.1)
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where φ f , φm, C f , and Cm denote fracture porosity, matrix porosity, fracture
compressibility, and matrix compressibility respectively. For dual-porosity sys-
tems, ω is typically 0.01 to 0.1. The inter-porosity flow coefficient λ reflects the
contrast between the permeability of the matrix and fractures (Figure 1.5) - i.e., it
is a measure of the ability of the fluid to flow from the matrix into the fractures
and defined as

λ = αr2
w

km

k f
, (1.2)

where rw, km and k f denote well radius, matrix permeability, and fracture per-
meability respectively. α is a shape factor that depends on the size and geometry
of the matrix. In the original work of Warren and Root (1963) it is defined as
α = 4n(n + 2)l2, where n is the number of orthogonal (normal) sets of fractures
planes (1, 2, or 3) surrounding a matrix block and l is the typical length of the
matrix block. For one set of parallel fractures (n = 1), two sets of intersecting frac-
tures (n = 2) and for a cubic matrix block surrounded by fracture planes (n = 3),
α = 12/l2, 32/l2, and 60/l2, respectively. Typical values of λ for dual-porosity
systems are 10−4 to 10−8.
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Figure 1.5: A dual-porosity V-shape on a log-log plot showing the influence of the inter-
porosity coefficient λ on the pressure derivative. The storativity ratio ω is 0.1.
After Houze et al. (2017).

Other authors including Odeh (1965), Kazemi et al. (1969), Streltsova (1976),
Mavor and Cinco-Ley (1979) subsequently shared Warren and Root model as-
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sumptions. Kazemi (1969), de Swaan O. (1976), Boulton and Streltsova (1977), Na-
jurieta (1980), Cinco-Ley and Samaniego (1982), Serra et al. (1983), and Streltsova
(1983) developed alternatives to Warren and Root model that overcome the PSSIF
assumption and proposed transient inter-porosity flow (TIF) between fracture
and matrix (i.e., the pressure in the matrix blocks can vary locally). This implies
that although the response to pressure changes for a fracture intersecting a well
is faster in the fracture system compared to the matrix, both systems respond
simultaneously at the early time of flow. The TIF assumption argues that PSSIF
would be reached only after a considerable period of flow.

Warren and Root’s (1963) original model did not consider the effect of well-
bore storage and skin. Mavor and Cinco-Ley (1979) added the wellbore effects.
Bourdet and Gringarten (1980) extended Mavor and Cinco-Ley’s (1979) wellbore
storage effect to the TIF model. Moench (1984) and Cinco-Ley et al. (1985) fur-
ther showed that the early PSSIF regime can be linked to a skin effect (dam-
age at the surface of the blocks) between the matrix and the fractures. Under
these restricted inter-porosity flow conditions, the partial plugging of fractures
caused by mineralisation, or any form of formation damage result in perme-
ability reduction normal to the fracture face, thus allowing an impaired flow of
fluid discharged from the matrix to the fractures. Both PSSIF and TIF flow be-
haviours have been found in fields and/or have been discussed in the literature
(Gringarten, 1984; Wei et al., 1998; Bourdet, 2002; Kuchuk et al., 2015), leading
to a debate as to which of these assumptions is more reliable and justified in
modelling and interpreting NFR. However, Serra et al. (1983) and Kuchuk and
Biryukov (2012) argued that the probability of well-test responses from NFR not
yielding the classical dual-porosity V-shape is higher. Therefore, like other eval-
uation techniques discussed in Chapter 2, well-test interpretation of fractures
should be combined with other sources of information to avoid erroneous con-
clusions (Cinco-Ley, 1996).

There are further limitations to the dual-porosity model which have been ad-
dressed in subsequent studies. Several authors, including Wei et al. (1998), Cor-
bett et al. (2012), Morton et al. (2012), Morton et al. (2013), and Morton et al.
(2015), Nogueira et al. (2013), Agada et al. (2014), Kuchuk and Biryukov (2014,
2015), and Morton et al. (2015) have demonstrated that the pressure behaviour
in an NFR can be notably different from the theoretical dual-porosity behaviour
predicted for an NFR with well-connected fracture networks. These studies fur-
ther suggest that neither form, PSSIF or TIF, of the dual-porosity model assump-
tions may be adequate to interpret well-test data from certain NFR, e.g. discretely
fractured reservoirs. On the other hand, simulation of discretely fractured reser-
voirs with a single porosity model would not be sufficient to match the well-test
data nor honour the field geological model (Morton et al., 2012; Nogueira et al.,
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2013). The dual-porosity model assumes that the matrix acts as a source that
recharges the continuous fracture network, which in turn flows in to the well
(Figure 1.6). In moderately and/or discretely fractured reservoirs, the matrix
interaction with the well is significant because the fracture networks are not
well-connected and the matrix contributes to flow (Morton et al., 2012). These
reservoirs relate to Type 3 of Nelson’s classification of NFR. In this case, the pres-
sure responses observed in well-tests do not exhibit the classical dual-porosity
behaviour. Hence, the use of the dual-porosity model may not be appropriate for
identification and interpretation of all NFR, particularly for moderately and/or
discretely fractured reservoirs. Yet, the fractures present in these reservoirs can
be a first-order control on reservoir performance.
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Figure 1.6: Well-test models for naturally fractured reservoirs. After Morton et al. (2012).

This observation raises the important question as to what properties of the
fracture network cause the dual-porosity signal to be absent in some NFR and to
be present in others. Since the location, orientation, and connectivity of fractures
are very difficult to quantify directly and unambiguously in the reservoir, linking
known properties of the fracture network to the dynamic response during a
well-test remains elusive and is not captured by standard well-testing analysis
workflows. One key motivation for this research hence is to provide answers
to the important question as to why the so-called characteristic well-test dual-
porosity signature (i.e. the V-shape) appears in some pressure transient data
from NFR but is absent in others.

As previously stated, there is a clear distinction when assuming PSSIF and
TIF in NFR. The original dual-model assumes PSSIF and shows the classical
V-shape if ω and λ are within a typical range of 0.1 to 0.01 and 10−4 to 10−8,
respectively. On the other hand, TIF implies that the fluid exchange between
fractures and matrix is always transient even if the permeability contrast be-
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tween fractures and matrix is small (Cinco-Ley and Samaniego, 1977; Mavor
and Cinco-Ley, 1979; Kuchuk and Biryukov, 2012). For this reason, a number of
field examples do not show a V-shape (Bourdet and Gringarten, 1980; Nogueira
et al., 2013; Kuchuk and Biryukov, 2014, 2015) . Other authors (Streltsova, 1976;
Gringarten, 1984) stated that PSSIF can only occur after a long time of the well
testing and should be treated as a long-time approximation of TIF. The debate is
then which of these exchange mechanisms is more realistic since the behaviours
corresponding to both PSSIF and TIF are found in the field (Gringarten, 1984).
Several studies have been undertaken to explain why NFR that show TIF during
production also yield dual-porosity V-shape (a classic feature of PSSIF) at early
time of well testing. The factors listed below highlight the most common expla-
nations provided in the literature to address observations why an NFR where
TIF is assumed to control production shows the classic dual-porosity V-shape
but other NFR do not. This is in addition to pressure behaviours observed in
moderately and/or discretely fractured reservoirs and fields examples where
the classic dual-porosity response is not observed on pressure data.

a. Inter-porosity skin. This factor assumes that inter-porosity flow in NFR al-
ways occurs under TIF conditions but pressure behaviour can exhibit PSSIF
due to inter-porosity skin, i.e. an impediment to flow between matrix and frac-
tures (Cinco-Ley and Samaniego, 1977; Mavor and Cinco-Ley, 1979; Cinco-Ley
and Samaniego-V., 1981; Gringarten, 1984, 1987; Bourdet, 2002; Valdes-perez
et al., 2011; Kuchuk and Biryukov, 2015). The skin restricts communication
between and/or within the matrix-fracture systems and could result from
damage caused by mineral deposits within fractures or along fracture faces,
well completion, drilling mud, etc. The inter-porosity skin factor led to cat-
egorising the pressure behaviours into the restricted or pseudo-steady state
and unrestricted or transient inter-porosity flow. The former produce the clas-
sical dual-porosity response but the latter do not.

b. Wellbore storage (WBS). WBS often masks the pressure transient at early time.
When combined with skin effect, this can exhibit pressure behaviour similar
to the classical dual-porosity response (Cinco-Ley and Samaniego, 1977; Ma-
vor and Cinco-Ley, 1979; Kuchuk and Biryukov, 2015).

c. The fracture pseudo-radial flow at early time can occur so quickly that the
pressure response corresponding to the first dual-porosity straight line is ab-
sent in real field-tests. At early time (t → 0), the classic dual-porosity re-
sponse occurs due to the reservoir behaving as if it contains only fractures
(ω and λ → 0) (Serra et al. 1983). This period occurs often too early during
a well-test and hence cannot be recorded for practical purposes (Odeh, 1965;
Kazemi, 1969). Thus, the fracture pseudo-radial flow at early time is only
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a mathematical characterisation rather than a measurable behaviour (Najuri-
eta, 1980). In addition, the early time pressure response is obscured if WBS
is present (Cinco-Ley et al., 1976; Bourdet and Gringarten, 1980). Thus, the
dual-porosity response would likely not be observed in practice.

d. The radial flow corresponding to fracture-matrix exchange at pressure equi-
librium may occur so late that the pressure response corresponding to the sec-
ond dual-porosity straight line is therefore absent in practice. Others (Cinco-
Ley et al., 1976; Serra et al., 1983) have argued that second line may not be
observed in the field because the test does not last long enough. At this time
(t → ∞), the reservoir behaves like an homogenous system with a constant
diffusivity (de Swaan O., 1976; Najurieta, 1980). Gringarten (1984) suggested
that when the duration is short, only the first fracture pseudo-radial flow be-
haviour would appear. If the test stops during the transition time, the pressure
profile would resemble that of an homogenous reservoir with a boundary.

e. Signi f icant matrix permeability. A central assumption in the DP model is
negligible matrix permeability, i.e. fluid flow between matrix blocks is absent
(Warren and Root, 1963). The pressure behaviour in a NFR will not show two
parallel straight lines before the early flow in fracture system can be clearly
identified as an equivalent homogenous medium if the matrix permeability
is large enough to enable flow between matrix blocks (Kuchuk and Biryukov,
2012). This factor is also important in moderately and discretely fractured
reservoirs.

f. Other f actors. A number of studies (Wei et al., 1998; Kuchuk et al., 2014;
Morton et al., 2015) stated that Warren and Root’s (1963) model is oversim-
plified. As such, the classic dual-porosity behaviour is absent when realistic
flow exchange between fractures and matrix is modelled using transient well
tests. In addition, since inter-porosity flow between fractures and matrix in
NFR is always transient, a dual-porosity model with PSSIF would be inad-
equate to describe the behaviour of fractured reservoirs (Wei et al., 1998).
Furthermore, the complexity of fractured reservoirs defies one complete and
satisfactory mathematical model (Odeh, 1965; Gringarten, 1987). Thus, pres-
sure behaviour corresponding to the dual-porosity model is only one possi-
ble well-test interpretation but does not necessarily apply to all NFR. Kuchuk
and Biryukov (2014) and Kuchuk et al. (2014) suggest that the Warren and
Root original model did not contain any fracture, but rather an equivalent
(fictitious) homogenous medium. Therefore, the pressure behaviours corre-
sponding to such models represent neither a well that intersects fractures nor
a well that is located in the matrix.
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The above overview on the applicability and limitations of the dual-porosity
model provides the background and motivation for the development of this PhD
research. Of particular interest in this PhD thesis is a systematic study to answer
the question why the classical well-test dual-porosity signature can be absent
in some NFR with well-developed fracture networks but is present in others,
including reservoirs with discrete fracture networks. Some of the limitations of
the dual-porosity model highlighted above will be demonstrated in different sec-
tions of the thesis; this enables us to develop new insights on the reservoirs fea-
tures that cause the dual-porosity response in NFR. Other contributions of this
thesis relate to the interpretations of some unconventional well-test responses
that will improve our general understanding as to which geological features in
an NFR can be detected from well-tests. This thesis further describes how the
research findings are applied to interpret well-test data in a newly discovered,
fractured carbonate reservoir.

1.3 outline of the thesis

1.3.1 Aims and Objectives

The aim of this thesis is to use geological well-testing to, first, explore when
and why the conventional assumptions and the characteristic flow behaviour
inherent to the dual-porosity model break down when interpreting well-test data
from NFR. Secondly, we aim to provide insights into the geological features
in a reservoir that cause the classic dual-porosity response and control other
unconventional signatures in well-tests data from NFR. The following specific
objectives are defined for this research project:

i. To apply a geoengineering workflow with Discrete Fracture Matrix (DFM)
modelling techniques and unstructured-grid reservoir simulations for inte-
grated well-testing analysis of NFR.

ii. To quantify limitations of existing well-test analysis techniques for NFR.

iii. To systematically develop alternative interpretation methods and analyse
which geological features of a NFR can be detected from well-tests.

iv. To apply the research findings to analyse the data of a real field production
test.
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1.3.2 Scope of Investigation

The scope of our investigation relates specificially to vertically oriented natural
fractures of the Type 2 and 3 reservoirs of Nelson’s (2001) classification. However,
some of our observations and findings may also apply to other types of NFR in
Nelson’s classification. In addition, modelling of hydraulic fractures, faults and
vugs is out of the scope of this study.

1.3.3 Structure of the Thesis

The thesis is divided into introduction, literature review, methodology, numeri-
cal simulations and application of geoengineering workflow and research find-
ings to real field data. Synopses of the individual chapters are presented below:

Chapter 1 - the current chapter provides the thesis overview. It highlights the
importance of the NFR, defines the challenges in characterising and develop-
ing this type of reservoir, introduces the classical methods used in simulating
and interpreting dynamic pressure behaviour of NFR, and discusses their lim-
itations. This chapter hence establishes how the knowledge generated in this
study helps to improve the understanding of fluid flow behaviour in NFR to
enable better interpretations of well-test data from NFR.

Chapter 2 - provides a comprehensive review of previous studies that focus
on the characterisation of NFR. It highlights the existing classifications of NFR
from a geological and an engineering point of view, and describes both posi-
tive and negative impacts of fractures on reservoir performance and recovery.
The effects of the fractures underscore the need for thorough characterisation
of NFR prior to field development. To this end, a summary of direct and indi-
rection sources of information for reservoir characterisation is presented.

Chapter 3 - describes the methodology adopted for the research investigations,
including details on how a geoengineering workflow with explicitly represented
fractures simulated using unstructured grids is applied. It also states the equa-
tions that govern fluid flow in a fractured reservoir. The basic well-test analysis
techniques including the use of pressure derivative curves for identification of
flow regimes for a range of reservoir conditions are described. The chapter also
provides background information to the realistic outcrop fracture data used in
the study.

Chapter 4 - explores when and why dual-porosity well-test responses are present
in some NFR and absent in others. It also provides insights into the geological
features present in a reservoir that cause the dual-porosity behaviour observed
on pressure derivatives.
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Chapter 5 - presents results for different fracture properties including variation
in fracture geometry, fracture conductivity, averaging of fracture conductivity,
and the effect of well location in a fracture network.

Chapter 6 - this chapter describes how the geoengineering workflow used in this
study and the resulting insights can be applied to improve the interpretation
of a well-test in a recently discovered naturally fractured reservoir. The chapter
further describes how the pressure data from the reservoir was used to develop
deterministic geological concepts that aid the calibration of the reservoir model.
Overall, the chapter presents novel reference solution for interpreting NFR with
dual-porosity or triple-porosity pressure signatures.

Chapter 7 - summarises the contribution to knowledge of this research and
provides conclusions on the key outcomes of the thesis. This is followed by
recommendations for future work in this area of research.
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2
N AT U R A L LY F R A C T U R E D R E S E RV O I R S

In this literature review, the concept of naturally occurring fractures in geological
formations will first be introduced; then an overview of the existing classifica-
tions for naturally fractured reservoirs (NFR) from a geological and an engineer-
ing point of view will be provided. The main characteristics of the reservoir types
and their implications on the reservoir behaviour will also be highlighted. Next,
the effects of natural fractures on reservoir performance from appraisal to pro-
duction to ultimate recovery will be summarised. The review section will close
with a brief description of the most common direct and indirect methods used in
characterisation of NFR, the fracture attributes that each of the methods provide,
and the limitations of the characterisation techniques if used in isolation.

2.1 background

In the majority of sedimentary and nearly all basement fractured reservoirs, hy-
drocarbon production and recovery are impacted by the presence of natural frac-
tures. Hence, the petroleum industry has adopted the approach that "all reser-
voirs should be considered fractured until proven otherwise" (Narr et al., 2006).
Characterising reservoirs without accounting for the effect of fractures would
not result in a suitable reservoir management scheme and may lead to costly
remedial actions at later time of the field development. Therefore, the impact of
fractures should be considered early during field development planning in order
to minimise the impact on production and thus improve recovery.

A simple definition of a NFR is a reservoir that contains fractures that occur
from natural geologic processes as opposed to those that result from man-made,
stress differences introduced to the rock as part of a reservoir stimulation or
drilling operation (Aguilera, 1998). Others define NFR in terms of the effect of
the fractures on recovery, that is as a reservoir in which the existing natural
fractures have or are predicted to have a significant impact on reserves and/or
recovery (Narr et al., 2006). The effects of natural fractures on a reservoir can be
positive, neutral, or negative (Pirson, 1953; Huskey and Crawford, 1967; Dean
and Lo, 1988; Berkowitz, 2002; Gilman, 2003; Narr et al., 2006; Bourbiaux, 2010;
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Spence et al., 2014). Where these natural fractures do not impact fluid flow or
if their effect is negligible, the fractured formations may not be treated as NFR
(Aguilera, 1998; Nelson, 2001).

Figure 2.1: Diagenetic effects on fracture properties may be destructive by cementation
or constructive by dissolution. The matrix porosity and permeability may
also decrease by cementation or increase by dissolution. After Wennberg et al.
(2016).

A natural fracture, also simply referred to as "fracture" in this thesis, unless
otherwise qualified, is defined as a macroscopic planar discontinuity in a rock
(Committee on Fracture Characterization and Fluid Flow, 1996; Nelson, 2001;
Tiab and Donaldson, 2016) formed due to deformational or physical diagenetic
stresses that exceed the rupture strength of the rock (Stearns and Friedman,
1969). Diagenesis comprises all physical, chemical and/or biological processes
that convert deposited sediments into sedimentary rock (Ali et al., 2010; Haile
et al., 2017). Diagenetic processes include burial compaction and cementation,
pressure solution, and dissolution, mineral precipitation, dolomitisation etc. The
chemical changes (e.g. dissolution, precipitation of calcites etc.) that occur during
diagenesis are more prevalent in carbonates reservoirs. Since fractures can be
formed in a reservoir prior to, during, and/or after hydrocarbon accumulation,
these processes continue to modify the properties of the fractures as well as the
matrix with time resulting in variable properties within and between fractures
(Figure 2.1). These changes can enhance, modify, or destroy reservoir porosity
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and permeability, which will ultimately determine the quality and commercial
viability of a reservoir (Ali et al., 2010; Gale et al., 2014; Wennberg et al., 2016).

Figure 2.2: Map-view of multiscale fracture geometry and aperture distributions
mapped in different outcrops. Taken from Bisdom et al. (2016).

Fractures are multiscale in nature and their lengths can scale from microme-
tres (micro-fissures) observed in cores to several kilometres (regional fractures/-
faults) in basins and are hence detectable on seismic data (Hardebol et al., 2015;
Bisdom et al., 2016; Tiab and Donaldson, 2016; Bisdom et al., 2017a). The multi-
scale nature of fractures is apparent in outcrops (Figure 2.2).

Fractures can be open, partially closed (mineralised) or fully closed. This re-
sults in different effects on fluid flow in a reservoir performance (e.g., Cinco-Ley
and Samaniego, 1977; Gonzalez-Chavez and Cinco-Ley, 2006; Valdes-perez et al.,
2011; Egya et al., 2018c). Closed fractures create barriers to flow and reservoir
compartments. These permeability barriers could lead to poor or uneconomical
recovery. Open fractures might have a positive effect on production by providing
flow path and pressure support to the producer but a negative effect on water
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and gas flow due to conning and early breakthrough. During production (and
pressure depletion) in over-pressured reservoirs, open fractures may close due
to an increase in the effective normal stress on the fracture due to the decrease in
reservoir pressure (Aguilera, 2003; Friedel, 2004; Makel, 2007). Mineral deposits
in partially closed fractures may act as proppants and hold fractures open dur-
ing depletion. This preserves the required conduit for production of fluid from
the reservoir to the wellbore and result in better ultimate recovery (Aguilera,
1998; Makel, 2007).

2.2 classifications of natural fractures
Fracture styles

25
Figure 2.3: Top: Fracture styles observed in a Lower Cretaceous (Barremian) carbonate

reservoir outcrop analogue near Cap Câble close to Cassis, France. Middle:
Sketch of the fractures observed on the outcrop. Bottom: The fractures repre-
sentation in reservoir model. Taken from Bentley et al. (2017).

Different geological and engineering classifications of NFR exist in the litera-
ture (Stearns and Friedman, 1969; Aguilera, 1998, 1999; Nelson, 2001; Bratton
et al., 2006; Tiab and Donaldson, 2016). Geological classifications are based on
fracture patterns that are observed in laboratory experiments, outcrops and the
subsurface. These classifications enable us to understand and predict the charac-
teristic behaviours of fractures during production because there is an established
relationship between fractures flow properties and their origin (Committee on
Fracture Characterization and Fluid Flow, 1996). Knowledge of fractures types
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also improves the quality of static and dynamic reservoir modelling (Bratton
et al., 2006). Figure 2.3 shows different fractures styles observed in an outcrop
analogue for a Lower Cretaceous carbonate reservoir, and how these fractures
can be conceptualised and modelled. The engineering classifications are based
on the overall contribution of fractures to the reservoir’s storage (porosity) and
flow (permeability) capacity.

2.2.1 Geological Classifications

Stearns and Friedman (1969) and Nelson (2001) classified NFR on the basis of
stress/strain conditions in controlled laboratory experiments and fractures ob-
served in outcrops. These are shear, extension and tension fractures (Table 2.1
and Figure 2.4) and are summarised briefly as follows:

Shear f ractures. These fractures show displacement parallel to the fracture
plane. In the laboratory, shear fractures form at an acute angle to the maxi-
mum compressive principal stress direction (σ1) and at an obtuse angle to the
minimum compressive stress direction (σ3). They form when all three principal
stresses are compressive.

Extension f ractures. These fractures also form when all three principal stresses
are compressive and can occur together with shear fractures. They show dis-
placement perpendicular to and away from the fracture plane (parallel to σ1
and σ2 and perpendicular to σ3). They are formed perpendicular to the mini-
mum stress direction.

Tension f ractures. They are sometimes described interchangeably with exten-
sion fractures. They also show displacement perpendicular to and away from
the fracture plane and experience relatively low differential stresses. However,
at least one of the principal stresses (σ3) is tensile.

Experimental Fracture Classification Naturally Occurring Fracture Classification

1. Shear fractures
2. Extension fractures

3. Tensile fractures

1. Tectonic fractures (due to surface forces)
2. Regional fractures (due to surface forces or body forces)

3. Contractional fractures (due to body forces)
4. Surface-related fractures (due to body forces)

Table 2.1: Experimental and natural fracture classification (Nelson, 2001).
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Figure 2.4: Creation of fractures relative to the direction of the three principal stresses.
σ1, σ2 and σ3 denote the maximum compressive principal stress, the inter-
mediate stress, and the minimum compressive principal stress, respectively.
Tension fractures (green) form parallel to σ1 and σ2. The acute angle that
forms between two shear fractures (red) is called the conjugate angle. The an-
gle that forms between the shear fracture and σ1 is called the dihedral angle.
An obtuse angle forms between the shear fracture and σ3, while the shear
fractures are parallel to σ2. Taken from Bratton et al. (2006).

The fractures observed in laboratory experiments (Table 2.1) have correlations
with naturally occurring fractures observed in outcrops (Nelson, 2001; Bratton
et al., 2006). These natural fractures have been classified on the basis of their ge-
ological origin, i.e. the paleo stress conditions at the time of their formation, as
tectonic, regional, and diagenetic fractures (Stearns and Friedman, 1969; Aguil-
era, 1998; Nelson, 2001; Tiab and Donaldson, 2016), as discussed in the following:

Tectonic f ractures. The origin of tectonic fractures, likewise their orientation,
distribution, and morphology, are related to local tectonic events. The result-
ing fracture networks are spatially associated with faults and folds. The fault-
related fractures are mostly observed in outcrops as shear fractures that formed
parallel to faults or at an acute angle to the fault plane. The intensity of fault-
related fractures is a function of formation’s lithology, distance from the fault
plane, magnitude of fault displacement, total strain in the rock mass, and depth
of burial. Others fractures associated with both faulting and folding processes
can be shear fractures as well as extension fractures bisecting the acute angle
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between two fault shear directions. Tectonic fractures are the most important
fracture types with respect to hydrocarbon production (Aguilera, 1998).

Regional f ractures. The origin of the regional fractures is related to large scale
plate tectonics (faulting and/or folding). These fractures are formed over a
large area of the earth’s crust. They occur perpendicular to main bedding sur-
faces and are usually long fractures with relatively little change in orientation
over their lengths (orientation is constant within 10-15◦ over 100 miles). Re-
gional fractures seem unrelated to local structures, tend to develop orthogonal
patterns, and have relatively large spacing compared to tectonic fractures. Re-
gional fractures tend to be conducive to fluid flow because there is no offset and
damage to the host rock along the fracture plane. Where regional fractures are
superimposed on tectonic fractures, production is enhanced (Aguilera, 1998).

Diagenetic f ractures. These fractures are also referred to as contractional frac-
tures. They form due to diagenetic changes in the rock and result from bulk
volume reduction mechanisms within the rock and not from external forces.
The most common examples are syneresis fractures (e.g. chickenwire texture),
desiccation cracks (e.g. shrinkage cracks), thermal contraction fractures, and
fractures caused by mineral phase changes. Syneresis fractures are formed by
chemical processes that cause dewatering and associated volume reduction.
Mud cracks are the most common desiccation fractures and they result from
shrinkage upon loss of water in subaerial drying. Whereas desiccation fractures
are tensile fractures, syneresis fractures can be either tensile or extension frac-
tures and have been observed in both carbonates and clastic reservoirs (Tiab
and Donaldson, 2016). Of these, syneresis fractures, and fractures caused by
mineral phase change in carbonates have the greatest importance in oil and
gas production (Bratton et al., 2006). Furthermore, mineral changes in rocks,
especially in carbonates and clay rich sedimentary rocks, may also result in
the formation of fractures and other structures that influence reservoir perfor-
mance of NFR. Examples include the chemical change from calcite to dolomite
result in changes in bulk volume, which can lead to complex fracture patterns
(Tiab and Donaldson, 2016).

Figure 2.5 illustrates the modes of fracture formation. Mode I tension frac-
tures correspond to joints while Mode II and III shear fractures correspond to
faults. Anti-mode fractures are closing Mode I fractures such as pressure solu-
tion surfaces or stylolites. Faults form oblique to the bedding and show visible
displacement along the planar discontinuity whereas, joints and fractures form
perpendicular to bedding and have no visible displacement. Since fractures do
not result in displacement of bedding, they cannot be directly observed on seis-
mic data. However, they can be detected in core samples, well-logs, and borehole
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images. In addition, fractures can be either layer-bound (i.e. stop at bedding sur-
faces) or non-layer-bound (i.e. cut through bedding). Layer-bound fractures can
occur at regular spacing and develop into a well-organised connected fracture
network. Nonlayer-bound fractures are spatially clustered as discrete fractures
(Bratton et al., 2006; Rogers et al., 2007; Hooker et al., 2013).

Figure 2.5: Modes of fracture formation. Taken from Tiab and Donaldson (2016).

Furthermore, NFR can be geologically classified, on the basis of their porosity
systems, into intercrystalline-intergranular, fracture-matrix, and vugular-solution
(Aguilera, 1998; Tiab and Donaldson, 2016). The classification describes the ge-
ometry and pore size typical to carbonate reservoirs. Using these descriptions,
(Aguilera, 1999) related the performance of NFR types to their petrophysical
properties (e.g. immobile water saturation and capillary pressure curves). Car-
bonate rocks can dissolve in fresh water and other fluids to form caves or vugs.
The resulting porosity is termed karst and is important in many fractured car-
bonate reservoirs (Bratton et al., 2006). Pressure solution, a dissolution process
that reduces pore space under pressure during diagenesis have the tendency to
form stylolites with uneven surfaces of insoluble residue. Stylolites can result in
local permeability reduction or enhance permeability by facilitating subsequent
dissolution.

Other classifications (Committee on Fracture Characterization and Fluid Flow,
1996) simply group fractures into dilating fractures/joints, shearing fractures/-
faults, and closing fractures/pressure solution surfaces. Closing fractures relate
to diagenetic alterations in which fractures faces are welded together by pressure
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solution and mineralisation. It is apparently challenging to prescribe one simple
geological classification to describe natural fractures comprehensively, appeal to
multidisciplinary aspects of oil industry and yet be technically unambiguous.
However, this classification scheme (Committee on Fracture Characterization
and Fluid Flow, 1996) is comprehensive yet technically precise. It distinguishes
fractures in terms of the mode of formation, common to above-mentioned classi-
fications, yet with terms that are common to many disciplines of the petroleum
industry. In addition, the classification also indicates the current status of the
fractures.

2.2.2 Engineering Classifications

percentage of reservoir porosity in fractures
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B
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0

Type A: High storage

capacity in the matrix,

low storage capacity in

the fractures.

Type B: Approx. equal

storage capacity in the

fractures and in the

matrix.

Type C: All storage 
capacity in the 
fractures, tight matrix.

Figure 2.6: NFR classification by porosity distribution. Percentage of fracture porosity is
given by φ f

φ f +φm
X 100. After Aguilera (1983).

Aguilera (1983) and Nelson (2001) classified NFR on the basis of permeability
and porosity and the overall contribution of fractures to the reservoir’s storage
(porosity), and flow capacity (permeability). Nelson’s classification is described
in Chapter 1. Aguilera’s classification (Figure 2.6) divides NFR into Type A, B
and C based on the percentage of reservoir storage that is contained in fractures.
Type A has low storage capacity in the fractures and high storage capacity in the
matrix. Type B has approximately equal storage capacity in the fractures and in
the matrix. All storage capacity in Type C is in the fractures surrounded by tight
matrix.
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In addition to the engineering classifications of Aguilera (1983) and Nelson
(2001) which consider porosity and permeability, Kuchuk and Biryukov (2014,
2015) developed a classification of NFR based on pressure transient behaviours.
The basis of Kuchuk and Biryukov’s classification is similar to Morton et al.
(2012) NFR types described in Chapter 1. They suggest the following types of
NFR:

1. Continuously fractured (dual-porosity) reservoirs;

2. Discretely fractured reservoirs;

3. Compartmentalised faulted reservoirs;

4. Unconventional fractured basement reservoirs.

matrix

fractures

(a)

fractures

matrix

(b)

Figure 2.7: Idealised connected fracture network (a) and disconnected fracture network
(b).

Continuously fractured reservoirs, also referred to as dual-porosity and dual-
permeability reservoirs, contain connected fracture networks (Figure 2.7a) that
communicate directly with each other and provide the overall reservoir conduc-
tivity/permeability. The matrix provides the overall reservoir storage capacity,
but it is also permeable enough to allow fluid flow from the matrix into the frac-
tures. The fracture network could be orthogonal and non-orthogonal. Discretely
fractured reservoirs, which are also called disconnected fracture networks (Fig-
ure 2.7b), contain only a limited number of fractures that communicate hydrauli-
cally with each other. Reservoirs with vertically stacked fractured and unfrac-
tured layers also belong to this category. In addition, continuously fractured
reservoirs that are partially filled with minerals (i.e. the hydraulic communica-
tion between individual fractures is impeded) can also be regarded as discretely
fractured reservoirs. In this type of reservoir, the contribution of matrix perme-
ability could be high or low. The fracture network in this category tends to be
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non-orthogonal rather than orthogonal in nature. In compartmentalised faulted
reservoirs, the matrix provides both the storage and flow capacity. Fractures are
non-conductive and act as baffles or barriers to flow. In unconventional fractured
basement reservoirs, the matrix does not contribute to flow capacity and/or
porosity.

Even though Nelson (2001), Aguilera (1995, 2010), Kuchuk and Biryukov (2014,
2015) classified NFR using difference criteria such as porosity, permeability and
pressure transients, their classification can be correlated based on the dominating
attributes of fractures for each fracture categories. Table 2.2 attempts to correlate
these classification schemes based on the equivalent fracture attributes.

Nelson (2001) Aguilera (1995, 2010) Kuchuk and Biryukov (2014, 2015)

Type 1 Type C Unconventional fractured basement

Type 2 Type B Continuously fractured

Type 3 Type A Discretely fractured

Type 4 - Compartmentalised

Table 2.2: Correlation of NFR classification schemes based on equivalent fracture at-
tributes.

Aguilera (1998, 2003) stated that "rules of thumb and naturally fractured reser-
voirs do not mix well. What appears to work in one might fail miserably in the
next. Consequently, each naturally fractured reservoir exploration play must be
an individual research project". Nonetheless, the classification of natural frac-
tured systems into geological and engineering terms allows for a preview of
what is to be expected from a given field with characteristic features of a reser-
voir type. Once classified, the impact of fractures in NFR can be evaluated in
specific terms using their predictor (Table 2.3). This way, the degree to which a
fracture attribute is expected to impact the reservoir performance will determine
the depth of investigation for such effect (Bratton et al., 2006). Because different
fractures conduct fluids differently and not all NFR are the same, knowledge
of fracture types and classifications enhances our ability to simulate fluid flow
through them. This in turn allows us to better characterise and develop NFR.
The next section of this literature review highlights the various effects of frac-
tures during the production life of a reservoir.
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POSITIVE ATTRIBUTES POTENTIAL NEGATIVE ATTRIBUTES

Type 1: fractures provide essential porosity and permeability

• Drainage areas per well are large • Often a rapid decline curve

• Few wells needed in development • Possible early water encroachment

(in-fill for rate acceleration only) • Size and shape of drainage area

• Good correlation between well is difficult to determine

rates and well reservoirs • Reserve calculations difficult

• Best wells are often early to constrain

• Generally high Initial Potentials • Many development wells add

(IPs) rate but not additional reserves

• Can produce from nonstandard

and non-reservoir quality rocks

Type 2: fractures provide essential permeability

• Can develop low permeability • Poor fracture and porosity

rocks communication leads to poor

• Often higher than anticipated matrix recovery and disastrous

well rates secondary recovery

• Hydrocarbon charge often Possible early water encroachment

facilitated by fractures (production rates may need to be

controlled)

• Fracture intensity and dip critical

• Development pattern must be

tailored to the reservoir

• Recovery factor difficult to

determine and quite variable

• Fracture closure in overpressured

reservoirs may occur

Type 3: fractures provide a permeability assist

• Reserves dominated by matrix • Highly anisotropic permeability

properties • Often unusual response in

• Reserve distribution fairly secondary recovery

homogeneous • Drainage areas often highly

• High sustained well rates elliptical

• Great reservoir continuity • Often interconnected reservoirs

• Correlation between log/core

analysis and well test/performance

often poor

Type 4: fractures create flow barriers

• Reservoir compartmentalisation

• Wells underperform compared to

matrix capabilities

• Recovery factor highly variable

across the field

• Permeability anisotropy opposite to

other adjacent fractured reservoirs

of other fracture types

Table 2.3: Attributes of fractures by NFR types. Compiled from Nelson (2001).
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2.3 effect of fractures on production and recovery

As earlier stated, fractures in hydrocarbon reservoirs may remain completely
open, can be partially sealed, or can be completely sealed, all of which can have
either positive, negative, or neutral impact on reservoir performance. Further-
more, the impact of fractures on productivity can change during the field pro-
duction lifecycle (primary to tertiary recovery phases), in response to changes
in reservoir pressure and fluid types. This section highlights the key effects of
fractures on reservoir performance and field development from appraisal to pro-
duction and late-field life.

2.3.1 Pre-production

Natural fractures have long been considered as an important factor for hydro-
carbon accumulation and production. They are the target of hydrocarbon explo-
ration (Aguilera, 1983; Nurmi et al., 1993; Nelson, 2001; Gale et al., 2014). They
are associated with stratigraphic traps, provide the connection between matrix
blocks containing hydrocarbon and producing wells, and enhance production
from low porosity and low permeability reservoirs. On the other hand, they can
compromise recovery and make large reserves uneconomical if they occur as
barriers to flow. Thus, investigation of effect of fractures should start during the
exploration stage (Bratton et al., 2006). Knowing the general orientation of frac-
tures in a field helps to improve well planning and increases the chances for a
well to intersect a conductive fracture. This is useful in appraising the potential
of hydrocarbon intervals in NFR as many potentially producible reservoirs are
classified as "dry hole" and abandoned because the wells did not intersect frac-
tures (Aguilera, 1983). A properly targeted and oriented (horizontal or vertical)
well in relation to fractures further allows for the collection of qualitative and
quantitative geological data (such as core and image logs) for better reservoir
characterisation. On the other hand, core samples with fractures will easily dis-
integrate and become unsuitable for estimation of bulk reservoir properties from
thin sections analysis (Pirson, 1953).

Often, heterogeneity in fractured reservoirs exist across multiple length scales.
Hence a representative elementary volume (REV), generally used for calculat-
ing effective reservoir properties, cannot be readily defined (Berkowitz, 2002) or
has to be defined at several scales for the same reservoir ("multi-scale REV") de-
pending on which development decision needs to be to addressed (Figure 2.8)
(Bentley, 2015; Ringrose and Bentley, 2015; Bentley et al., 2017). Fractures also
affect well construction and completion. Drilling through open fractures may re-
sult in loss of drilling mud, well collapse, or formation damage. Hence existing
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information about fractures helps to avoid complications during drilling which
may need to be rectified later through costly workovers.

Figure 2.8: The concept of a representative elementary volume (REV). The flat portions
on the REV plot indicate the average properties for each scales of the REV.
After Bentley (2015).

Early reserve estimates are needed for any field development to define eco-
nomic viability of a play and to select development alternatives. This is par-
ticularly difficult in NFR where fractures contribute significantly to reservoir
porosity. The efficacy of conventional methods for estimation of reservoir pore
volumes and reserves is impeded by the complexity of and lack of information
about the fracture network (Groves and Abernathy, 1968). A sound understand-
ing of fracture frequency, size, height, and length distribution is essential for
better characterisation of reservoir connectivity, well drainage areas, inter-well
connectivity, and well rates. However, it is notoriously difficult to quantify these
fracture properties during the early time of reservoir development (Gale et al.,
2014). Thus, fractures have significant importance and are a major source of un-
certainty during the appraisal and early development stage.

2.3.2 Primary Recovery

The first stage of hydrocarbon production (Figure 2.9) can account for about
10-25% recovery of the original oil in place (OOIP) (Lake et al., 1992). In this
case, only the reservoir’s natural energy such as fluid expansion, water drive,
gas drive, or gravity drainage displaces hydrocarbons from the reservoir to the
surface via the wellbore. However, NFR are characterised by high initial flow
capacity and rates, rapid pressure and rate decline, and low ultimate recovery
during primary production (Groves and Abernathy, 1968; Allan and Sun, 2003).
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In many NFR, most of the storage is in the low-permeability matrix (e.g. Type 2
and 3 of Nelson’s classification) such that only the fluids in the high-permeability
and low-storage fractures are produced during primary production. In particu-
lar, fractures enable production by providing and enhancing the permeability
in otherwise tight matrix reservoirs such as tight gas and shale gas or shale oil
reservoirs (Gale et al., 2014). Generally, both high fracture permeability and high
fracture density increase a well’s productivity (Huskey and Crawford, 1967). A
well-connected fracture network with high permeability also implies that a reser-
voir can be produced using a smaller number of wells during primary produc-
tion (Elkins, 1953).

Figure 2.9: Oil recovery mechanisms. Taken from Lake et al. (1992).

On the other hand, the high-permeability of fractures can result in directional
permeability and flow anisotropy. This leads to variable wells productivity in-
dices (PI) across a reservoir, depending on whether a well is located along the
fracture orientation or not. NFR also suffer from early water and gas break-
through that sweeps only oil from the fractures but leaves behind volumes of oil
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in the matrix blocks. Premature gas production can also reduce reservoir energy,
may lower ultimate recovery, or damage downhole pumps. All these production
problems require costly remedial actions. Even though fractures can provide
connectivity to matrix blocks and link different reservoir horizons, vertical frac-
tures also cause water, or gas coning as fluids are rapidly drawn towards the
producing section of a well. As mentioned above, fractures may also close dur-
ing production as the reservoir pressure decreases, which alters the impact of
fractures on production over the lifetime of the reservoir.

Capillary retention and gravity segregation of gas and oil can also increase the
Gas-Oil-Ratio (GOR) and reduce recovery factors in NFR (Elkins, 1953; Pirson,
1953). The GOR in an NFR can remain lower during production if the field is
adequately evaluated and the intricate balance between reservoir pressure and
recovery is properly managed. In this case, the solution gas can preferentially
flow through fractures and form gas cap while the oil, which has a lower gas
content, flows horizontally below the gas cap towards to the well. However, the
GOR can increase rapid if production rates are high and the balance between
pressure maintenance and recovery is lost (Allan and Sun, 2003). This effect is
exacerbated in Type 3 reservoirs if the matrix is mixed- to oil-wet. A water-wet
rock matrix has a strong imbibition potential, i.e. water in the fracture imbibes
the matrix due to capillary forces, displacing oil from the matrix into the frac-
tures. This effect is reduced, respectively absent, in mixed- to oil-wet reservoirs
(Schmid and Geiger, 2013). Hence, the ultimate recovery tends to be higher in
water-wet NFR compared to mixed- to oil-wet NFR Figure 2.10.

Generally, correlation between reservoir production performances and static
geological analysis is poor in NFR. For this reason, it is difficult to calibrate
static and dynamic models (Ahmed Elfeel and Geiger, 2012; Ahmed Elfeel, 2014;
Arnold et al., 2016) to constrain reserve calculations and/or forecast future pro-
duction behaviours.
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Figure 2.10: Recovery factors for 17 different NFR of Type 3. The NFR are classified by
wettability and fracture intensity. After Allan and Sun (2003).

2.3.3 Secondary Recovery

Secondary recovery refers to the second stage of hydrocarbon recovery (Figure
2.9). Secondary recovery involves the injection of fluids (normally water and/or
gas) into the reservoir in order to maintain reservoir pressure and sweep hydro-
carbons from the injectors towards the producers. The challenges of secondary
recovery in NFR are similar to the ones encountered during primary recovery in
that fractures reduce the sweep efficiency of the injected fluids due to anisotropic
permeabilities in the main fracture direction, cause channelling of the injected
fluids along the fractures by passing oil in the matrix, and lead to early break-
through of the injected fluids (Lawry, 1946; Beliveau et al., 1993; Narr et al.,
2006). As during primary production, recovery factors also depend strongly on
the reservoir wettability because the rate at which the matrix releases oil and
replenishes the fractures is critical to the productivity of an NFR (Schmid and
Geiger, 2013). Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12 contrast the production performance
of the Ekofisk and Natih fields, a water-wet and oil-wet Type 3, respectively,
during waterflooding. The water-wet Ekofisk reservoir responds better to the
waterflood, although other effects such as compaction drive are present in the
Ekofisk field.
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Figure 2.11: Waterflood performance from the Ekofisk Field in the North Sea, a water-
wet Type 3 NFR. After Allan and Sun (2003).
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Figure 2.12: Waterflood performance in the Natih Field in Oman, an oil-wet Type 3 NFR.
After Allan and Sun (2003).
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2.3.4 EOR

EOR (also called tertiary recovery or improved oil recovery) refers to the last
stage of hydrocarbon recovery (Figure 2.9). EOR aims to enhance oil displace-
ment by altering the properties of the oil and/or reservoir, e.g. by changing
interfacial tension, mobility ratios, or wettability. EOR can also help to restore
the formation pressure after primary and secondary recovery. Examples of EOR
methods include miscible displacement (mixing of oil with a solvent, e.g. carbon
dioxide, CO2, or hydrocarbon injection), chemical flooding (e.g. alkaline or poly-
mer flooding), and thermal recovery (i.e. in-situ combustion or steam injection).

The approach to deploying EOR techniques has recently changed, as it has
been observed that EOR methods may be most effective when they are deployed
early during production rather than after secondary recovery (Al-Mjeni et al.,
2010). Yet, despite the success of EOR techniques in laboratory studies (Salimi
and Alikarami, 2006; Trivedi and Babadagli, 2008; Al Maqbali et al., 2015; Bour-
biaux et al., 2015; Singh and Mohanty, 2016) field trails of EOR in NFR remain
relatively low because of the additional geological complexity inherent to NFR
(Lake et al., 1992; Firoozabadi, 2000; Al-Mjeni et al., 2010). Vertical fractures can
result in gravity segregation during water-alternating-gas (WAG) EOR (Fernø,
2012). This makes it difficult to get surfactants and gas into NFR for foam injec-
tion (Al Maqbali et al., 2015). Many of attributes of fractures highlighted earlier
for primary and secondary recovery also impact EOR.

2.4 characterisation of nfr

As discussed in the previous sections, fractures impact reservoir performance
throughout the field life and have enormous effects on the way a reservoir is
evaluated, developed, and abandoned. Yet it remains challenging to determine to
what degree a reservoir is fractured and predict how fractures impact reservoir
performance (Narr et al., 2006). The evaluation and description of a reservoir
for development purposes is commonly referred to as reservoir characterisation
(Corbett et al., 1998; Gringarten, 1998; Narr et al., 2006; Bush, 2010; Corbett et al.,
2013). Reservoir characterisation in NFR involves the following:

• detect the presence and extent of fractures in a reservoir

• model and characterise the fractures flow behaviour, and

• understand the effects (positive or negative) of fractures on reservoir per-
formance

Fractures are common in reservoirs but if the effect of fractures on reservoir
performance is negligible, the reservoir can be treated as "conventional" reser-
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voir (Aguilera, 1998). Hence the degree to which fractures affect production and
recovery performance determines whether a reservoir is treated as NFR (Narr
et al., 2006). Multiple geological, petrophysical, and geophysical techniques are
typically integrated to first detect the presence and extent of fractures in a reser-
voir, secondly to characterise and model the fractures, and lastly to understand
whether the fractures enhance production or provide barriers to fluid flow (e.g.,
Bratton et al., 2006; Schlumberger, 2008; Brown, 2010; Spence et al., 2014). Data
and techniques including the use of outcrop analogues, seismic attributes, well-
logs (including image logs), production data, geomechanical simulations, and
reservoir simulations are integrated to evaluate fractures; however, not all data
may be available for a given NFR. A typical example of a detailed NFR modelling
and characterisation workflow is shown in Figure 2.13. The workflow shows
how various geological and reservoir engineering data are integrated in NFR
characterisation. NFR characterisation begins with identifying fractures in the
reservoir.
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Figure 2.13: A typical industry-standard NFR modelling workflow describing the ma-
jor elements involved in NFR modelling during the project startup (green
background), model creation (yellow background), and model tuning (blue
background). The numbers at the bottom indicate where in the workflow
model tuning should take place; numbers indicate the order of preference.
After Bratton et al. (2006).
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2.4.1 Identifying Fractures

NFR characterisation should start at exploration stage, as early detection of frac-
tures in a reservoir is invaluable to effective field development. A significant
number of studies (e.g., Saidi, 1987; Aguilera, 1995, 2003; Committee on Frac-
ture Characterization and Fluid Flow, 1996; Nelson, 2001; Bratton et al., 2006;
Narr et al., 2006; Heinemann and Mittermeir, 2014; Tiab and Donaldson, 2016),
describe and categorise the various methods used to identify fractures from the
subsurface. These methods broadly fall into direct and indirect methods and are
summarised briefly below.

Direct sources o f in f ormation. These sources permit direct examination of frac-
tures in-situ or as recovered to the surface with rock sample. Examples include
core samples, wellbore images, drill cuttings, and impression packers. Reser-
voir cores allow for a detailed and direct evaluation and description of reservoir
rocks. They can be used to determine the occurrence and orientation of fractures
(Figure 2.14), and can provide information about the fractures’ origin, type, ge-
ometry, aperture, porosity, permeability, density, geomechanical modifications,
and mineralisation, as well as the fluid saturation, and petrophysical properties
of the rock matrix. However, natural fractures observed in cores can be mistaken
as drilling induced fractures. Cores that contain fractures can also be disrupted
during recovering from well, handling, transportation, and storage. Core data is
always one-dimensional and only samples a tiny volume of the reservoir. This
is particularly difficult for fractures, as properties such as fracture spacing and
fracture size are inevitably undersampled, especially in vertical wells, as these
hardly intersect the frequently occurring vertical fractures. Therefore, the use of
core of analysis is most effective when combined with other methods such as
well logs and geophysical analysis.

Wellbore images and videos devices based on optical, acoustic, and electrical
techniques can provide direct in-situ information on subsurface fractures from
the interior of the wellbore. This includes the location, size, aperture and orienta-
tion of the intersected fractures. They can also indicate if a fracture is filled with
minerals and provide information of present day stress direction using the ori-
entation of reservoir features intersected by the wellbore. The drawback to these
methods is that they can be negatively impacted by the presence of drilling mud
and, as with core samples, they only provide one-dimensional information.

Drilling cuttings, as well as thin sections of drilling cuttings, also provide use-
ful indication of fractures as fractures planes may be preserved on the cuttings.
However, a reservoir may be fractured without any indication on the drilling
cuttings.
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Another direct indicator of fractures are impression packers coated with soft
pliable impression packers. Uninflated packers are lowered to the wellbore sec-
tion of interest and then pressured. The soft coating presses against and con-
forms to features on the walls of the wellbore, including fractures. The impres-
sion on the coating materials provide good indication of fractures that are in-
tersected by the well. This method is limited to uncased wellbores and only
provides one-dimensional information.

Figure 2.14: 10cm vertical core showing fractures observed in a vertical well. The core is
continuous from upper left to lower right. Taken from Narr et al. (2006).

Indirect sources o f in f ormation. These include drilling history, mud logs, well
logs, seismic information, outcrop analogues, production logging tool (PLT), pro-
duction history, and well-test data.

Drilling history and mud logs obtained during the drilling provide useful in-
formation regarding the presence of fractures. Loss of circulation, change in rates
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of penetration, and rapid increase in gas shows in the mud while drilling may
all be good indicators of open and conductive fractures. While loss of circulation
indicates the presence of fractures, it also causes mud circulation problems and
results in the loss of expensive drilling mud, and potentially even the loss of the
well.

When combined with image logs, well logging can provide useful information
about the fracture characteristics. Examples of well logs include Stoneley Wave
logs, used to indicate the aperture of open fractures or sonic and density logs
for the recognition of open fractures, and their porosity. Photoelectric effect logs
also detect open fractures, if used with barite mud. Spontaneous potential logs
indicate anomalous contrast in electrical potential between drilling mud and for-
mation water, and the clay materials of the permeable fracture zones. Tempera-
ture logs can detect fractures as fracture zones often exhibit cooler temperatures
because cool drilling mud was circulated through them.

Table 2.3 shows how fractures can be interpreted from various well logs. Well
logs are more effective when they are combined with other methods. They can
be misleading when used in isolation; for example, vugs, washout zones, or bore-
hole rugosity could be mistaken as fractures in Stoneley wave and photoelectric
effect logs, or drilling fluids can yield erroneous readings on temperature logs.

Seismic data such as time of arrival of reflection (or refraction) of acoustic
waves from a geological surface and the shape of the reflection can provide infor-
mation on the reservoir structures, lithology and stratigraphy. Major structures
such as faults with sufficient vertical displacement can be identified and used to
establish the dominant structural orientation and style of reservoir. In addition,
the presence and direction of propagation of reservoir anisotropy influence seis-
mic wave velocity. Since fractures produce anisotropy, the anisotropic reflection
and refraction of seismic waves can support the identification of fracture char-
acteristics such as fracture orientation and density. However, many fractures are
below seismic resolution and hence can go undetected on seismic data.

Another important source for fracture characterisation comes from outcrop
analogues as outcrops allow for a detailed observation of 2D and 3D fracture
distributions, types, styles, and orientation, possibly even at the inter-well scale
(Seers and Hodgetts, 2013; Geiger and Matthäi, 2014; Howell et al., 2014).

Production logging tools (PLT) are useful to identify fractures based on dy-
namic data and can estimate flow capacities of fractures prior to the actual pro-
duction. PLT information can be correlated with the core-derived facies perme-
ability to analyse any impact of fractures.

The production history also allows us to evaluate the effect of fractures in a
reservoir. During hydrocarbon recovery, the actual production rates and reser-
voir performance may be many times higher than estimated. On the contrary,
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the reservoir may underperform. This may indicate the presence of fractures
that were undetected and/or misinterpreted during evaluation.

Log Type Measurement Conventional
Interpretation

Fracture
Interpretation

Reference

Natural gamma
Formation

gamma
emission

Clay mineral
fraction

Radioisotopes
as infilling

Keys, 1979;
Aguilera 1980

Neutron Neutron flux
attenuation

Porosity, clay
fraction, water

saturation

Alteration
minerals and

hole
enlargements

Nelson and
others, 1983;
Paillet, 1991a

Resistivity
Formation
electrical
resistivity

Water salinity
and lithology

Alteration
minerals, hole
enlargements,
water quality,

and
permeability

Keys, 1979;
Katsube and
Hume, 1987

Gamma-gamma
Gamma flux
attenuation

Density and
porosity

Lithology and
hole

enlargements

Keys, 1979;
Paillet, 1991a

Acoustic

Compressional
wave travel
time along

borehole wall

Porosity and
lithology

Alteration and
fracture
porosity

Paillet, 1991a;
Keys, 1979

Acoustic
waveform

Acoustic
pressure signal

Shear velocity

Tube-wave
attenuation,

fracture
transmissivity

Paillet,
1991a, 1983;
Hornby and
others, 1989;

Tang and
others, 1991

Temperature Borehole fluid
temperature

Thermal
conductivity of

formation

Inflow and
outflow to
borehole

Keys, 1979;
Paillet,

1991a: Keys
and Sullivan,

1979

Spontaneous
potential

Natural shale
"membrane"

effect

Water salinity
and clay
mineral
fraction

Streaming
potential

Keys, 1979

Fluid
conductivity

Electrical
conductivity of
borehole fluid

Salinity of
borehole fluid

Inflow and
outflow to
borehole

Keys, 1979;
Hess and

Paillet, 1990;
Paillet, 1991a

Caliper Borehole
diameter

Drilling
damage and

fractures

Hole
enlargement

Keys, 1979;
Paillet, 1991a

Flowmeter Vertical flow
in borehole

Permeability
Inflow and
outflow to
borehole

Hess, 1986;
Hess and

Paillet, 1990

Table 2.4: Interpretation of fractures from well logs. After Paillet (1994).
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2.4.2 Pressure Transient Response in NFR

Another indirect and important source of information on fractures comes from
well-tests. Linking well-test data to fracture detection is the central focus of this
PhD thesis because pressure transient data obtained during well-testing can of-
fer important information as to whether a reservoir is fractured or not, and can
help to identify large-scale flow behaviours, especially during the appraisal and
development stage (Earlougher, 1977; Bourdet, 2002). It should be noted that
well-testing is not restricted to detecting fractures in a formation. For complete-
ness, Table 2.5 shows the various applications of well-test analysis throughout
the field life.

Activity Exploration Appraisal Early
Production

Late
Production

Objective
Are there

hydrocarbons in
the reservoir?

What types
of hydrocarbons?

Productivity?

Completion
efficiency

Changes in
productivity

Reservoir pressure
response to
production

Understand
productivity

anomalies

After
stimulation to

check PI
improvement

Type of test DST or
production test

Production test Production test Production test

Frequency Once Once Once By exception

Table 2.5: Typical objectives of well-testing during the field life cycle. After AGR Tracs
(2014).
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3
G E O E N G I N E E R I N G W O R K F L O W F O R I N T E G R AT E D
W E L L - T E S T I N G

3.1 introduction

Different methods for modelling of NFR have been developed and are well re-
ported in the literature (Barenblatt et al., 1960; Warren and Root, 1963; Aguilera
and Van Poollen, 1977; Dean and Lo, 1988; Chen, 1989; Kazemi and Gilman, 1993;
Kim and Deo, 2000; Berkowitz, 2002; Bogdanov et al., 2003; Karimi-Fard et al.,
2004; Monteagudo and Firoozabadi, 2004; Li and Lee, 2008; Geiger et al., 2009;
Lemonnier and Bourbiaux, 2010a; Hajibeygi et al., 2011; Kuchuk and Biryukov,
2012; Krevor and Fitch, 2015; Moinfar et al., 2013; Ahmed Elfeel, 2014; Maier,
2014; Bosma et al., 2017). These techniques can be broadly divided into two cate-
gories - equivalent continuum models and discrete methods. Examples of equiv-
alent continuum models are the dual-porosity and dual-permeability models.
Examples of discrete methods are the Discrete Fracture Network (DFN) model,
the Discrete Fracture Matrix (DFM) model and the Embedded Discrete Fracture
Matrix (EDFM) model. Table 3.1 shows comparisons of continuum models and
discrete models using common simulation criteria and Figure 3.1 illustrates the
representation of fractures with different methods. A brief description of the
dual-continuum model and the DFM model, which is used in this study, are
presented below.
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CRITERIA CONTINUUM MODELS DISCRETE MODELS

Computational cost Low (hours) High (days)

Simulation scale Large (reservoir) Small (outcrop)

Simplification of geology and physics High (e.g. transfer functions) Low (e.g. fractures
represented explicitly)

Effective properties Required Optional

REV Required Optional

Upscaling Required Optional

Fracture representation Implicit Explicit

Level of resolution
Uniform properties in

each reservoir
model grid block

Features below scale
of a reservoir model grid

block are resolved

Table 3.1: Comparison between continuum models and discrete models

1.1 contemporary modelling of fractured reservoirs 6

fracture properties to continuum scale properties. These properties are fracture

porosity, fracture permeability and matrix shape factors. Before the introduction

of DFN upscaling, it was common to use these properties as history matching

parameters without a direct link to geological observations. DFN modelling tools

are readily available in standard petroleum reservoir modelling software.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.4: Types of fracture models. (a) A dual porosity (DP) model where fractures
and matrix blocks are modelled separately and linked with a transfer func-
tion. (b) A discrete fracture network (DFN) model where only fractures are
considered in the numerical model. (c) A discrete fracture and matrix model
(DFM) showing pressure distribution in both fractures and matrix blocks.

DFM models explicitly account for fracture and matrix block flow (Fig. 1.4c).

Hence, they require additional gridding and computational cost, but overcome

assumptions generally applied to model flow in the matrix blocks. The DFM

approach can hence serve as a numerical laboratory, where hypotheses related

to fracture properties are tested and conceptual models are evaluated. DFM sim-

ulations have been used to upscale single and multi-phase flow in fractured

reservoirs (Karimi-Fard et al., 2006, Gong et al., 2008, Matthäi and Nick, 2009,

Ahmed Elfeel et al., 2010, Ahmed Elfeel and Geiger, 2012).

1.1.3 Three-phase flow

In NFR, capillary pressure and relative permeability functions have a major im-

pact on fluid exchange between matrix blocks and fractures. Fluid transfer be-

tween fractures and matrix blocks is dominated by capillary and gravity forces.

Since most oil is contained inside the matrix, capillary and gravity forces can be

more important in NFR compared to unfractured reservoirs. For example, capil-
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Figure 3.1: Types of fracture models showing, (a): the dual-porosity model (Ahmed
Elfeel, 2014), (b): the discrete fracture network model (Ahmed Elfeel, 2014),
(c): the discrete fracture matrix model of this thesis, and (d): the embedded
discrete fracture matrix, (courtesy of Daniel Wong, PhD student at HWU).
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3.1.1 Dual-Continuum Models

The dual-porosity model, introduced by (Barenblatt et al., 1960) and developed
by (Warren and Root, 1963), for simulation of fluid flow in NFR consist of two
systems: fractures with high flow capacity but low storativity and a matrix with
negligible flow capacity but significant storage. This model has been adopted as
the industry standard for simulating NFR and remains the underlying model in
commercial reservoir simulators. Typical features of this model are listed in Table
3.1 and other assumptions have been discussed in Chapter 1. As fractures are not
explicitly represented in this model, the interaction between matrix blocks and
fractures is modelled via transfer functions (Kazemi et al., 1976). Furthermore,
the dual-porosity model has been extended to dual-permeability for scenarios
where matrix flow is significant. Other extensions include the multiple subregion
(MSR) model (Gong et al., 2013), the multi-rate dual-porosity model (Geiger
et al., 2013; Maier, 2014), or the triple-porosity model (Clossman, 1975; Abdassah
and Ershaghi, 1986). The classic dual-porosity V-shape in simulated well-tests
data is a characteristic pressure behaviour corresponding to the interaction of
fractures and matrix in this model, as discussed in detail in Chapter 1.

3.1.2 Discrete Fracture-Matrix (DFM) models

The DFM model is an important alternative to the dual-porosity model when
simulating fluid flow in NFR (Kim and Deo, 2000; Karimi-Fard et al., 2004;
Geiger et al., 2009; Moinfar et al., 2013; Geiger and Matthäi, 2014). The DFM
approach allows us to resolve the fractures in dynamic reservoir models without
over-simplification of the reservoir geology. One of its key differences compared
to the dual-porosity model is the explicit representation and simulation of frac-
tures and matrix (other features of this model are listed in Table 3.1). Hence,
the exchange of fluids between fractures, between fractures and matrix, and be-
tween matrix blocks occurs naturally in flow simulations and without the need
for transfer functions (although at significantly increased computational cost).
This approach can provide reference solutions for the validation and calibration
of the fracture-matrix transfer formulations used in dual-porosity simulators
(Lemonnier and Bourbiaux, 2010a). It also has the potential to provide results
that support the correct interpretation of transient pressure responses in NFR
(Geiger and Matthäi, 2014; Egya et al., 2018c). Geological well-testing with the
use of DFM techniques allows us to properly rank different geological scenarios
considered for a field development (Corbett, 2009; Corbett et al., 2012; Agada
et al., 2013) and calibrate simulation models considering the key reservoir fea-
tures that control fluid flow (Egya et al., 2018a).
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3.2 geoengineering workflow

A geoengineering workflow (Figure 3.2) introduced by Corbett (2012); Corbett
et al. (2012) and adapted in this thesis (Egya et al., 2018c,a,b) combined DFM
modelling techniques using unstructured-grid reservoir simulations to generate
synthetic pressure transients for different fracture geometries. The workflow en-
abled us to correlate the pressure transients to the known geological features
present in the reservoir model in order to investigate which geological features
account for a given pressure response. The geoengineering workflow can be
summarised in the following steps:

i. Build high-resolution synthetic geological models comprising conceptual
fracture networks or realistic fracture patterns (e.g., observed in an outcrop-
analogue). Data required at this stage include fracture orientation, length,
aperture, connectivity, and reservoir horizons.

ii. Use petrophysical properties from logs that are representative of a given
subsurface reservoir. This data included permeability, porosity, PVT etc.

iii. Represent the geological model in a reservoir simulation model that em-
ploys unstructured grids so that the fractures can be preserved explicitly.
Details of the unstructured-grid generations is provided in the section be-
low.

iv. Numerically simulate drawdown / build-up for a wide range of possible
reservoir parameters (e.g., fracture conductivity and well locations). This
stage requires initial reservoir conditions e.g., pressure and saturation as
well as well parameters including radius, length and orientation.

v. Analyse the resulting numerical pressure transient data in a standard well-
test package. Besides pressure and rate data collated from the flow simu-
lation, the minimum data required for the analysis are fluid type, well ori-
entation, wellbore radius, formation thickness, porosity, formation volume
factor, viscosity and total compressibility.

vi. Estimate the effective reservoir parameters for the simulation model. Typical
reservoir properties that is estimated from the analysis include permeability
thickness product, skin, fracture length and conductivity, radius of investi-
gation etc.

vii. Correlate the pressure transient to the known geological features in the reser-
voir model. Where the analysis disagrees with model input and geological
understanding, make necessary changes to the reservoir model to test other
reservoir concepts and improve model performance.
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Figure 3.2: Geoengineering workflow for integrated well-testing.

The reservoir models can be created using various geophysical, geological,
petrophysical and production data. Examples of this include geological / re-
gional structural setting, structural framework, reservoir horizons, lithology, drilling
events (such as mud loss and changes in rate of penetration) borehole images,
and flow logs. Fluid properties (PVT), rock properties (e.g. permeability and
porosity) are derived from petrophysical analysis. For investigations of field data
in this thesis, the conceptual models are created and constrained using both the
field’s static geological data and dynamic (pressure and rate) data. Where syn-
thetic, idealised fracture geometries are used, realistic subsurface reservoir prop-
erties are used for the flow simulation. The DFM-based geoengineering work-
flow in this thesis uses the numerical methods available in the open-source Mat-
lab Reservoir Simulation Toolbox (MRST) (Lie et al., 2012). The DFM simulations
solve the diffusivity equation numerically and explicitly resolve the fractures in
the reservoir models. This approach hence allows us to analyse the impact of
the fracture network geometry as well as well locations on the pressure transient
signals. MRST offers a range of discretization methods. Here, we employ the
PErpendicular Bisector (PEBI) method, which has proven to be efficient, robust
and accurate when discretizing complex fracture networks (Sun and Schechter,
2015). The conditions for accurate PEBI simulations are that the permeabilities
are isotropic and permeability orthogonality is guaranteed. However, the main
advantage of the PEBI approach is its flexibility, enabling the grids to conform
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to complex geometrical features, including fractures and radial gridding around
the wells, whilst resolving the early time transients (Zheng et al., 2007).

3.2.1 Fracture Mesher Implementaion in MRST

The gridding of the simulation model with explicit fractures is completed us-
ing a new Carbonate Research Group in-house module (2D fracture mesher)
developed in MRST for this PhD research. This unstructured PEBI grid mesher
is implemented using existing Triangle (Shewchuck, 2002) and PEBI grid algo-
rithm available in MRST (Lie et al., 2012). The code excerpt below outlines the
implementation of the fracture mesher in MRST.

2D Fracture Mesher Developed in MRST

%% Define Specify grid information

% Create cell arrays with fracture cordinates

fractures = cell(0,0);

% Import/define fracture cordinates(X1,Y1;X2,Y1)for fractures{i}=1:n

fractures{i}= [X1,Y1;X2,Y2];

% Divide fractures into segments equal to desired aperture

function[fractures] = smart_refine_fractures(fractures,grid_aperture);

for i=1:length(fractures)

end

end

% Define the reservoir model boundary

xylimits = [x1 x2;y1 y2];

% Specify max area of the triangle mesh to be created

max_area = [];

% Well locations for number of wells, i=1:n

Wpt{i} = [x1,y1];

%% Generate triangle grid over a 2D domain limited by ’xylimits’ array

% and having as restrictions the fractures defined by ’fractures’ cell

% array. ’max_area’ define the general size of a triangle and controls the

% refinement of the final mesh

G = create_triangle_fractured_grid(xylimits,fractures,max_area, varargin);

function [G,points,triangles] = create_triangle_fractured_grid(xylimits,...

fractures,max_area, varargin)

% Input arguments to call Triangle Mesh Generator.

arg = [’-a’ num2str(max_area) ’Anepq30CVF’];

%where NUM2STR Convert numbers to character representation

filename = ’.temporary_triangle_files’;

function []=write_poly_file(filename,xylimits,fractures,max_area);

end

%% Generates Triangle2D files
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run_Triangle_poly(filename,arg);

function []=run_Triangle_poly(filename,arguments)

end

% Reading Triangle2D files

points = read_Triangle_nodes([filename ’.1.node’]);

function [ points ] = read_Triangle_nodes( filename )

end

triangles = read_Triangle_elements([filename ’.1.ele’]);

function [ triangles ] = read_Triangle_elements( filename )

end

% Generating Grid, assigning tags and appertures

opt = struct(’randomPerturb’, [],...

’padding’, [], ...

’uniform’, true, ...

’wells’, [], ...

’wellseg’, [], ...

’radius’, [], ...

’radnum’, [], ...

’growthfactor’, [], ...

’extraPts’, [], ...

’lines’, {{}}, ...

’randomizePoints’, false);

opt = merge_options(opt, varargin{:});

function [prm, varargout] = merge_options(prm, varargin)

end

% Add radially refined wells

Pts = points(:,2:3);

if ~isempty(opt.wells)

for i = 1:size(opt.wells, 1)

Pts = insertWellRefinement(opt.wells(i, :), Pts, R(i),...

WS(i), NR(i), GF(i));

end

end

%% Delaunay Triangulations

Tri = delaunayTriangulation(Pts);

G = triangleGrid(Pts, Tri.ConnectivityList);

function G = triangleGrid(p, varargin)

end

%Delete all the files no longer required after the mesh generation

clean_the_mess();

function [ ] = clean_the_mess( )

end

end
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%% Compute dual grid (G2) of triangular grid (G).

G2 = pebi(G);

%Extrude 2D grid to layered 3D grid with n layers.

G2 = makeLayeredGrid(G2, n); %n = number of layers

%Compute geometry of grid.

G2 = computeGeometry(G2); �
3.2.2 PEBI Grid Generation

PSLG

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

Figure 3.3: Mesh generation showing a planar straight-line graph (PSLG) representing
sets of fracture nodes and adjoining edges (a), the Delaunay triangulation
(grey dash lines) (b), the PEBI grid built around triangular mesh nodes (c),
the resulting PEBI grid with respect to the initial PSLG (d) and a separate
meshing example showing radial gridding around a well (e).

The PEBI gridding workflow used in this study is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Frac-
ture traces, well locations, and domain boundaries are represented in the form
of linear coordinates. Edges are then delineated by creating a planar straight-line
graph (PSLG) containing a set of fracture vertices and adjoining edges (Figure
3.3a). The PSLG provides the input for a constrained Delaunay triangulation
(Figure 3.3b) that honours the original model geometry (Shewchuck, 2002). The
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resulting triangulation forms the basis on which the complementary PEBI grid is
generated such that the centres of the PEBI cells correspond to the nodes of trian-
gular elements (Figure 3.3c). Finally, the 2D PEBI grid (Figure 3.3d - without the
drawn PSLG) is extruded vertically, resulting in a 2.5D reservoir simulation grid
that is horizontally unstructured but vertically structured (Mallison et al., 2010;
Lie et al., 2012; Sun and Schechter, 2015). It is often referred to as 2.5D rather
than 3D because the geology/geometry does not change in the third dimension.
Throughout this work, we assume that the thickness of the formation is small
compared to its lateral extent, and hence no variations in structure occur in the
third dimension. Furthermore, the grid around the wells and fractures was lo-
cally refined to ensure that steep pressure gradients near wells and, at early time,
near the fracture-matrix interfaces, can be preserved accurately.

To enable this grid refinement, a procedure was implemented to improve the
quality of the mesh at multiple fracture intersections as well as at asymmet-
ric and low-angle intersections. Various approaches have been used to resolve
meshing of complex geometry features including small features, sharp angles
in intersection features, multiple features intersection, or non-uniform fracture
apertures (Branets et al., 2009; Syihab, 2009; Mallison et al., 2010; Olorode et al.,
2013; Hyman et al., 2014; Bahrainian et al., 2015; Sun and Schechter, 2015; Houze
et al., 2017). Here, we developed an algorithm that involves creating a protective
area where only one finite element node is allowed at the intersection and no
grid refinement is applied within this area local to the intersection (Figure 3.3a
to Figure 3.3c). Note that the image in Figure 3.3d shows an improved mesh
where the PEBI cell is constructed around the initial finite element node and
the adjoining cells conform to the defined fracture geometry. In addition, we ap-
plied the algorithm of Møyner and Lie (2016) to refine the grid radially around
the well, especially in cases where wells are located in the matrix and close to
fractures (Figure 3.3e).

To ensure that numerical artefacts do not impact the simulation results, we
tested how grid refinement around the fractures and well, as well as the se-
lection of time-steps, influence the numerical simulations by comparing numer-
ically generated pressure profiles to analytical solutions for various levels of
grid refinement and time-steps. Based on this analysis, all models use grids that
coarsen logarithmically away from the smallest geometric feature (i.e., the grid
blocks containing the fractures) and set the maximum grid block size to be four
orders of magnitude larger than the smallest grid block in the model. Simu-
lation time-steps are also increased logarithmically to ensure smooth pressure
transients. The simulation results were further compared, for simple orthogonal
fracture patterns, to a commercial simulator (CMG IMEX).
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3.2.3 Numerical Simulation Model

All simulations presented in this study assume that Darcy’s law applies and con-
sider single-phase flow of a slightly compressible fluid where gravity effects can
be ignored. The matrix of the reservoir is homogenous and isotropic and the
reservoir and fluid properties (i.e. the hydraulic diffusivity, η) are constant out-
side the fracture network and independent of pressure. The total compressibility,
Ct is derived from the formation compressibility, C f m and a single-phase fluid
compressibility, C f d, and given by

C f m =
1
φ

∂φ

∂p
, C f d =

1
ρ

∂ρ

∂p
. (3.1)

where p, φ, and ρ denote pressure, porosity, and fluid density respectively.
Assuming that the fluid compressibility is constant and independent of pres-

sure, Ct is defined as

Ct = C f m + C f d = constant. (3.2)

The geoengineering workflow then numerically solves the diffusivity equation

∂p
∂t

= ∇ · [η∇p], η =
k(x)
φµCt

, (3.3)

for given reservoir properties and reservoir geometries where t, k(x), and µ

denote time, the (spatially varying) permeability tensor, and constant fluid vis-
cosity, respectively.

Consider a well (Figure 3.4) producing at constant rate q from a reservoir with
an initial reservoir pressure p0 at time t = 0. The reservoir is infinite, isotropic
and homogeneous and contains a vertical wellbore, without wellbore storage
and skin, that fully penetrates the formation. From the radial form of the diffu-
sivity equation, the following dimensionless variable are presented for simplicity

Dimensionless time, tD = c1
km

φµ Ctr2
w

∆t, (3.4)

Dimensionless pressure, pD = c2
kmh
qβµ

[p0 − pw f (∆t)], (3.5)
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where c1 and c2 are unit conversion coefficients given as 0.0002637 and 0.007082
in oilfield units, respectively, and km, h, q, β, p0, and pw f , denote matrix perme-
ability (in mD), formation thickness (in f t), rate of production (in stb/day), for-
mation volume factor (in Rb/stb), initial pressure (in psi), flowing well pressure
(in psi). For fractured wells with vertically oriented fractures as modelled in this
study, the well radius, rw, is replaced with fracture half length, lw.

Figure 3.4: Idealised well-test flow rate and pressure response. ∆q, p0, ∆p, pw f denote
change in flow rate, initial reservoir pressure, change in pressure and reser-
voir pressure at the point of well shut-in. tp and ∆t denote time of at the
point of well shut-in and elapsed time after shut-in.

Once the 2.5D reservoir model is constructed (Figure 3.3), it is populated with
representative subsurface petrophysical properties, including porosity and per-
meability that are used as input for flow computations. For simplicity, the reser-
voir matrix is assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous so that single constant
values of petrophysical properties can be used, but heterogeneous matrix proper-
ties are possible too. The fractures are assumed to be open (100% porosity), have
higher permeabilities than the matrix, and also have constant properties (either
uniform or heterogeneous) that do not change as a function of pressure (i.e., the
reservoir is stress-insensitive). Fracture permeability k f is computed from the
fracture aperture, a, using the parallel plate law, i.e., k f = a2/12. To avoid infea-
sibly small grid cells in the fracture, we rescaled the fracture permeability and
porosity, in case a fracture grid block was wider than the fracture aperture to
obtain the correct fracture volume and fracture transmissibility. This scaling is
given by

S f =
ar

ag
, (3.6)
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where S f , ar and ag denote scaling factor, real fracture aperture, and aperture
represented in the grid, respectively. For instance, where the fracture real aper-
ture is 1mm (i.e. 0.001m) and the width at which the aperture is represented in
the grid is 0.1m, the scaling factor, S f is 0.01. Assuming an open fracture with
100% porosity (φ f = 1), the fracture porosity assigned to refined cells with frac-
ture, φ f cell is therefore multiplied by the scaling factor. That is, φ f cell = 0.01 ∗ 1.
From the parallel plate relationship, a 1mm fracture aperture corresponds to a
fracture permeability of 83, 333, 333mD (i.e. 8.333x10−8m2). When scaled to sim-
ulation grids size (0.1m) as illustrated above, the fracture permeability value
represented in reservoir grid cell, k f cell is 833, 333.33mD. For the unambiguous
comparison of our simulation runs that consider different fracture permeabil-
itilies, and for comparison with published results, we further introduced the
dimensionless fracture conductivity FCD defined as

FCD =
k f · a

km · lw
. (3.7)

Where required for our investigations, the effects of wellbore (e.g. wellbore
storage or skin) are modelled using the approach of Kamal and Co (1986), such
that

C = VwCt, (3.8)

and

ks =
km

1 + S( rs
rs−rw

)
, (3.9)

where C is the wellbore storage coefficient (in RB/psi) and Vw and Ct are the
wellbore volume (in f t3) and total compressibility (in psi−1), respectively. km, ks,
S, rs and rw are reservoir permeability (in mD), reduced permeability due to skin
(in mD), skin factor, radius of region of reduced permeability due to skin (in f t),
and wellbore radius (in f t), respectively.

3.2.4 Well-test Analysis

Once a numerical simulation has been performed, the resulting pressure tran-
sient is analysed using a standard well-test package. The analysis is based on
the assumption that the changes in pressure in a reservoir resulting from the
change in production rate reflect the geometric features and fluid properties of
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the reservoir (Bourdet, 2002; Ahmed and McKinney, 2005). From the analysis,
the pressure response and other known reservoir properties can be used to esti-
mate unknown properties of the reservoir within the radius of investigation of
the well. The unknown parameters may include, but are not limited to average
permeability, skin, fracture length, reservoir heterogeneities, or reservoir bound-
aries. A diagram of an idealised pressure response, drawdown and build-up, is
illustrated in Figure 3.4.

From the well-test drawdown in Figure 3.4, the reservoir performance can be
measured by the productivity index PI = ( q

p0−pw f
). For well-test analysis, the

diffusivity equation for fluid flow is most often expressed in radial coordinates
(Figure 3.5) as

∂2p
∂r2 +

1
r

∂p
∂r

=
1
c1

φµCt

k
∂p
∂t

. (3.10)

Figure 3.5: Radial flow and reservoir outer boundary. After Whittle (2017).

The diffusivity equation can be solved for different outer boundary conditions.
The three most common conditions are

(i). Transient State (also called In f inite Acting Reservoir Flow) occurs because
the reservoir appears infinite acting because the pressure disturbance has
not reached the outer boundary. The transient state occurs within the ra-
dius of investigation r in Figure 3.5. The reservoir pressure declines non-
uniformly throughout the reservoir and the rate at which the pressure
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changes varies with time. This PhD work relates mainly to the analysis of
this state during well-testing. For this reason, further details of the well-
test analysis technique for this state, including the various flow regimes
will be highlighted later in this section.

(ii). Pseudo-Steady State (PSS) occurs at late time when the reservoir is finite,
i.e. the pressure front has the reached the reservoir boundary, and there is
no pressure support, i.e. the model boundaries are no-flow boundaries (re

and pe in Figure 3.5). Thus, the pressure decreases at a constant rate with
time throughout the reservoir. Examples for such reservoir boundaries are
sealing faults and production from nearby wells.

(iii). Steady State occurs at late time when there is enough reservoir energy at
the reservoir boundary such that a constant pressure boundary exists. The
reservoir is considered finite and flow across the outer boundary (re and
pe in Figure 3.5) equals the production rate at the well. Hence, there is
no pressure change throughout the reservoir. Examples for such reservoir
boundaries include the support from an aquifer or the expansion of a gas
cap.

Each of these boundary conditions give rise to very specific pressure transients
that can be calculated from the analytical solutions of the diffusivity equation
for the given boundary condition. In the following, the solutions to the transient
state will be discussed as they are most pertinent for this study.

Solution to In f inite Acting Reservoir Flow
The solution of an infinite acting reservoir flow for pressure measured at the
producing well is given as

pD =
1
2

(c3 log tD + 0.80907) + S. (3.11)

where c3 denotes unit conversion coefficient from ln to log and is given as
2.302585. S denotes skin factor, which account for the additional pressure drop
when fluid flows into a producing well. From Equation 3.5 and 3.11, the pressure
change at the well can be computed as

∆p =
∆qβµ

2c2kmh
(c3 log ∆t + c3 log

c1km

φµCtr2
w

+ 0.80907) + 2S. (3.12)

Well-test analysis is carried out by plotting the changes in pressure as a func-
tion of time on different plot types (e.g. semi-log, log-log and other specialised
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plots). Of these plots, the log-log plot offers the most diagnostic insights and is
hence used in this study. It allows the identification of different flow regimes. To
generate the log-log plot, Equation 3.4 and 3.5 can be rewritten as

log tD = log
c1km∆t
φµCtr2

w
= log ∆t + log

c1km

φµCtr2
w

, (3.13)

log pD = log
c2kmh∆p

qβµ
= log ∆p + log

c2kmh
qβµ

. (3.14)

The diagnostic feature of the log-log plot is the pressure derivative ∆p
′

curve
through which distinct flow patterns corresponding to different geological fea-
tures can be recognised. The calculation of the pressure derivative is given by

∆p′ =
d∆p

d ln ∆t
= ∆t

d∆p
d∆t

. (3.15)

The conventional flow regimes using the derivatives and the corresponding
derivative slopes are presented in Figure 3.6 and Table 3.2 respectively. The pres-
sure derivative is used to correlate the pressure transient data to the known
geological features in the geoenegineering workflow.

Figure 3.6: Log-log plot with conventional flow regimes. After Fekete.com (2015).
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Flow Regime ∆p’

Wellbore storage or
boundary-dominated (PSS)

1

Bilinear flow 1/4

Linear flow or channel 1/2

Spherical flow -1/2

Radial or pseudo-radial flow 0

Table 3.2: Flow regime and slope of pressure derivative .

3.3 model validation

A number of initial studies were conducted to validate the accuracy of the un-
structured DFM simulations, and to make sure that the pressure transient re-
sponse from the reservoir reflects the physical conditions and are not impacted
by numerical artefacts. For this model validation, we ran simulations consid-
ering a matrix-only model (Table 3.3, Model 1 and Figure 3.7), a model with
a single fracture (Table 3.3, Model 2) and a model with multiple intersecting
("multi-wing") fractures (Table 3.3, Model 3). In these models, the well is located
centrally and symmetrically in the single fracture, and at a bifurcation point for
multi-wing fractures, respectively (Figure 3.8a and Figure 3.9a). Analytical solu-
tions exist for all these models such that simulation results can be compared to
the exact solutions.

Model name Well Location Model description and dimension

Model 1: Matrix only matrix 200X200X1m homogeneous matrix

Model 2: Single fracture fracture
200X200X1m homogeneous matrix model

with two-wing (single) fracture
and FCD of 1-500

Model 3: Multiple fracture
intersection (multi-wing) fracture

fracture
200X200X1m homogeneous matrix model

with six-wing (multiple) fractures and
asymmetric factor and FCD of 10

Table 3.3: Simulation models to validate the DFM simulations.

The reservoir and fluid properties used for the sensitivity study are sum-
marised in Table 3.4. For simplicity, all simulations assume single-phase lami-
nar flow, no gravity effects, a homogenous and isotropic reservoir matrix with
uniform thickness, fracture network with single porosity and permeability for
a given simulation model. We also assume layer bound vertical fractures and
hence represent the model with the third dimension as a single layer. Wells are
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oriented vertically and fully penetrate the formation and produce at constant
rate for any given simulation.

Reservoir initial pressure, p0 (psi) 4351

Normalised rate, q (bbl/day) 6.29

Matrix porosity, φm ( f raction) 0.3

Matrix permeability, km (mD) 10

Fracture porosity, φ f ( f raction) 1.0

Oil viscosity, µo (cp) 1.0

Oil density, ρo (kg/m3) 700

Oil formation volume factor, rb/stb 1.0

Total compressibility (psi−1) 6.8948X10−6

Table 3.4: Reservoir model and fluid properties used in the validation study.

In all simulation models, a jacket of matrix cells with uniform properties is
added to prevent flow in the fractures from interacting with the model boundary
(Aljuboori et al., 2015; Egya et al., 2018c). Since the fracture cells are characterised
with a high permeability, the pressure response in this medium can propagate
very quickly to the model boundary even before the effect of exchange between
fractures and the matrix has started. Therefore, it is necessary to prevent the late
time boundary effect from interfering with the middle time pressure transient
response in our simulations.

The first set of results is for the matrix-only model with a well located at the
centre of the reservoir (Figure 3.7). Each of the graphs in Figure 3.7 shows the
main flow regimes, i.e. early time wellbore storage (WBS) or afterflow (for a shut-
in well) with slope m = 1, radial flow with m = 0, and late-time PSS flow with m =
1 indicating a closed boundary. During the WBS, the production at the surface
is due to the expansion of the fluid column in the well (Bourdet, 2002). The total
production at this time is from the well storage with negligible contribution from
the reservoir. When the storage is depleting, the reservoir production starts and
increases until the total surface production equals the reservoir contribution to
the well. The period between the start of reservoir production at the sand face
to the beginning of the total production from the reservoir marks the transition
from the pure wellbore effect with m = 1 to radial flow with m = 0. During the
radial flow, the reservoir flow-lines converge at the well in a radial geometry
and the radius of the circular drainage area increases with time. Changes to
this flow behaviour only occur with changes in reservoir properties or when
pressure disturbance reaches the boundary. The reservoir starts to deplete when
the pressure front reaches a closed boundary. During this time the reservoir
pressure declines constantly with time throughout the reservoir. The pressure
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changes during this period, called pseudo-steady state, for an homogeneous
matrix with closed boundary is marked by another m = 1 slope.
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Figure 3.7: Simulation results for a matrix-only model, with normalised rate of 6.29 stb/-
day, showing sensitivities to matrix permeability (a), matrix porosity (b), pro-
duction rate (c), and oil viscosity (d).

The simulated pressure derivatives in Figure 3.7 capture the sensitivities to
changes in reservoir parameters discussed in Houze et al. (2017). Figure 3.7a
shows little variation in the form for pressure derivatives as a function of perme-
ability. However, the pressure response at higher matrix permeabilities deviates
from pure WBS at early times, indicating the reservoir’s ability to react faster to
production as expected. Changes in porosity (Figure 3.7b) do not show changes
in the stabilization of the pressure derivative (i.e. during radial flow). Deviations
are observed, however, during transition from pure WBS to radial flow, and
from radial flow to PSS. Given the same reservoir size and properties, changes
in time are proportional to the changes in porosity for the PSS influence to reach
the well. Figure 3.7c shows that with changes in production rate, the derivative
shifts vertically but the form of the pressure derivative remains the same. High
flow rates produce proportionately higher pressure deviations from the initial
pressure, shifting the derivative upwards. The effects of changes in viscosity on
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pressure derivative are opposite to those described above for the changes in per-
meability (Figure 3.7a).
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Figure 3.8: Single fracture model showing the close-up of the unstructured PEBI grid
with refinement around a single fracture in metres (a) and simulation results
for variable fracture conductivities (FCD of 4 − 4500) (b). FCD denotes the
dimensionless fracture conductivity, as defined in Equation 3.7.
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Figure 3.9: Multiwing fractures model showing the close-up of the unstructured PEBI
grid with refinement around the multiwing fractures (a) and simulation re-
sults for FCD values of 10 and AF values of 0-0.8 (b). The dashed lines and
solid lines show changes in pressure and the corresponding pressure deriva-
tives, respectively. The asymmetry factor, AF, measures the well offset from
the centre of the fracture.

Next, we perform a sensitivity analysis using a reservoir model with a single
fracture such that our simulated pressure transients can be compared with ex-
isting analytical solutions. Results showing a close-up of the unstructured PEBI
grid with refinement around a single fracture intersected by a well are depicted
in Figure 3.8. From top to bottom in Figure 3.8b, the flow regimes identified with
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changes in the conductivity include bilinear flow with m = 1/4, linear flow with
m = 1/2, and pseudo-radial flow with m = 0. For low conductivity fractures, pres-
sure gradient along the fracture length is not insignificant. For this reason series
of linear flow emerge because of pressure drop along the fracture length as fluid
flow towards the intersecting well. A second linear flow regime emerge as the
reservoir from the surrounding matrix into the fracture extension before the flow
within the fracture reaches the two ends of the fracture. During this period, the
pressure response is referred to as the bilinear flow regime with a characteristic
derivative slope of m = 1/4 (Cinco L. et al., 1978; Bourdet, 2002). When the frac-
ture permeability if high, the pressure drop within the fracture does not occur.
Thus, the early time is characterised with linear flow perpendicular to the frac-
ture plane. This period of pressure transient is called linear flow regime and is
characterised with the derivative slope of m = 1/2 (Gringarten et al., 1974; Bour-
det, 2002). After this period, significant recharge from the reservoir area around
the fracture ends also occurs leading to a radial geometric flow around the well.
This later period is termed the pseudo-radial flow regimes characterised by the
derivative slope of m = 0. Other descriptions of the pressure responses of single
fracture models under different flow conditions are provided later in Chapters
4 and 5. In addition, Figure 3.9a shows a close-up of the unstructured PEBI
grid with refinement around multi-wing fractures used to further validate our
simulations. The results (Figure 3.9b) showing changes in pressure and the cor-
responding pressure derivatives for different values of asymmetry factors (AF)
indicate similar responses to the analytical and semi-analytical solutions of Beru-
men et al. (2000) and Wanjing and Changfu (2014). AF measures the well offset
from the centre of the fracture.

Reservoir Parameter Model Input Analysis Estimate

Matrix permeability (mD)

1 0.98

2 1.99

5 4.99

10 9.90

Fracture X f (metres)

7.5 7.46

10 9.95

15 14.94

20 19.66

Table 3.5: Comparison between model input and estimated results from analysis.

Table 3.5 shows quantitative comparison of the reservoir properties input in
the simulation models and the values of the same parameters estimated from
the pressure transient analysis. All the above simulation results were also vali-
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dated using the commercial software CMG IMEX for simple orthogonal fracture
patterns. The validation models further provide references for the interpretation
of the more complex fracture geometries simulated later.

3.4 jandaira carbonate formation fracture patterns

The geoengineering workflow is applied to an outcrop containing well-developed
fracture patterns in carbonate lithologies (Figure 3.10). The outcrop is located in
the Turonian-Campanian Jandaira formation, which crops out in large parts of
the Potiguar basin in NE Brazil (Bertotti et al., 2017; de Graaf et al., 2017). The
Jandaira formation is a sub-horizontal formation, dipping on average 3◦ towards
the North, creating exposed pavements with dimensions exceeding several hun-
dred meters. These exposures are ideal for multiscale fracture network charac-
terisation. Using satellite imagery in combination with drone images and con-
ventional outcrop measurements, more than 18, 000 fractures have been mapped
in pavements throughout the basin (Bisdom et al., 2017a).

Although layers with folds and faults are relatively rare, the Jandaira for-
mation is intensely fractured. Based on crosscutting relations between verti-
cal fractures and burial-related horizontal stylolites and the abundance of bed-
perpendicular conjugate sets of fractures, most of the fractures are interpreted to
have formed at shallow depths during a relatively early phase of burial (Bertotti
et al., 2017). Outcrop and thin section analyses of fracture infill shows that frac-
tures have shear and opening components, indicating that these are hybrid frac-
tures (Ramsey and Chester, 2004; Bertotti et al., 2017). The main driving mecha-
nism for fracturing was regional shortening, under a maximum horizontal stress
oriented N-S to NE-SW (Bertotti et al., 2017; de Graaf et al., 2017). As a result,
most fractures are oriented N-S and NW-SE, dipping perpendicular to bedding
(Bisdom et al., 2017a).

The E-W striking fractures are barren features in the outcrops, but prior to ex-
humation these features were tectonic (i.e., bed-perpendicular) stylolites formed
in the same N-S to NW-SE regional shortening phase as the fractures (Bertotti
et al., 2017). Fractures from different orientation families are observed to be mu-
tually crosscutting, providing further evidence for their simultaneous formation.
The only hierarchy that is observed in some outcrops is related to fracture size,
as smaller fractures terminate against larger fractures.

These burial-related fractures are present at high densities throughout the en-
tire basin, even though there is only limited seismic-scale deformation. These
patterns have furthermore been formed under relatively low stresses. Many car-
bonate reservoirs have a similar lack of seismic-scale deformation, where conven-
tional methods such as curvature analysis do not indicate significant fracturing,
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but the studies of the Jandaira formation show that high-density fracture pat-
terns may still exist. For this type of fracture networks, there is significant value
in having the ability to identify fracture flow from well-test data.

Figure 3.10: Aerial view of the fracture patterns in the Jandaira Formation, Brazil (left)
(Bisdom et al., 2016). The marked inset boxes indicate how subset-model
fractures are taken. The upper inset represents a disconnected fracture net-
work and the lower inset is for connected fracture network.

Fractures from one of the Jandaira pavements are used in this study (Figure
3.10). This 400X175m pavement has been imaged using a drone, resulting in
a georeferenced image from which nearly 2000 fractures were mapped using
GIS software (Bisdom et al., 2017b). Fracture lengths in this pavement range
from 0.68m to about 90m with apertures observed at the outcrop ranging from
< 0.1mm up to 10mm (Bisdom et al., 2016). Bertotti et al. (2014) noted that even
though the orientation of the structures is preserved, fracture apertures observed
in the outcrop are probably not representative of the subsurface conditions and
hence we consider variable fracture apertures in Chapters 4. Like the Jandaira
Formation, recent karstification has altered the fracture/joint properties at sur-
face of the outcrop example shown in Figure 1.1. For this reason, subsurface
model parameters are selected in this thesis - rather than being measured in
the field - with the contrast between matrix and fracture permeability being the
important consideration.
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4
D U A L - P O R O S I T Y R E S P O N S E S F O R F R A C T U R E S W I T H
U N I F O R M C O N D U C T I V I T Y

4.1 introduction

Geological reservoirs can be extensively fractured but the observed well-test
signatures may not show a pressure transient response that is classically (or
wrongly) considered to be representative of NFR: for example, the classical dual-
porosity response (V-shape, see Chapter 1) that indicates two distinct pore sys-
tems (i.e. the mobile fractures and immobile matrix). Yet, the production be-
haviour may still be influenced by these fractures. On the other hand, even mod-
erately and discretely fractured reservoirs can yield the dual-porosity V-shape
under certain reservoir conditions.

This chapter uses the geological well-testing method introduced in Chapter 3
to explore the validity and limitations of the characteristic flow behaviour inher-
ent to the dual-porosity model when interpreting well-test data from Type 2 and
3 NFR of Nelson’s classification (Figure 1.2). To achieve this, the geoengineering
workflow is applied to generate synthetic pressure transient data in both ideal-
ized fracture geometries and real fracture networks mapped in an outcrop of
the Jandaira Formation (Figure 3.10). The chapter also presents key reservoir fea-
tures that cause the classic V-shape pressure derivative (lookalike) response in
NFRs. These include effects of fracture skin, a very tight matrix permeability and
wells intersecting a minor, unconnected fracture close to a large fracture or frac-
ture network. The findings apply to both connected and disconnected fracture
networks.

4.2 single fracture model

Our simulation and interpretation of well-test signals in an NFR starts with
a reservoir model containing a single natural fracture that intersects the well
(Figure 3.8) as well as a single fracture located in the matrix at different distances
to the well (Figure 4.1). Although such a model is unrealistic for a real reservoir
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condition, it allows us to apply analytical solutions (Cinco-Ley and Samaniego-
V., 1981; Bourdet, 2002; Kuchuk and Biryukov, 2015) and provides an important
reference when interpreting pressure transient behaviour for complex cases.

These reference simulations show the well-studied flow regimes for different
fracture conductivities and locations of the well with respect to the fracture. For
example, for a well intersecting fracture with low fracture conductivity (up to
FCD = 100), the first flow regime observed in the pressure derivative is bilinear
flow (Figure 3.8). As fracture conductivity increases to FCD = 500 (Figure 3.8), the
bilinear flow diminishes and linear flow emerges as the first flow regime before
radial flow is attained (Gringarten et al., 1974, 1975; Cinco-Ley and Samaniego-
V., 1981; Wong et al., 1986; Bourdet, 2002). This is not the case for the same
reservoir and fracture properties where the well is located in the matrix (Figure
4.1). It is well-understood that a well located near a single fracture first shows
the effect of wellbore storage followed by radial flow in the matrix (depending
on the distance on the nearby fracture) and then a minimum ("dip") on the
derivative reflecting the period of depletion from the fracture (Cinco-Ley, 1996;
Abbaszadeh and Cinco-Ley, 1995).
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Figure 4.1: Simulated pressure response for a well located at different distances to an in-
finite conductivity single natural fracture with fracture half-length X f = 15m.
m indicates the slope of the pressure derivative. Note that m = 0 indicates
radial flow or pseudo-radial flow, m = 1/2 indicates formation linear flow
and m = 1 indicates pseudo-steady state boundary flow.

Field examples of pressure responses for a high permeability object in form
of fractures, fault or karst some distance away from the well include heavily
faulted carbonate reservoir in Gulf of Campeche (Abbaszadeh and Cinco-Ley,
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1995), Nonintersecting fracture in the Arab D reservoir (Al-Thawad et al., 2001),
Xinchang X2 gas field (Deng et al., 2018). Other simulation results of a well
located in the matrix adjacent to fractures are presented later in Figures 4.2 to
4.6.

4.3 connected and disconnected fracture networks

4.3.1 Synthetic Fracture Networks

Model name Well Location Model description and dimension

Model 4a: Idealised connected
fractures network

fracture 4kmX4kmX1m homogeneous matrix model with idealised
connected fracture network. FCD of 0.1 to 10000.

Model 4b: Idealised connected
fractures network

matrix 4kmX4kmX1m homogeneous matrix model with idealised
connected fracture network. FCD of 0.1 to 10000.

Model 5a: Idealised disconnected
fractures network

fracture 4kmX4kmX1m homogeneous matrix model with idealised
disconnected fracture network. FCD of 0.1 to 1000.

Model 5b: Idealised disconnected
fractures network

matrix 4kmX4kmX1m homogeneous matrix model with idealised
disconnected fracture network. FCD of 0.1 to 1000.

Model 6a: Outcrop example of
connected fractures network

fracture 550mX550mX1m homogeneous matrix subset-model with
realistic outcrop connected fracture patterns. FCD of 0.1 to 10.

Model 6b: Outcrop example of
connected fractures network

matrix 550mX550mX1m homogeneous matrix subset-model with
realistic outcrop connected fracture patterns. FCD of 0.1 to 10.

Model 7a: Outcrop example of
disconnected fractures network

fracture 480mX450mX1m homogeneous matrix subset-model with
realistic outcrop disconnected fracture patterns. FCD of 0.1 to 10.

Model 7b: Outcrop example of
disconnected fractures network

matrix 480mX450mX1m homogeneous matrix subset-model with
realistic outcrop disconnected fracture patterns. FCD of 0.1 to 10.

Model 8: Idealised connected fractures
network with small fractures

fracture 4kmX4kmX1m homogeneous matrix model with idealised
connected fracture network and (un)connected small fractures. FCD of 1000.

Model 9: Idealised disconnected
fractures network with small fractures

fracture 4kmX4kmX1m homogeneous matrix model with idealised disconnected
fracture network and (un)connected small fractures. FCD of 1000.

Model 10: Idealised disconnected fractures
network with increasing small fracture

fracture 4kmX4kmX1m homogeneous matrix model with idealised disconnected
fracture network and different lengths of unconnected small fracture. FCD of 1000.

Table 4.1: Summary of simulation models with grid dimensions and well locations.

In order to assess the validity and limitations of the Warren and Root (1963)
dual-porosity model in the interpretation of NFR, we first simulate a number
of models containing an idealised and regular fracture network (Figure 4.2). We
consider two different scenarios (Table 4.1, Model 4 and 5): A connected frac-
ture model (Figure 4.2a) that consists of uniform rectangular parallelepipeds
(20mX20mX1m) of matrix blocks that are separated by two sets of perfectly or-
thogonal fractures. Secondly, we consider a disconnected fracture model (Figure
4.2b) that has the same properties as the connected model except that it contains
only a single set of parallel fractures. In each of these models, we consider both,
a well intersecting fracture(s) (Table 4.1, Model 4a and 5a) and a well located in
the matrix (Table 4.1, Model 4b and 5b). In all cases, the well is located in the
centre of the model or slightly offset from the centre (Figure 4.2), if the well is
not intersecting a fracture. We consider fracture conductivities from 60mD.m to
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6X106mD.m, which yield dimensionless fracture conductivities of 0.1 to 10000.
Table 4.1 contains further descriptions of the simulation models used here.

matrix

fractures

20m

well

(a) Model 4

fractures

matrix

20m
well

(b) Model 5

Figure 4.2: Idealised fracture network with a 60m half-length showing a connected frac-
ture network with a well intersecting fractures or a well located in the matrix
adjacent to fractures (a); and a disconnected fracture network with identical
well configurations (b).
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Figure 4.3: Simulated pressure derivatives of an idealised connected fracture network
that resembles the classical Warren and Root (1963) dual-porosity model in
2D. Well intersecting fractures (a) and a well located in the matrix adjacent
to fractures (b). m indicates the slope of the pressure derivative.

Figure 4.3 shows the resulting pressure derivatives for the connected fracture
network. For the situation where a well intersects fractures (Figure 4.3a), the
bilinear fracture flow regime (m = 1/4) is observed at early time in situations
where the fracture conductivity is low (FCD = 0.1 to 1). The bilinear flow occur
due to flow in series within the fracture caused by pressure gradient as well
as flow perpendicular to fracture planes. This regime then transitions through
different periods until it reaches pseudo-radial flow when equilibrium between
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matrix and fracture flow is reached. However, surprisingly as fracture conductiv-
ity increases (FCD > 10), the typical V-shape (or "dual-porosity dip") signature
cannot be observed. The presence of well-connected fractures only produces a
slanted S-shaped derivative profile (Figure 4.3a). The earlier time prior to the
system pseudo-radial flow indicate local linear flow into fractures from adjacent
matrix and this flow is can be linked to connected, high conductivity natural
fractures. Field examples where flow in NFR is observed to be associated with
linear flow (rather than V-shape) followed by a transition to pseudo-radial flow
include Ekofisk naturally fractured chalk field (Snow and Brownlee, 1989), giant
Tengiz field in Kazakstan, slanted well intersecting a natural fracture in Ghawar
field presented by Al-Thawad et al. (2001). The slanted S-shape pressure deriva-
tive for connected natural fracture networks is also similar to the apparent radial
composite derivative fingerprint in Tarim Basin (Stewart, 2014).

In contrast, the typical V-shape can only be observed in models where the well
is not intersecting any fractures (Figure 4.3b). Here, the pressure derivatives are
characterised by two stabilisation periods where radial flow occurs separated by
transition periods, which cause troughs in the derivative plots. Initially, until the
first period of radial flow (m = 0) commences, the typical flow regimes are of
a homogeneous reservoir with the well located in the matrix. Until this period,
the depletion is only from the matrix without contribution from the fractures.
This is followed by a transition period (V-shape) where the contribution from
the fractures becomes significant and the matrix and fracture pressure reach
equilibrium. Once the two media equilibrate, the second pseudo-radial flow (m =
0) is observed. For situations with very low fracture conductivity (FCD < 1),
the dual-porosity behaviour is apparent via a broader, U-shaped, drop in the
derivative. If FCD > 10, the V-shape is followed by a linear flow regime before
the derivative increases rapidly as the stabilisation between the two systems is
reached. The V-shape for a well located in the matrix, adjacent to fractures, can
be associated to the effect of a high permeability object near a well as already
discussed in Section 4.2.

Figure 4.4a shows the simulated pressure derivatives for the disconnected
fracture network. For the case where the well is intersecting a fracture (Figure
4.4a), fractures with low conductivity (FCD < 100), lead to a pressure deriva-
tive that indicates clear bilinear flow (m = 1/4) before a period of pseudo-radial
flow emerges. With an increase in fracture conductivity (FCD = 500) linear flow
(m = 1/2) can be observed, followed by a bilinear flow regime and eventually
pseudo-radial flow. From the slope of the linear flow regime, the fracture half-
length can be estimated. In these cases, none of the pressure transients show
a dual-porosity signature. However, if the well does not intersect any fractures
(Figure 4.4b), the dual-porosity behaviour is in many ways similar to the con-
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nected network shown in Figure 4.3b, independently of the fracture conductiv-
ity. Examples of NFR with pressure derivatives similar to the simulated pressure
transients for a well intersecting a disconnected fracture network are fields with
discretely fractured reservoir (Morton et al., 2012; Nogueira et al., 2013), Group
4 wells of Valhall Field presented by Rogers et al. (2007).
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Figure 4.4: Simulated pressure derivatives of an idealised disconnected fracture network
with variable dimensionless fracture conductivities. Well intersecting frac-
tures (a); and a well located in the matrix adjacent to fractures (b). The slope
of the pressure derivative is indicated by m.

Results for both connected and disconnected fracture networks persented above,
similar to (Wei et al., 1998; Morton et al., 2012; Kuchuk and Biryukov, 2012,
2014, 2015), counteract the pressure behaviour of Warren and Root dual-porosity
model. Contrary to the claims of the dual-porosity model, the classical dual-
porosity signature is not observed for a well intersecting fractures, i.e. the dual-
porosity model conditions (iii) and (v) of Section 1.2. Furthermore, the lookalike
V-shape was observed for a well near non-intersecting fractures - a condition that
breaks the (Warren and Root, 1963) assumptions (ii) and (iv). Thus, the V-shape
is not caused by dual-porosity systems as defined by Warren and Root (1963)
because the assumptions of their model presented in Chapter 1 point out the
paradox of what is observed in the results presented here. Since the appearance
of the classical dual-porosity signature is based on the assumption that the flow
in matrix is negligible, Middle East reservoirs (e.g. Ghawar Field, Saudi Arabia)
with considerable matrix contribution to flow (Stewart, 2014) would not conform
to the pressure response of the dual-porosity model. The pressure response for
a well in the matrix as presented here is rather in agreement with the findings
of (Abbaszadeh and Cinco-Ley, 1995; Cinco-Ley, 1996) for a reservoir with well
in the matrix near a non-intersecting conductive fracture(s) or open faults.
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4.3.2 Realistic Outcrop Fracture Patterns
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Figure 4.5: Model of a connected fracture network located in the Jandaira Formation
(Figure 3.10, lower inset). Fracture network with the locations of wells (the
unit is in metres) (a) and simulated pressure derivatives (b). Solid lines rep-
resent simulations for a well intersecting fractures and dashed lines are for a
well located in the matrix. The slope of the pressure derivative is indicated
by m.
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Figure 4.6: Model of a disconnected fracture network located in the Jandaira Formation
(Figure 3.10, upper inset). Fracture network with locations of wells (the unit
is in metres) (a) and simulated pressure derivatives (b). Solid lines represent
simulations for a well intersecting fractures and dashed lines are for a well
located in the matrix.

With the insights gained from the simple orthogonal fracture geometries dis-
cussed above, we simulated the pressure transient behaviour for the natural
fracture patterns observed in the Jandaira Formation (Figure 3.10). We identified
locations with connected fracture patterns (Figure 3.10 lower inset. See further
description in Table 4.1, Model 6a and b) and disconnected fracture patterns
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(Figure 3.10 upper inset. See further description in Table 4.1, Model 7a and b)
in the outcrop data and constructed models accordingly (Figure 4.5 and Figure
4.6). This allowed us to compare the pressure transient behaviour observed for
the idealised fracture patterns to the transient behaviour in more realistic frac-
ture patterns. As in the simulations depicted in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, we
ran simulations for wells intersecting a fracture and wells that are located in
the matrix. Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show that the pressure transients for the
realistic, outcrop-based fracture networks are similar to those in the idealised
fracture systems. Again, the dual-porosity signature is only apparent if the well
is located in the matrix, not intersecting a fracture (as shown by the dashed lines
in Figure 4.5b and Figure 4.6b).

A key observation is the counter-intuitive behaviour of the dual-porosity sig-
nal. It can only be observed if the well is located in the matrix, even in situations
where the fractures are well connected. This is in direct contradiction to the un-
derlying theory of the Warren and Root (1963) dual-porosity model. Previous
studies (e.g., Cinco-Ley and Samaniego, 1977; Cinco-Ley et al., 1985; Gringarten,
1987; Bourdet, 2002) have discussed that the type of inter-porosity flow between
the matrix and the fractures that is assumed in a computation impacts the pres-
ence or absence of the dual-porosity signature, depending upon if the well is
intersected by fractures or not. The above studies classified dual-porosity so-
lutions into restricted inter-porosity flow and unrestricted inter-porosity flow.
The restricted inter-porosity flow solution relates the dual-porosity behaviour
to the presence of a skin at the fracture surface (Cinco-Ley and Samaniego,
1977) and/or within fractures (Cinco-Ley and Samaniego-V., 1981), i.e., damage
caused for example by presence of minerals, filter cake, or a polymer-invaded
zone that restricts communication between the matrix and the fractures or within
fractures. The presence of the inter-porosity skin causes the resulting pressure
transient behaviour for a TIF model to show a dual-porosity V-shape similar to
PSSIF (Valdes-perez et al., 2011). The unrestricted inter-porosity flow is the same
as in the TIF model without taking any form of inter-porosity skin into account.

All the results presented so far relate to the unrestricted inter-porosity flow.
This is because our model assumes simulation under TIF conditions and does
not contain any inter-porosity skin that restricts flow within fractures or between
matrix and fracture. No dual-porosity response is observed for a well intersect-
ing fractures under TIF. To account for restricted inter-porosity flow (i.e., TIF
with inter-porosity skin), we therefore have to modify the model and simulate a
scenario where a well is intersecting fractures with fracture damage (skin). The
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relationship between fracture skin and other reservoir properties is modelled
after Cinco-Ley and Samaniego (1977), (see Figure 4.7) and defined as follows

s f =
πas

2lw
(

k
ks
− 1). (4.1)

where s f , as and ks denote fracture skin, width and permeability of skin zone
respectively. Other parameters remain as previously defined. As before, we first
explore the impact of fracture skin on the idealised connected and disconnected
fracture networks before we proceed to model the more complex fracture geome-
tries. The fracture skin was varied from 0 to 10 by assigning the corresponding
value of the permeability of the skin zone.

a

a
s

l
w

k
f

k
s

Figure 4.7: Diagram illustrating the fracture skin surrounding a single fracture pene-
trated by a well (black circle); the fracture has a half-length lw. Where a, k f ,
as and ks denote the fracture aperture, fracture permeability, damage (skin)
zone aperture and skin zone permeability, respectively.
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Figure 4.8: Simulated pressure derivatives of a well intersecting fractures in an idealised
connected fracture network with variable fracture skin and constant FCD of
1000 (a) and constant skin of 5 with variable fracture conductivities (b).

Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 show the effect of fracture skin for the connected and
disconnected fracture networks, respectively. A key observation is that higher
positive fracture skin, i.e. more fracture damage, leads to more obvious dual-
porosity responses. This behaviour is particularly prominent for high fracture
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skin (S ≥ 5) that locally restricts flow between fracture and matrix, although
the permeability contrast between the fractures and matrix remains very low.
It is clear that the dual-porosity signature is a result of the skin effect, i.e. the
restricted inter-porosity flow, rather than an effect of the well located in the frac-
tures. Under this flow condition, the initial depletion from a fractured reservoir
with skin emanates only from the fracture system; the discharge from the sur-
rounding matrix is choked because of the reduction in permeability between the
fractures and the matrix. This condition could allow flow from the fractures to
stabilise; the transition period then only follows after the flow from the matrix
overcomes the barrier created by fracture skin.
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Figure 4.9: Simulated pressure derivatives of a well intersecting fractures in an idealised
disconnected fracture network with variable fracture skin and constant FCD
of 1000 (a) and constant skin of 5 with variable fracture conductivities (b).

4.4 effect of matrix permeability and block size

The fact that restricted inter-porosity flow can cause a clear dual-porosity sig-
nature raises the question if unrestricted inter-porosity flow could also show a
dual-porosity signature if the matrix permeability is reduced. To test this, we
keep the fracture permeability constant and successively reduce the matrix per-
meability, rather than changing FCD by keeping the matrix permeability constant
and changing the fracture permeability. This still results in the same FCD values,
but there will be less flow in the matrix; this configuration is in agreement with
one of the key assumption in the Warren and Root (1963) model, which only
considers situations where flow within the matrix is negligibly small.

Figure 4.10 show the pressure transients for the idealised fracture networks
with decreasing matrix permeability. In both, the connected network (Figure
4.10a) and disconnected network (Figure 4.10b), the dual-porosity signature be-
comes more prominent with decreasing matrix permeability. The reason for this
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response is similar to the restricted inter-porosity flow (Figure 4.8 and Figure
4.9) in that the fluid exchange between fracture and matrix is reduced. However,
since there is no fracture skin, the flow behaviour still falls into the category of
unrestricted inter-porosity flow. There are two important observations. Firstly,
the matrix permeability must be below 0.1mD (Figure 4.10) for the dual-porosity
signature to be clearly visible, i.e. it is likely to occur more frequently in tight
or unconventional reservoirs if there is no fracture damage. Secondly, the dual-
porosity signature occurs at early time during our simulations and hence may
not always be captured in the field data. Figure 4.11 show that even if the matrix
block size increases from 20m (base case) to 160m; the dual-porosity V-shape
is only visible within the first second of the well test and hence would not be
detectable in a real field. Larger matrix blocks (and increased fracture lengths)
delay the onset of the dual-porosity signature relative to the base case because
the fracture volume is increased and it takes slightly longer to deplete the frac-
tures before the matrix recharge starts.
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Figure 4.10: Simulated pressure derivatives of a well intersecting fractures in idealised
fracture networks with a matrix permeability ranging from 1 to 0.001mD
for a connected fracture network (a) and disconnected fractures (b).

When applying the same changes in matrix permeability and matrix volume
to the outcrop-based fracture patterns that are well connected (Figure 3.10 lower
inset) and simulating a well intersecting fractures, the same pressure response
in Figure 4.10a and Figure 4.11a is apparent in Figure 4.12a and Figure 4.12b,
respectively. Here, we rescaled the entire model dimensions and adjusted the
fracture properties to ensure that the fracture aperture remains unchanged, i.e.
the increase in fracture volume is only due to the increased fracture length, not
fracture width.
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Figure 4.11: Simulated pressure derivatives of a well intersecting fracture(s) in idealised
fracture networks with increasing matrix block size from 20 to 160m at a
constant matrix permeability of 1mD for a connected fracture network (a)
and disconnected fractures (b).
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Figure 4.12: Simulated pressure derivative of well intersecting fractures in an outcrop
fracture pattern with decreasing matrix permeability ranging from 1 to
0.001mD (a) and increasing matrix block size up to a factor of 8 (b).

4.5 effect of fracture network connectivity and size

Another example is presented where the dual-porosity signature can be ob-
served for unrestricted inter-porosity flow even if the matrix permeability is
high. This scenario occurs if the well intersects a fracture but this fracture be-
longs to a small fracture network or is an unconnected fracture that is located
in, but not connected to, larger fracture(s). In these cases, fluids are first pro-
duced from the smaller fracture (network), then from the rock matrix, and then
from the larger network. This implies that the multi-scale nature that is common
to many fracture networks (e.g., Odling, 1997) can be critical to the presence
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of the dual-porosity signature. To investigate this phenomenon quantitatively,
we run a number of test simulations for both connected (Figure 4.13a insets)
and disconnected fracture (Figure 4.13b insets) networks and placed the well
into an isolated fracture that is located close to, but not connected to, the larger
fracture system. The fracture geometries differ from those shown previously in
that they are even further idealised networks. Figure 4.13a and Figure 4.13b
show the resulting pressure transients for the connected and disconnected net-
work, respectively. In each case, we observed that where the smaller fracture is
not connected to the nearby large fracture(s), the first flow regime is either bi-
linear or linear flow, depending on the fracture conductivity. In the examples
presented in these two figures with FCD = 1000, the initial flow regime shows
linear flow. Where the fracture is not surrounded by any other fracture, this
initial flow regime changes to pseudo-radial flow, as illustrated in the single
fracture case above (Figure 3.8). However, where our simulation models contain
other fractures surrounding the smaller ones that intersect the well, the result-
ing flow behaviour is significantly different after the initial flow period (Figure
4.13). Here, after the smaller fractures are depleted, the larger fractures begin to
deplete just as the transient response from the small intersected fracture tends
towards pseudo-radial flow with the surrounding matrix flow. This second de-
pletion of the larger, nearby fractures yields the dual-porosity V-shape observed
here. After this dual-porosity behaviour ceases, the entire system then stabilises.
However, the moment the smaller fracture is connected to any of the surround-
ing large fractures, the dual-behaviour signature disappears because the entire
fracture network responds as one single network.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.13: Idealised models showing fracture geometry, simulated isobars around the
well and pressure derivatives of smaller (un)connected fractures close to
large fractures for a connected fracture network (a) and a disconnected frac-
ture network (b).
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Figure 4.14: A well intersecting smaller (un)connected fractures in an idealised con-
nected fracture network. Fracture geometry with a 5, 2 and 1m separation
distance between smaller fractures and the large fractures (a) and simulated
pressure derivatives of the configurations shown (b).

The dependence of the dual-porosity signature on wells located in small-scale
fractures that are disconnected from the larger sale fractures is independent of
the fracture geometries. Figure 4.14b and Figure 4.15b show the pressure tran-
sients for the idealised connected fracture networks (Figure 4.14a: see further
description in Table 4.1, Model 8) and disconnected fracture networks (Figure
4.15a: see further description in Table 4.1, Model 9). In the disconnected fracture
network, smaller disconnected fractures have been added but are kept separated
from the closest large fracture by distances of 5, 2, and 1m, respectively. Impor-
tantly, the orientation of the minor fractures does not impact the presence or
absence of the dual-porosity signature; only the distance of separation between
the fractures is important. This is expected for this case because the fracture ge-
ometry is rotationally symmetric. However the similar behaviour was observed
for asymmetric case presented below. As noted above, the fracture half-length
can be estimated from the linear flow regime. Here we estimate the fracture half-
length of the small fracture from the early linear flow regime. When the small
fracture is connected to the nearby large fractures, the flow behaviour is differ-
ent. Figure 4.14b shows that simulated pressure transient for the small connected
fracture is an S-shape, consistent with our results for connected fracture network
presented in Figure 4.3a. In the disconnected fracture network (Figure 4.15b), the
minor connected fracture results in a linear flow regime which then transitions
to pseudo-radial flow, as already observed in the findings shown in Figure 4.4a.
The half-length estimated from the linear flow regime in the disconnected frac-
ture network corresponds to that of the combined lengths of the small and large
fractures. This is in contrast to the situation where the small fracture is isolated
and only the length of the small fracture can be estimated. Results presented in
Figure 4.13 to Figure 4.15 confirm that a fractured reservoir with unrestricted
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inter-porosity flow generates a dual-porosity signature if the well is intersecting
a smaller fracture located close to a large fracture or fracture network.
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Figure 4.15: A well intersecting smaller (un)connected fractures in an idealised discon-
nected fracture network. Fracture geometry with a 5, 2 and 1m separation
distance between smaller fractures and the large fractures (a) and simulated
pressure derivatives of the configurations shown (b).

However, not all small fractures that are disconnected from the larger fractures
cause a clear dual-porosity behaviour (i.e., the V-shape profile of Warren and
Root (1963). To quantify when the small, disconnected fractures cause a dual-
porosity signature, we establish a simple relationship, the effective length ratio
ELR, between the lengths of the small and large fracture(s). We define ELR as

ELR =
lsu f

Ll f
, (4.2)

where lsu f and Ll f denotes length of the small unconnected fracture and length
of nearby large fracture respectively.

Using this relationship, we run simulations on the idealised disconnected frac-
ture networks, adding fractures with ELR ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 (Figure 4.16a;
see further description in Table 4.1, Model 10). The resulting pressure transients
(Figure 4.16b) show that the dual-porosity signature is more prominent when the
length of the smaller fracture is small compared to the nearby larger fracture. As
the value of ELR increases, the dual-porosity signature diminishes. Once ELR ex-
ceeds 0.5, the dual-porosity signature is absent. Furthermore, it can be observed
from Figure 4.16b that the symmetry of the limbs of the dual-porosity V-shape
is also a function of the ELR. Small values of ELR tend to yield a V-shape curve
with first limbs (upper left to bottom right direction) that are more symmetrical
to the second limbs (bottom left to upper right direction) while large ELR values
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produce first limbs that are asymmetrical to the other limb. Flow regimes iden-
tified prior to the emergence of this first limb depend on the properties of the
smaller fracture intersected by the well. The second limb of this shape relates to
fracture conductivity and nature of fracture network connectivity.
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Figure 4.16: A well intersecting smaller unconnected fracture in an idealised discon-
nected fracture network. Fracture geometry with an increasing length (ELR
of 0.1-1) of a smaller fracture located close to large fractures (a) and simu-
lated pressure derivatives of the configurations shown (b). ELR is the effec-
tive length ratio defined in Equation 4.2.

The impact of ELR on the dual-porosity behaviour is also apparent in the
outcrop-based fracture patterns (shown in Figure 3.10 lower and upper insets).
We identified unconnected (smaller) fractures with different lengths (Figure 4.17a
and Figure 4.18a), calculated the corresponding ELR, and simulate the pressure
transients (Figure 4.17b and Figure 4.18b) for cases where the well intersects
these (smaller) fractures. In Figure 4.17b, the results show a clear dual-porosity
signature for all cases except for case F5 where ELR = 0.56, i.e. above the cut-off
value of 0.5. In addition, Figure 4.18b results do not show a clear dual-porosity
signature for all cases except for case Ex1 where ELR = 0.16, i.e. below the cut-off
value of 0.5.
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Figure 4.17: A well intersecting smaller unconnected fractures located in the Jandaira
Formation (Figure 3.10, lower inset). Fracture geometry with variable
lengths of fractures and separation distances between smaller fractures and
the large fractures (a) and simulated pressure derivatives of the configura-
tions shown (b).
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Figure 4.18: A well intersecting smaller unconnected fractures located in the Jandaira
Formation (Figure 3.10, upper inset). Fracture geometry with variable
lengths of fractures and separation distances between fractures intersected
by well and the nearby fracture(s) (a) and simulated pressure derivatives of
the configurations shown (b).

4.6 chapter 4 summary

This chapter applies the geoengineering workflow to generate synthetic pressure
transient responses for various idealised fractures and realistic fracture networks
with uniform conductivity. It also quantifies when and why the assumptions
inherent to the dual-porosity model break down when interpreting well-test
data from NFR. Furthermore, the chapter also demonstrates when dual-porosity
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model pressure responses are valid and systematically present alternative inter-
pretations to reservoir features that characterise this behaviour in NFR. Based on
the numerical simulations and the results presented in this chapter, the following
conclusions are drawn:

a. The lookalike dual-porosity model response is observed on well-test data
from a NFR if a well is located in the reservoir matrix adjacent to, but not
intersecting, a fracture;

b. For a well that intersects a fracture, the dual-porosity V-shape of the Warren
and Root (1963) well-testing signature is observed in Type 2 and 3 of Nelson’s
(2001) classification due to the following situations:

i. the effect of the fracture skin, similar to that in Cinco-Ley and Samaniego
(1977);

ii. the matrix permeability is very tight (< 1mD), similar to unconventional
reservoirs (e.g. tight gas sands);

iii. the well intersects a small unconnected fracture (or fracture network) lo-
cated near a single large fracture or a large fracture network.

c. Reservoirs can be fractured even if the dual-porosity V-shape in the well-test
data is absent.

Natural fractures have a significant effect on hydrocarbon recovery and reser-
voir productivity. Therefore, it is critical to identify fractures and assess the flow
behaviour early on during a development to improve reservoir performance and
optimize recovery. A reservoir characterisation that relies on the appearance of
a dual-porosity V-shape on pressure derivatives reduces the chance of identi-
fying and properly interpreting fractures from well-test data. If not properly
characterized (or missed), fractures could cause production issues and result in
a detrimental effect on hydrocarbon recovery as discussed in Chapter 2. This
chapter results show a range in flow behaviour from a pressure transient analy-
sis that could indicate the presence of fractures in a reservoir where the classic
dual-porosity V-shape is absent. However, where the conventional dual-porosity
signature is recognisable, it provided insight into the key geological features
(including fracture skin, matrix permeability, fracture-network connectivity and
size) that characterise this response. Our findings on wells intersecting smaller
fractures give insight into the occurrence of fracture-network sizes and their con-
nectivity in a field.

Identification and quantification of multiscale fractures is invaluable in as-
sessing the role of different fracture sets during production. The influence of
these fractures can be harnessed when planning IOR/EOR schemes to improve
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recovery. We observed that the limbs of the dual-porosity V-shape can provide
further diagnosis about the fracture-network conductivity and connectivity. Gen-
erally, a shallow symmetrical V-shape indicates low fracture conductivities, and
a steep V-shape points to high fracture conductivities. For the high fracture con-
ductivity cases, the second limb of the V-shape can differentiate a connected
fracture network (with 1/2 slope) from a disconnected fracture network (with
1/4 slope). Where the dual-porosity V-shape results from the well intersecting
a small-unconnected fracture located near a large fracture or fracture network,
the symmetry of the first limb to the second is a function of the small fracture.
The size ratio (ELR) as already described in Section 4.5 impact the symmetry of
the V-shape in multiscale fracture network. Other factors include the distance
and the differences in conductivity of the unconnected fracture to the large frac-
ture network. Closer distance between the fractures are likely to yield symmetric
V-shape than farther distance of separation between the small unconnected frac-
ture and large fracture network. In addition, multiscale fractures with similar
order of magnitude of conductivity are more likely to produce symmetric V-
shape and those with multi-conductivity asymmetric derivative. However, many
factors in the reservoir geology can affect these indicators and result in non-
uniqueness issue common to well tests data. For this reason, these derivative
fingerprint need to be integrated with other field data to decipher a given reser-
voir flow dynamics.

Furthermore, the V-shape pressure derivatives presented in this chapter are
not related to the physical processes described in Warren and Root (1963) dual-
porosity model. The dual-porosity model related the classical dual-porosity sig-
nature to mere exchange between matrix and fractures for well intersecting frac-
tures. How the lookalike signature (V-shape) presented in this chapter can be
linked to specific reservoir features dissimilar to the Warren and Root model.
Thus, the values of ω and λ that can be estimated from the V-shape of the deriva-
tives presented in this thesis do not quantitatively correspond to those derived
from the dual-porosity model V-shape. In general, several studies have indicated
that the Warren and Root dual-porosity parameters, ω and λ have no physical
meaning (Stewart, 2014; Kuchuk and Biryukov, 2012).
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5
D U A L - P O R O S I T Y R E S P O N S E S F O R H E T E R O G E N E O U S
F R A C T U R E N E T W O R K S

5.1 introduction

In Chapter 1 and 2 of this thesis, the Aguilera (1983) and Nelson (2001) fracture
classification based on permeability and porosity, and their impact on fluid flow
in geological reservoirs are presented. The range of influence of fractures on
reservoir performance can be attributed to their spatial variations in fracture
properties including fracture conductivity, which can span orders of magnitude.
These fracture heterogeneities result in complex combined effects that impact
fluid flow (Gilman, 2003; Agar et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2014). Therefore the
industry has adopted the view that "finding fractures is not enough" (Nelson,
2001); it is equally important to evaluate fractured reservoirs (or at least the
fracture networks) in proportion to the reservoir problem being addressed in
order to properly characterise and develop them.

Chapter 1 and 3 also described how Pressure Transient Analysis (PTA) of dy-
namic reservoir data collected during well-tests (Bourdet, 2002; Corbett, 2009;
Corbett et al., 2012) is valuable to decipher flow behaviour in a fractured reser-
voir. Yet the pressure transients observed in the wells may not show the con-
ventional well-test signatures or flow regimes for a given fracture property as
demonstrated in Chapter 4. In this case, the effect of fractures on production
would be misinterpreted or even completely missed. In addition to the observa-
tions on dual-porosity responses discussed in Chapter 1 and 4, other examples of
pressure transient responses that are often misinterpreted is the location of wells
within the fractures network and variations in fracture conductivity within and
between fractures. The location of the producer and variation of conductivity
within the fracture network control flow rates and influence the pressure re-
sponses. Generally, conventional well-test analysis assumes that the producer is
located in symmetrical fracture networks and fractures are assumed to have uni-
form conductivity (Gringarten et al., 1974; Cinco-Ley and Samaniego-V., 1981;
Bourdet, 2002; Restrepo and Tiab, 2009; Earlougher, 1977; Gonzalez-Chavez and
Cinco-Ley, 2006). To account for spatially varying conductivity and different pro-
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ducer locations in a fracture network in order to better characterise the impact of
fractures on reservoir performance, this chapter investigates their effect on pres-
sure transients in a range of fracture geometries from single to complex fracture
networks (Figure 5.1).

As in Chapter 4, we integrated various reservoir data from fractured forma-
tions in a geoengineering workflow (Corbett et al., 2012; Egya et al., 2018c) with a
Discrete Fracture Matrix (DFM) technique (Karimi-Fard et al., 2004; Geiger et al.,
2009) that uses unstructured-PEBI grids to represent the fractures explicitly. The
remaining sections of this chapter outlines how the methodology is applied in
our investigation and the details of our results for single, multiple and complex
fracture geometries. We close each sections of the simulation results analysis by
highlighting the important features of non-uniformity of fracture conductivity
and asymmetry location of producing well in fracture network.

Figure 5.1: Fracture geometries considered in this study: Single fracture (a), two perpen-
dicularly intersecting fractures (b), multiple intersecting fractures (c), and
connected fracture network (d).

5.2 base case analysis

Figure 5.2 compares our simulation results for known pressure transients in
simple fracture geometries. In this case, the well is located centrally in a square
reservoir model and symmetrically within the fracture geometry. The dotted and
solid lines on the plots indicate changes in pressure and derivative, respectively.
The insets (red lines) illustrate fracture geometry that is simulated. The results
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of the sensitivity analysis with the simple fracture geometries provide base cases
for comparison when interpreting pressure transient behaviour for complex sce-
narios that we will be analysing later in this chapter.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: Fractured model showing pressure transients of a single, two-wing fracture,
at different dimensionless fracture conductivities FCD (a); recall that the slope
m of 0, 1/4 and 1/2 represents pseudo-radial, bilinear and linear flow regimes
respectively. Pressure transients for multiple intersecting, multi-wing frac-
tures showing the effect of fracture numbers at FCD = 500 (b). The insets (red
lines) represent fracture geometry simulated.

Figure 5.2a shows the effect of changes in FCD on the pressure transients for
a single, two-wing fracture. From top to bottom, the flow regimes identified for
changes in the conductivity include bilinear flow (m = 1/4), linear flow (m = 1/2)
and radial flow (m = 0). The first flow regime for a well that intercepts a frac-
ture characterising a low FCD up to 100 is the bilinear flow. This corresponds
to finite-conductivity fractures in which the emergence of bilinear flow results
from drop in pressure within the producing fracture. As the fracture conductiv-
ity increases, the bilinear flow diminishes and a linear flow regime emerges as
the first observed flow regime. The linear flow regime is followed by radial or
pseudo-radial flow, which indicates high-conductivity fracture flow that is char-
acteristic of infinite-conductivity fractures. In this case, pressure within the pro-
ducing fractures is maintained during production. This behaviour is observed
for infinite acting fractures with FCD ≥ 300 (Cinco-Ley and Samaniego-V., 1981).
Figure 5.2b shows the effect of the number of fractures intersected by a producer
at FCD = 500 (similar to the model of Wanjing and Changfu (2014)). To create
a reservoir model with symmetric fracture geometry and well location, the frac-
ture wings are distributed evenly in each configuration (e.g. 1800, 900, 600, and
450 for two-wing, four-wing, six-wing and eight-wing geometry respectively).
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The multiple intersecting (multi-wing) fracture half-length (lmw f ) estimated in
the analysis is given by

lmw f =
1
2

N f wlw (5.1)

where N f w and lw denote the number of fracture wings and fracture half-
length (radial distance from symmetrically located wellbore to the outer tip of a
fracture intersected by the well), respectively.

Now that the behaviours for the base case are established, we will demonstrate
when and how pressure transients deviate from this behaviour considering sev-
eral cases of a single fracture, multi-wing fractures and connected fracture net-
work. In each case, we investigate the effect of variation in fracture conductivities
and well location on the transient pressure response. Details of our simulation
results are presented below.

5.3 effect of variation in fractures conductivity and well lo-
cation

5.3.1 Application to a single fracture

Using a mean FCD, we generated variable fracture conductivities along a single
fracture length with deviations in FCD of 0 to 75% (Figure 5.3). The variation
in FCD along the length of a single fracture and the corresponding histogram
for a given deviation are shown in Figure 5.3a. Figure 5.3b shows the simulated
pressure derivatives for a single fracture with non-uniform FCD. The pressure
transients in Figure 5.3b show that the variable conductivity (or aperture) within
a fracture is recognisable in finite-conductive fractures (with FCD of up to 10) but
less obvious when FCD reaches 100. In lower conductivity cases with FCD ≤ 1, the
effect continued to influence the derivative until the transition to pseudo-radial
flow regime. However, the derivative profile is not uniquely different from one
with uniform conductivity. On the other hand, an infinite-conductive fracture
(e.g. FCD = 500) is not affected by heterogeneous fracture conductivity because
there is no apparent pressure drop within the producing fracture.
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Figure 5.3: Variation of dimensionless fracture conductivity FCD within a single frac-
ture, showing distribution of FCD along the length of a single fracture and
corresponding histogram for different deviations for the mean FCD (a) and
simulated pressure response for a single fracture with variable conductivity
(b).
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Figure 5.4: Fracture geometry showing the offset of a well from the centre of a single
fracture. AF, wd and lw denote the well asymmetry factor, distance of well
offset from the centre, and fracture half-length, respectively.

In the same way, the effect of the well location, i.e. if the well is located sym-
metrically or asymmetrically within the fracture, (Figure 5.4) is obvious in a
finite-conductivity fracture (Figure 5.5). FCD plots in Figure 5.5 are grouped in
multiples of ten for presentation purposes. The asymmetry of the well location
within the fracture is given by the asymmetry factor AF = wd/lw, where wd de-
notes the distance of well offset from the centre. In Figure 5.5, the effect of AF
becomes noticeable at early time, and continues to diminish, with the increase in
fracture conductivity. However, as FCD increases beyond the infinite-conductivity
threshold (FCD ≤ 300), the effect of AF is hardly recognisable in the pressure
derivatives.
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Figure 5.5: Simulated pressure derivatives showing effect of asymmetry factor (AF) for
a single fracture with FCD = [1, 10, 100] (a); and FCD = [5, 50, 500] (b).

Another technique for evaluating AF in fractured reservoirs was reported in
literature (e.g., Berumen et al., 2000). Their study demonstrates that the relative
position of a producer with respect to the fracture geometry influences pressure
transients and should be considered for fracture characterization. However, their
proposed evaluation technique is not currently accessible in a standard well-
testing analysis software package

5.3.2 Application to Multiple Intersecting (Multi-wing) Fractures

For single and multi-wing fractures as shown in Figure 5.2, the appearance of
the four conventional flow regimes, fracture linear flow, bilinear flow, formation
linear flow, and infinite acting pseudo-radial flow, depends on the fracture con-
ductivity. For infinite fracture conductivity (FCD ≥ 300), the effect of depletion
at fracture tip is felt by the well before matrix recharge starts. Thus the esti-
mated fracture half-length lw (Equation 5.1) during the early-time fracture linear
flow regime and formation linear flow is the same (Cinco-Ley and Samaniego-
V., 1981; Ahmed and McKinney, 2005). In this case, the bilinear flow regime is
not observed in-between the two linear regimes. For finite-conductivity fractures
(FCD < 300), the early-time fracture linear flow duration is very short and lw is
unrealistically small because the depletion within the producing fracture is yet
to reach the fracture tips before matrix recharge into the fracture become signifi-
cant. Thus, for finite-conductivity fractures lw in Equation 5.1 can be replaced by
the fracture conductivity (k· a) f and lmw f for multi-wing fracture conductivities
by (k· a)mw f . However, Equation 5.1 only applies to the case of Well Y of Figure
5.6a and Figure 5.6b, i.e. the well that is located symmetrically at the intersection
of fractures with uniform conductivity.
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Figure 5.6: Multi-wing fracture geometry showing location of a well that intersects frac-
ture(s) in a fracture geometry with finite-conductivity fractures (a), infinite-
conductivity fractures (b), and finite- and infinite-conductivity fractures (c).
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Figure 5.7: Simulated pressure response for infinite conductivity fracture intersecting
with variable finite-conductivity fracture.

If the intersecting fractures have different fracture conductivities, as in Figure
5.6c, the pressure behaviour of the wells is different. Consider Well Y in Figure
5.6c. Where the FCD contrast between two intersecting fractures is high (e.g., FCD

of 1 and 500), the actual value of lw as detected from pressure transient analysis
is close to the value of lw of the fracture with FCD = 500. For a finite-conductivity
fracture with 10 ≤ FCD < 300 that intersects an infinite-conductivity fracture
with FCD = 500, two distinct values of lw can be detected from fracture linear
flow and formation linear flow regimes, respectively. The fracture linear flow
gives lw of the infinite-conductivity fracture plus lw of the pressure depletion
distance along the finite-conductivity fracture before the start of matrix recharge.
Formation linear flow gives lw of the infinite-conductivity fracture plus lw of the
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depletion distance in the finite-conductivity fracture before the pseudo-radial
flow in the infinite-conductivity fracture dominates flow behaviour. Consider
the fracture geometry and the simulated pressure response shown in Figure 5.7.
Assuming that the estimated lw for a single fracture with FCD = 500 is given
in ratio as 1, adding the second fracture with FCD = [1, 10, 100, 500], From the
analysis of the geometry shown in Figure 5.7 during fracture linear flow, the
estimated lw = [1.07, 1.20, 1.53, 2.0] respectively. The result shows that only half
of the lw of the finite-conductivity fracture can be calculated during the fracture
linear flow regime for the finite-conductivity fracture with FCD of up to 100. On
the other hand, for the same fracture geometry and FCD during the formation lin-
ear flow, the estimated lw = [1.19, 1.79, 1.94, 2.0] respectively. In addition, Figure
5.7 indicates that where two linear flow regimes are recognisable, the transition
period between the flow regimes become shorter as the conductivity of the finite-
conductivity fracture increases. Consequently, the pressure derivative would be
characterised by longer formation linear flow and a shorter transition period
between the later linear flow regime and the earlier pseudo-radial flow regime.
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Figure 5.8: Effect of fracture asymmetry factor AF and variable fracture conductivity in
two intersecting fracture for fracture geometries where the well is offset from
the centre of the fracture along finite- and infinite-conductivity fractures (a)
and simulated pressure transients for these configuration (b).

Furthermore, to investigate the effect of variation in fracture conductivity and
well location in a multi-wing fracture geometry, we consider two perpendicular
intersecting fractures with finite and infinite conductivity (Figure 5.8). In this
case, we do not vary the conductivity within the intersecting fractures but only
between them. Where the conductivity is varied, the combined effect of the vari-
able conductivity in the two intersecting fractures is similar to that shown in
Figure 5.3 for a single fracture. If the conductivity is uniform for both fractures
and the well is located at the intersection (e.g. Well 5 in Figure 5.8), the resulting
fracture conductivity or half-length is twice that for a single (two-wing) fracture
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(see Equation 5.1). Figure 5.8 also shows that the early-time flow behaviour of a
well is strongly influenced by the fracture that it intersects rather than the entire
fracture network. Wells 1 to 4 intersect a finite-conductive fracture (FCD = 1) and
the effect of AF on the pressure derivative described above applies (Figure 5.4
and Figure 5.5); the pressure transient is observed to deviate from the initial re-
sponse only at late time (see Well 4 in Figure 5.8). The deviation indicates when
the influence of the nearby infinite-conductivity fracture (FCD = 500) reaches the
producer and the changes in pressure response is due to the difference in con-
ductivities between the two intersecting fractures. Wells 6 to 9 show only small
changes from the base case of Well 5 where the well is located directly at the frac-
ture intersection. This is because the flow behaviour of the infinite-conductivity
fracture is least affected by the effect of AF.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: Effect of AF and variable conductivity in multiple intersecting fractures. Sim-
ulated pressure for fracture geometry showing offset of a well from the centre
of the fracture along finite-conductivity fractures (a) and infinite-conductivity
fractures (b). The insets (red lines) represent the fracture geometry simulated.

In addition to investigating well changes in pressure transient due to changes
in producer’s location in a symmetric fracture geometry, we also analysed the
effect for fractures intersecting each other asymmetrically at offsets along the
length of a centrally located fracture. The intersection locations coincide with
the well asymmetric locations corresponding to earlier described AF (see insets
of Figure 5.9). In these configurations, fracture half-lengths remain the same
and AF applies as previously defined. Only the intersection location is changed,
corresponding to AF. Figure 5.9 shows that the effect of AF is recognisable for
finite-conductivity fractures (FCD = 10). As reported by Berumen et al. (2000)
and Wanjing and Changfu (2014), there is an inflection point in time (tD = 0.007)
below which high AF values correspond to large pressure change and above
which the opposite applies. However, this is not obvious when the same fracture
geometries are simulated with infinite-conductivity (FCD = 500). In this case, the
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inflection point occurs earlier (tD = 0.0002) and the period corresponding to the
higher AF and pressure changes appears to exist outside the time where the
pressure transient data was recorded

Importantly, we observed from the pressure transients of Wells 1 to 4 (Fig-
ure 5.8) that the pressure transient behaviour of a well that intersects a finite-
conductivity fracture that is intersecting a nearby infinite-conductivity fracture
shows a slanted S-shaped derivative. This derivative profile is similar to that of
a well intersecting a connected fracture network with uniform fracture conduc-
tivity (Egya et al., 2018c) as depicted in Figure 5.10. The curvature and time of
the transition from the dominant effect of a finite-conductivity fracture flow to
that of an infinite-conductivity fracture flow depends on the conductivity and
distance of the finite-conductivity fracture (intersected by the well) to the nearby
connected infinite-conductivity fracture. Where this type of pressure derivatives
is observed in well test data, further evaluation is needed to decipher the fracture
system that may accounts for this response as it could either be due to a well
that intersects a connected fracture network with uniform fracture conductivity
or a well that intersects a finite-conductivity fracture that is intersecting a nearby
infinite-conductivity fracture. In the case of the results shown in Figure 5.10a for
two intersecting fractures with different conductivities, the pressure derivatives
converged at linear flow with m = 1/2 and remain on this regime until the tran-
sition to a pseudo-radial flow regime. In contrast, the pressure derivatives for a
connected fracture network only converged at linear flow regime for a very short
period for FCD ≥ 10 and deviate from this flow regime prior to the transition
(Figure 5.10b) to pseudo-radial flow.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of effect of AF in two intersecting fractures with connected
fracture network. Simulated pressure response showing a well that is inter-
secting a finite-conductivity fracture that intersects an infinite-conductivity
fracture (a) and pressure responses for a connected fracture network with
uniform fracture conductivity (b). The insets represent the simulated frac-
ture geometry.
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5.3.3 Effect of averaging of fracture conductivity

Sun et al. (2016) investigated the effect of non-uniform fracture aperture, un-
der different closure stresses, on oil production rate and cumulative oil produc-
tion from Eagle Ford Outcrops maps. They compared the results of the simula-
tions with non-uniform aperture with those of uniform fracture apertures com-
puted with commonly used averaging techniques, such as arithmetic, geometric,
and harmonic averaging. Their study shows that non-uniform fracture aperture
might have an effect on oil production performance in a way that is unlikely to
be captured using a single uniform aperture value. In this thesis, the effect of
averaging fracture aperture (and conductivity) on the simulated pressure deriva-
tives is investigated. Using some of the mean fracture apertures of 138, 370, and
1000 microns reported by Sun et al. (2016), 4000 fracture aperture values that
varied along a 40m long fracture are generated. Figure 5.11 shows the variation
of the fracture aperture along the fracture length and a histogram of the fracture
aperture distributions for different standard deviations.

Next, we applied different techniques to average the non-uniform fracture
apertures shown in Figure 5.11. Then the pressure response for both, the single
averaged fracture aperture and for the actual fracture aperture distributions is
simulated. Figure 5.12 shows that none of the averaging methods could repro-
duce the same pressure transients that are observed for cases where the fracture
aperture varies along the fracture. Only for high fracture apertures of 1000µm,
the pressure transients are identical for any given averaging technique and the
actual fracture aperture distribution because a fracture with such high average
aperture behaves as infinite acting. This observation is consistent with earlier
result for other cases of variable fracture conductivities and well locations dis-
cussed in earlier in Section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. It can be observed in Figure 5.12b
and c that the simulated pressure derivative for the harmonic average is much
closer to those with variable fracture conductivity compare to others. This is be-
cause flow in finite-conductivity fractures occurs in series due to pressure drop
along the fracture. This behaviour in low varying permeability medium is better
captured by harmonic averaging of permeability.
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Figure 5.11: Distribution of fracture aperture values showing non-uniform fracture aper-
tures along a 40m long fracture (a) and histogram of the fracture aperture
distributions for different standard deviations σ (b).

The averaging techniques were also applied to two intersecting fractures, one
with finite conductivity of FCD = [1, 10, 100] and one with an infinite conductivity
of FCD = 500. The simulated pressure responses are shown in Figure 5.13. Again,
the results show that none of the averaging methods captured the pressure tran-
sient behaviours that are observed when the conductivity of the two intersect-
ing fractures is different. However, the differences in the pressure responses be-
come less when the contrast in conductivity between the intersecting fractures
decreases, for example in the case of FCD of 100 and 500. The simulated pres-
sure responses for connected and disconnected fracture networks with different
conductivity produce similar pressure behaviour to those of single and multiple
intersecting fractures (see Figure 5.11 to 5.13). As demonstrated in Figure 5.11
to 5.13, the reservoir performance for finite-conductivity fractures calculated by
using uniform and non-uniform fracture aperture does not show convergence.
However, the use of the averaged value of fracture aperture (or conductivity)
that yield closer result to the non-uniform case to quickly estimate production
performance for a given reservoir conditions may provide more reliable results
(Sun et al., 2016).
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Figure 5.12: Simulated pressure derivatives for uniform and non-uniform fracture aper-
tures in a single fracture. Fracture geometry (a) and simulation results for a
mean fracture aperture of 138µm (b), 370µm (c), and 1000µm (d).
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5.3.4 Application to a Connected Fracture Network

Finally, we extend our investigation to a large, regular fracture network. The
effect of AF in the fracture network with uniform conductivity has a similar im-
pact on the pressure transient as observed for the single- and multiple-fracture
geometries above (Section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. The similarity is that the effect of AF
is obvious for finite-conductivity fractures and almost undetectable for infinite-
conductivity fractures. Other cases of fracture networks with multi-conductivity
fractures (Figure 5.14) where the well intersects either a finite-conductivity frac-
ture (Well X) or infinite-conductivity fracture (Well Z) fracture, or both (Well
Y) are considered. First, the case where an infinite-conductivity fracture set with
fractures running parallel to each other and perpendicular to a finite-conductivity
fracture set in the same reservoir model is investigated. Then the case where a
small number of infinite-conductivity fractures crosscut and link infinite-conductivity
fractures together (Figure 5.15) is also analysed.
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Figure 5.14: Effect of multi-conductivity in fracture network. The fracture network
comprising of finite- and infinite-conductivity fractures (a) and simulated
pressure derivatives (b). LC and HC denote low-conductivity and high-
conductivity respectively. DP denotes dual-porosity

Figure 5.14a presents a fracture network with finite- and infinite-conductivity
fractures fracture running perpendicular to each other with Well X, Y or Z inter-
secting the finite-conductivity fracture, both the finite- and infinite-conductivity
fractures, and the infinite-conductivity fractures, respectively. Figure 5.14b shows
the simulated pressure derivatives, including cases where the fracture network
is assumed to have uniform conductivity (FCD = 0.1 and FCD = 500). For uni-
form fracture conductivities in Figure 5.14b, the pressure transient responses are
similar to those shown in Figure 5.10b above. For a multi-conductivity fracture
network, the derivative is can be noticeably different from that of a uniform con-
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ductivity fracture network. We observed that the results for Well Z are similar to
that of Well Y. However, for Well X and with increasing conductivity contrast be-
tween the finite- and infinite-conductivity fractures, we observed an emergence
of a dual-porosity V-shape in the pressure derivative (Figure 5.14b). This classic
dual-porosity shape is absent if the fracture network is of uniform conductivity,
the well intersects infinite-conductivity fractures (Well Z) or the well is located
at the intercept of finite- and infinite-conductivity fractures (Well Y).

Furthermore, we consider the case where a number of infinite-conductivity
fractures crosscut and connect infinite-conductivity fracture sets together (Figure
5.15). Figure 5.15 also shows that connection between the infinite-conductivity
fractures magnifies the dual-porosity response in the pressure derivative. This
means that the well productivity is enhanced and production is better supported
when the infinite-conductivity fractures are linked together by other infinite-
conductivity fractures. The effect of multi-conductivity in fracture networks,
thus, provides another insight into the reservoir geology that account for the ap-
pearance or absent of a dual-porosity response in the pressure derivatives. Other
findings on dual-porosity well test responses for both connected and discrete
fracture networks with uniform fracture conductivities are detailed in Chapter
4.
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Figure 5.15: Effect of connected infinite-conductivity fractures in multi-conductivity frac-
ture network. The fracture network comprising of finite-conductivity frac-
tures and connected infinite-conductivity fractures (a), and the simulated
pressure derivatives with parallel and crosscutting infinite-conductivity frac-
tures (b).

Similar pressure responses to Figure 5.15 would be observed if the finite-
conductivity fracture is connected to an open fault instead of another fracture
network with very high permeability. A case for a well intersecting a finite-
conductivity fracture near an infinite-conductive fault in Ghawar Field is pre-
sented by Al-Thawad et al. (2001). In addition the finite-conductivity fractures
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modeled in this chapter can also be related to the concept of bulk permeability
of a fracture network (k f b) described by Stewart (2014). The bulk permeability
is much larger than matrix permeability estimated from core plug as it relates
to the effective permeability of both the matrix and the fractures in a fractured
reservoir. Thus a well with bulk permeability (i.e. that intersects smaller frac-
tures that enhance matrix permeability) near an open fault or infinite conduc-
tivity fracture network will probably yield similar pressure response to the one
presented in Figure 5.15. However, this thesis favours the concept of a well inter-
secting a finite-conductivity that is connected to infinite-conductivity fractures
since all fractures are explicitly modelled so bulk permeability concept does not
apply. Examples of where the above pressure response can be observed in the
field include an NFR with multi-conductivity fractures with the well intersect-
ing finite-conductivity fractures, and a well intersecting fractures in a fracture
corridor near an open fault.

5.4 chapter summary

Our results show that both, non-uniformity in fracture conductivity and the pro-
ducer’s location in relation to the centre of a fracture geometry are recognisable
if the producer intersects a finite-conductivity fracture. Examples include, but
are not limited to, the following:

i. These effects diminish with increasing fracture conductivity and may be
undetectable in infinite-conductivity fractures.

ii. We observed that the flow behaviour of the producer in two (or multiple) in-
tersecting fractures with different conductivities is influenced at early times
by the fracture that it intersects; it only deviates at later time when the effect
of other fractures with infinite-conductivity begin to impact production.

iii. The simulated pressure behaviour for uniform and non-uniform fracture
aperture and conductivity can be significantly different, particularly for finite-
conductivity fractures. None of the averaging techniques adequately cap-
tures the pressure responses for the variable fracture conductivities.

iv. The behaviour of two intersecting fractures with different conductivities
where the producer asymmetrically intersects a finite-conductivity fracture
can be similar to that of a producer intersecting a fracture in a connected
fracture network with uniform fracture conductivity.

v. A producer intersecting a finite-conductivity fracture in a NFR that com-
prises both finite- and infinite-conductivity fractures yield a dual-porosity
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response that may otherwise be absent if the fracture network is assumed to
have uniform conductivity.

Overall, this chapter provides novel reference solutions for pressure transient
signatures for different fracture conductivities and locations of the producer in
fracture networks. It further expands on the results discussed in Chapter 4. De-
tails of the findings of this chapter and the results obtained in the previous
chapter will be applied to investigate the pressure data from a Drill Stem Test
(DST) in an offshore oil field presented in Chapter 6.
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6
C A L I B R AT I O N O F D U A L - P O R O S I T Y S Y S T E M S

6.1 introduction

A fundamental challenge in characterising NFR related to the calibration of static
and dynamic models to build confidence in the ability of simulation models to es-
timate hydrocarbon volumes and forecast future production behaviour. Chapter
2 of this thesis highlights the fact that fractures add to the simulation and calibra-
tion difficulties because their geology and dynamic flow behaviour are complex
and poorly understood. The problem is multi-disciplinary and requires integra-
tion of many sources of data for input into and conditioning of the simulation
models (Swaby and Rawnsley, 1996) to reduce uncertainties inherent to history-
matching and forecasting of production. Hence, the characterisation methods
described in Chapter 2 are inadequate to properly evaluate the effect of fracture
if used in isolation. Thus, a well-calibrated NFR model is required for realistic
prediction of reservoir responses under different production circumstances. The
main objective of this chapter is to apply our geological well-testing workflow to
calibrate the fracture systems in a newly discovered fractured offshore carbonate
reservoir. Using the geoengineering workflow introduced in Chapter 3 and the
theoretical insights developed in Chapters 4 and 5, we now apply this knowl-
edge to a real field and investigate how fractures and matrix properties could
account for dual-porosity responses identified in the field’s well-test data.

6.2 hypothesis for multiple-porosity pressure transients

In Chapters 4 to 5, it was established that some features which trigger the dual-
porosity response in well-tests are observed early in the pressure transient or
occur near the wellbore (e.g. fracture skin and tight matrix permeability), while
others may be observed later or distal to a well (e.g. a well intersecting a low
conductivity fracture connected to high conductivity fracture network or open
fault). These features may coexist in NFR and influence the pressure transient
behaviour of a production well. If early-time and late-time features occur in a
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NFR and both impact production at different times with a distinct transition
period between them, it is possible to identify more than one dual-porosity V-
shape (multiple-porosity, e.g. W-shape). However, where the observable transi-
tion between the features’ influence on the well is not recognisable or marred, the
multiple-porosity response merge to produce a single dual-porosity signal. The
latter is also the case where two or more early-time or later-time features exist
side-by-side. The above interpretations of the diagnostic fracture flow properties
form the basis of our analysis of the real field production test that is presented
later in this chapter. To recap the key observations from Chapters 4 and 5, the
dual-porosity model response is observed on well-test data from a NFR if a well
is:

i. Located in the reservoir matrix adjacent to, but not intersecting, a fracture;

ii. Intersecting a fracture with fracture skin;

iii. Intersecting a fracture surrounded by tight matrix permeability typically
below 1mD.

iv. Intersecting a small unconnected fracture located close to large fractures or
fracture network and the ratio between the small unconnected and large
fractures is below 0.5;

v. Intersecting a low conductivity fracture connected to high conductivity frac-
ture network or an open fault.

The remaining part of this chapter outlines how the geoengineering work-
flow is applied to the investigation of the real field data. In addition, we briefly
reviewed previous studies on interpreting NFR pressure transient data with
multiple-porosity response. First, the background of the drill stem test (DST)
data is presented. Next, equiprobable multiple deterministic concepts (Bentley,
2015; Bentley et al., 2017) that all can reproduce the DST data using the geoengi-
neering workflow are explored. Using additional information from the field data
(e.g. core analysis, log data and seismic information), these geological concepts
are ranked to ensure that the simulation model for the geoengineering workflow
remains consistent with the known reservoir data. Subsequently, we calibrated
the simulation model with the most plausible concept using the field’s pressure
data. This provides a better understanding of the main reservoir flow systems.
Based on our key findings, we present an alternative and realistic concept on
why this particular fractured carbonate reservoir exhibits multiple-porosity re-
sponse observed in the DST data.
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6.3 overview of field x and the dst data

Field X is a fractured offshore carbonate reservoir. An appraisal well in Field X
encountered both oil and gas column in layered carbonate and clastic formations.
There was insufficient data to characterise the reservoir quality in detail prior to
the production test. However, some basic core analysis, log data and seismic
data were available. This information suggests that the reservoir is fractured
and matrix properties abruptly change in both vertical and lateral directions of
the appraisal well. Based on reservoir quality, two rock types, R1 and R2, with
a fault or eroded basement in-between were defined. R1 represent the rock type
with low matrix permeability (0.1mD) while R2 is the rock type with high matrix
permeability (100 to 1000mD). Table 6.1 provides summary of the reservoir and
fluid properties of Field X. The appraisal well encountered both oil in the lower
carbonate formation (R1) and gas in the upper clastic formation (R2) of the well
intervals. Furthermore, examination of the seismic data around the appraisal
well indicates that the top of the targeted interval, R1 is probably inclined at
around 10◦ from the top interval, R2. This suggests that even though R2 contains
the gas column above the perforated interval, it may host movable oil at a lateral
distance from the well location.

Oil viscosity (cp) 0.535

Formation volume factor (Rbbl/Stbbl) 1.362

Total compressibility (psi−1) 1.3789e−5

Rock types R1 R2

Porosity 0.01− 0.12 0.12

Permeability (mD) 0.1 100− 1000

Perforated interval ( f t) 32.8

Well radius ( f t) 0.354

Table 6.1: Reservoir and fluid properties for Field X.

The DST was performed in the appraisal well, targeting a 10m interval of the
R1 (Figure 6.1). The resulting transient pressure response (Figure 6.2) can be
interpreted at first sight as a triple-porosity (W-shape) response according to
(Bourdet, 2002).
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Figure 6.1: Measured pressure and production data from the Drill Stem Test carried out
in the appraisal well of Field X. BU denotes build-up.
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Initially, the carbonate interval was tested at low oil rates, see the production
profile before build-up 1 (BU1) in Figure 6.1. An acid injection job successfully
removed the significant skin observed in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2; the post-
acid test produced significantly higher flow rates at much lower drawdown in
the two following flow periods, see the production profiles before build-ups 2
and 3 in Figure 6.1). These three build-ups were compared to the production
test sequence for analysis and interpretation (Figure 6.2). Two of these build-
ups (BU2 and BU3) were conducted after acid treatment and exhibit similar
trends while the other (BU1) was conducted before the acid stimulation and is
considerably different at early time. The longest build-up phase, BU3 (Figure
6.3), was chosen as the reference pressure transient profile for interpretation
and analysis because it provide more test data. However, BU1 would also be
evaluated for insights and consistency of our interpretation.

In the original interpretation of post-acid build-ups (BU2 and BU3) provided
by the operator (Figure 6.3), the first dual porosity V-shape in the pressure
derivative was ascribed to the exchange between fractures and matrix (i.e. a
dual porosity system), while the second dual porosity signal was attributed to
the overlaying gas cap. While accepting this as a plausible inference (Warren,
1993), the purpose of this investigation is to explore another possibility, without
considering the gas effect. Thus the result presented here can only be considered
an one plausible interpretation as the potential impact of gas coning into the well
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or gas production through the fracture network is discounted. The investigation
employed the findings from Chapters 4 and 5 that clearly show which reservoir
and fracture features that cause the dual-porosity signature. Considering that the
field DST profile resembles an asymmetric triple-porosity response (W-shape) as-
sociated with complex fractures and matrix interaction in a reservoir system, we
review existing studies on multi-porosity responses from NFR.

6.4 previous studies on multiple-porosity systems

Clossman (1975) extended the Warren and Root (1963) dual-porosity model to
model a fractured reservoir with two distinct matrix systems as a triple-porosity
model. This model’s assumptions were similar to Warren and Root’s (1963)
model, including uniform matrix block size and shape. However, unlike the
dual-porosity model, the matrix comprised two rock types with distinct petro-
physical properties ("good" and "poor"). Cinco-Ley et al. (1985) and Belani and
Jalali (1988) related the multi-porosity response to the effect of multiple matrix
block sizes and their distribution within an NFR. As a result, they modelled the
fractured reservoirs considering variable matrix block sizes of uniform petro-
physical properties to investigate the pressure transients under both PSSIF and
TIF conditions. Motivated by observations in real field well-tests behaviour, Ab-
dassah and Ershaghi (1986) developed a triple-porosity model to represent NFRs
whose pressure transients defy adequate explanation by the dual-porosity mod-
els. They supposed that the anomalous changes in flow regime during matrix-
dominated flow of the transition period may be a result of matrix blocks ex-
hibiting distinctly different petrophysical properties. Consequently, their triple-
porosity models comprise a fracture network with homogenous properties inter-
acting with two groups of matrix blocks under transient inter-porosity flow con-
ditions. Similar to Cinco-Ley et al. (1985), the authors observed that the pressure
transients of a triple-porosity system with transient inter-porosity flow resemble
the classic dual-porosity model behaviour. Furthermore, they concluded that the
multi-porosity system may not be distinguishable from the dual-porosity model
behaviour when viewed on the log-log plot but may be visible on the semi-
log plot. Later publications (e.g., Bourdet, 2002; Corbett et al., 2012) stated that
the triple-porosity W-shape is generally attributed to fractured carbonate reser-
voirs (Chen, 1989) when simulated under pseudo-steady state inter-porosity flow.
However, this pressure behaviour is often not observed when fractured reser-
voirs are simulated with transient inter-porosity flow simulation conditions. For
this reason, the later publications stated that triple-porosity response is perhaps
unlikely to be identified in well test data from NFR producing under TIF, even
for highly heterogeneous and fractured carbonate reservoirs. This is related to
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the fact that realistic flow exchange between fractures and matrix always occur in
a transient state (Gringarten, 1984; Wei et al., 1998; Kuchuk and Biryukov, 2014).
Corbett et al.’s (2012) study aimed to investigate under which conditions the
triple-porosity W-shape response can occur in fractured carbonates reservoirs
and to determine the key reservoir parameters that control this behaviour. They
observed that even for the specifically designed and well-defined triple-porosity
systems, only a number of cases reproduced the classical dual-porosity V-shape
and no simulations showed the triple-porosity W-shape.

Al-Ghamdi and Ershaghi (1996), on the other hand, developed a different con-
cept for the triple-porosity model. Their models consist of two fracture systems
(macro fractures and micro fractures) with one matrix type. This is directly oppo-
site to the alternative concept that consists of one fracture system and two matrix
types. Figure 6.4 illustrates the two types of triple-porosity systems reported in
the literature. The first type comprised one fracture set with two matrix block
sizes. Figure 6.5 shows the theoretical well-test response for this type of reser-
voirs producing under PSSIF response. The second type consist of two fracture
sets with uniform matrix blocks.

Figure 6.4: Two types of triple porosity systems showing one fracture set with two ma-
trix block sizes (a) and two fracture sets with a uniform matrix blocks (b).
After Bourdet (2002).
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6.5 numerical simulations and results

6.5.1 Equiprobable geological concepts

We employed the findings from Chapters 4 and 5 to investigate under which con-
ditions the key reservoir features that are known to generate the classical dual-
porosity response could also result in a multi-porosity response. This would al-
low for the calibration of the reservoir model with DST data and provide insight
into Field X fractures and matrix flow systems. Using this prior knowledge, we
designed five equiprobable geological scenarios (Figure 6.6) that could poten-
tially produce a pressure transient response that is similar to that of Field X,
i.e. indicates a multi-porosity behaviour (Figure 6.3). Apart from the first sce-
nario, all the geological concepts consider a tight matrix permeability (< 1mD)
around the well location. This is consistent with matrix permeability calculated
from core analysis for R1 described earlier. The reservoir simulation model
has 200X200X10m block consisting of connected fractures with 20X20X10m ma-
trix blocks separating individual fractures. Scenarios are also considered where
small, (un)connected fracture that are 7.5m long are present. A brief description
of the scenarios presented in the Figure 6.6 is given below.
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Figure 6.6: Five equiprobable geological scenarios that could potentially generate pres-
sure transients that are similar to those observed in Field X (Figure 6.3). The
illustration zooms in on well locations. The connected fracture system is con-
tained in a 200X200X10m reservoir block with 20X20X10m matrix blocks
separating individual fractures.

Scenario 1: In this scenario, the well is located in the matrix adjacent to a
small, unconnected fracture near a larger fracture network. Two matrix cases -
high (10mD) and low (1mD) are considered. The simulated pressure response
for this scenario is shown in Figure 6.7. In this case, the pressure response is
controlled by the matrix properties until the pressure front that reaches the well
is perturbed by the nearby small fracture. The conductivity contrast between the
matrix and the small fracture leads to the occurrence of the first dual-porosity
signal (Cinco-Ley et al., 1976; Abbaszadeh and Cinco-Ley, 1995). The figure also
shows that the dual-porosity response can be observed for both, high (10mD)
and low (1mD) matrix permeability cases. The second dual-porosity signal oc-
curs because of pressure depletion from the small, unconnected fracture, the ma-
trix properties, and the nearby large fracture network (see Chapter 4 for details).
The second dual-porosity response is observed for different distances (e.g. 1m
and 5m) of separation between the small, isolated fracture and the surrounding
fracture network.

Scenario 2: In this scenario, a well with completion skin intersects a small,
unconnected fracture. The simulated pressure response for this concept is shown
in Figure 6.8. The first dual-porosity signal results from the skin effect in the
well. The second dual-porosity signal is due to same processes described above
for Scenario 1.
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Figure 6.8: Simulated pressure response for Scenario 2. Swc denotes the well completion
skin.
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Scenario 3: In this scenario, a well intersects a small, unconnected fracture with
fracture skin. The simulated pressure response for this scenario is shown in Fig-
ure 6.9. The first dual-porosity signal is caused by the fracture skin (detailed in
Chapter 4). The second dual-porosity signal is due to same processes described
above for Scenario 1.
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Figure 6.9: Simulated pressure response for Scenario 3. S f denotes the fracture skin.

Scenario 4: In this scenario, a well with completion skin intersects a connected
fracture network. The simulated pressure response for this scenario is shown in
Figure 6.10. The first dual-porosity signal (Figure 6.10) is caused by the well skin
(Swc of 0.1 to 5). The second dual-porosity signal results only from the contrast
between the matrix and the overall fracture network since all the fractures in the
simulation model are connected. See details for the case of a well intersecting
fractures surrounded by low matrix permeability in Chapter 4.
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Figure 6.10: Simulated pressure response for Scenario 4. Swc denotes well completion
skin.

Scenario 5: In this scenario, a well intersects a finite-conductivity fracture that
is connected to an infinite-conductivity fracture network. The simulated pressure
response is shown in Figure 6.11. The figure also shows sensitivity to matrix per-
meability. The first dual-porosity signal results from the contrast between the
finite-conductivity fracture and the surrounding matrix. The simulated pressure
response for the case of a well intersecting fractures surrounded by low matrix
permeability is discussed in Chapter 4. The second signal is due to conductivity
contrast between finite- and infinite-conductivity fractures (discussed in Chap-
ter 5). A finite-conductivity fracture near an open and high conductive fault can
effectively reproduced the observed pressure response. Al-Thawad et al. (2001)
presented similar pressure transient for a well intersecting a finite-conductivity
fracture near an infinite-conductive fault in Ghawar Field Saudi Arabia. How-
ever, the use of infinite-conductivity fractures here is favoured in view of other
field data as the possible fault near the tested well can better be described as an
unconformity, which could be a fault or an eroded basement). Thus, a well in-
tersecting a finite-conductivity fracture that is connected to infinite-conductivity
fractures is considered more appropriate in this case.

The investigation of the different concepts presented indicates that the multi-
ple dual-porosity response observed in well test data can result from different
geological scenarios. This underlines the lack of uniqueness issues with well test
data and the need to complement this data with other sources. Next, we elimi-
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nate the geological scenarios that are not consistent with other information and
data for Field X to ensure that the final model scenario is in agreement with the
general geological understanding of Field X.
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Figure 6.11: Simulated pressure response for Scenario 5 with a well intersecting a finite-
conductivity fracture and for different matrix permeabilities.

6.5.2 Determination of the most plausible geological scenario

Examination of core and image logs shows that the appraisal well intersects
fractures that are oriented sub-vertically. This observation rules out Scenario 1,
where it is assumed that the well is located in the matrix adjacent to, but not inter-
secting any, fractures. The radial flow regime after the first dual-porosity signal
(Figure 6.3) also indicates an unrealistically high matrix permeability compared
to the core samples permeabilities, further suggesting that this scenario can be
ruled out.

The impact of well completion skin (see Scenarios 2 and 4), observed in BU1
(Figure 6.2) after the well workover was also ruled. BU2 and BU3 show that
the acid treatment during the workover removed any skin effect caused by the
well. Furthermore, a fracture skin effect (Scenario 3) was ruled out for similar
reasons as the skin caused by the well because BU2 and BU3 conducted after
well workover do not show any effect of skin. Moreover, there are no data to
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support that fracture skin existed before the well workover. To this end, we hence
consider Scenario 5 as the most plausible geological scenario for Field X (Figure
6.6). Thus, further detailed investigation considers only this particular scenario.
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Figure 6.12: Conceptual geological model showing the well that is testing an interval
where rock-type R1 is present and fractures are abundant (a), and simu-
lated pressure derivatives showing effect of matrix permeability and well
completion skin (b).

To further test the validity of Scenario 5, we ran a number of sensitivity con-
sidering a range of matrix permeability values that have been estimated from
the Field X’s basic core data. We simulated several models using data for rock
type R1, which is present in the interval that was tested during the DST (Figure
6.13a). R1 has 0.1mD matrix permeability and the permeability ranges for R2 is
from 100 to 1000mD in the core. We hence assumed constant and uniform matrix
permeabilities including those for R2. We observe that only models with matrix
permeability below 1mD yield a dual-porosity signal at early time (Figure 6.12b).
Figure 6.12b also shows results of sensitivity analysis considering cases where
completion skin is present in the well for comparison with BU1 conducted before
the well workover. If skin is assumed to be present, the simulated pressure re-
sponses are similar to the observed pressure response prior to the acid treatment
(Figure 6.2, BU1). Thus, our simulation model can reproduce the DST responses
observed before and after the acid treatment. This provides further confidence
that the selected Scenario 5 is most plausible for the available Field X’s data.

Next, we tested the case where the well produces from two reservoir intervals,
i.e. from R1 and R2 (Figure 6.13). This allows us to evaluate the impact of the
upper interval, which contains gas and where R2 is located, on the pressure
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response. Fractures in this model cut across both layers and only bound by the
reservoir model thickness. Thus, flow can occur across the two rock types at
the interface between R1 and R2 and/or through the fracture network. However,
none of these models reproduced the dual-porosity signature observed at early
time in the well test. This is probably because of R2 has a high permeability that
dominates flow and reduces the fracture-matrix permeability contrast.
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Figure 6.13: Conceptual geological model with both R1 and R2 tested intervals (a) and
the simulated pressure response (b).

All simulated cases (with only R1 or with both R1 and R2 present) reproduced
the second dual-porosity response (Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13) if fractures with
different conductivities are considered and if the well intersects the fractures
with finite conductivity (see Figure 6.15 for the fracture network configuration).
These results support the hypothesis that only R1 is contributing to flow in the
vicinity of the well.

In Figure 6.14, Set 1 and Set 2 represent finite- and infinite-conductivity frac-
tures respectively. The simulations results where the presence of the two frac-
tures sets are located in a single rock-type R1 combine two processes (Figure 6.14
and Figure 6.15) that independently can create a dual-porosity response, namely
(i) a well intersecting a fracture surrounded by tight matrix permeability of less
than 1mD (discussed in Chapter 4), and (ii) a well intersecting finite-conducting
fractures (Set 1) connected to infinite-conductivity fractures (Set 2) (discussed
in Chapter 5) or an open fault. The dual-porosity signature due to (i) is usually
observed at early time (Figure 6.15, see Wells 1 and 2 with < 1mD matrix perme-
ability) during the well test while (ii) occurs later in time (Figure 6.15, see Well 3
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with > 10mD high permeability and fractures with different conductivities). In
both cases, the well intersects fracture(s).

3

1 2

20 m

Set 1

Set 2

Figure 6.14: Scenario 5 showing the fracture geometry with a well intersecting both
finite-conducting (Set 1) and infinite-conductivity (Set 2) fractures (Well 1),
only Set 2 fracture (Well 2) and only Set 1 fracture (Well 3).

We hypothesise that the coexistence of these two factors in an NFR could,
under certain conditions, result in a multi-porosity response during a well test
(Figure 6.15, Well 3 with < 1mD and fractures with different conductivity). As
a result, we infer that the dual-porosity response observed at early time in the
DST data could represent the exchange between the finite-conductivity fracture
set and the surrounding low-permeability (0.1mD) rock-type R1 (discussed in
Chapter 4). The second dual-porosity signature may result from the exchange
between the finite- and infinite-conductivity fracture sets (discussed in Chapter
5). If the matrix permeability surrounding the well is high (Figure 6.15, Well
3 with > 10mD matrix permeability and fractures with different conductivity)
or the fractures properties are assumed to be uniform (Figure 6.15, Well 3 with
< 1mD matrix permeability and fractures with uniform conductivity), only the
dual-porosity effect related to one of the above causative factor would be ob-
served. Furthermore, if the matrix permeability is high and the fracture network
is assumed to be uniform, the dual-porosity signature is not observed (Figure
6.15, Well 3 with > 10mD matrix permeability and fractures with uniform con-
ductivity).
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Figure 6.15: Simulated pressure responses of the model configuration and well locations
depicted in Figure 6.15. km denotes the matrix permeability. uniform k f and
multiple k f denote fractures with uniform and different conductivity, re-
spectively.

6.6 calibration of the reservoir model

Now that we are able to reproduce the observed pressure transient qualitatively
using the model Scenario 5, we performed further sensitivity studies to calibrate
the model parameters until a good, quantitative agreement between the simu-
lated and observed DST response could be achieved. Since we have obtained
an estimated value of the matrix permeability for R1 from the core data and
this value agrees with the DST response during the initial sensitivity analysis
(Figure 6.12), we decided to keep this parameter constant for the rest of the anal-
ysis. Therefore, to calibrate the model, only the fracture properties and wellbore
parameters are changed. To provide a visual aid for the calibration of the simula-
tion model, we overlaid the simulated pressure response with the observed DST
data on a log-log plot (Figure 6.16) and marked the limits between the two dual-
porosity signatures on the measured data. Our goal at this stage is to reproduce
the magnitude of the dual-porosity V-shapes (starting with the first signature)
and the stabilisation limits between the signatures identified from the measured
data.
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Figure 6.16: Simulated pressure response showing sensitivity to fracture aperture and
conductivity of the finite-conductivity fracture set, which is intersected by
the producer (a) and the sensitivity to the wellbore storage (b).

We observed that the main factors affecting the pressure response at early
time are wellbore storage, matrix permeability, and the properties of the finite-
conductivity fracture set that is intersected by the well. The contrast between
the matrix permeability and the permeability of the fracture intersected by the
well is observed to be the most important factor impacting the depth and extent
of the first dual-porosity signature V-shaped. Accounting for all of the above-
mentioned factors in our simulation model, we were able to simulate pressure
transients that reflect the observed pressure response relative to elapsed time for
the first dual-porosity signature (Figure 6.16b).

However, the simulated pressure drop is high (> 1 and > 2 orders of mag-
nitude for the first and second dual-porosity V-shape respectively) compared to
the observed one (Figure 6.16). We hence tested different fractures properties,
including lateral extent and volume of the fracture network. Figure 6.17 shows
how changes in fracture half-length x f impact the simulated pressure derivative
response. Note that an increase in x f also increases the fracture volume and frac-
ture conductivity. Figure 6.17 shows that any further increase in fracture volume
or in the lateral extent of the fractures shifts the second dual-porosity response to
later times, which is not observed in the DST pressure response. However, simu-
lations where we assume that x f is 200m, twice as large compared to the initial
reservoir model where x f is 100m appeared to improve the simulated pressure
response relative to the DST data. Hence all subsequent simulation work with
x f = 200m.
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Figure 6.17: Simulated pressure response showing the sensitivity to the fracture half-
length X f .

Since the simulated pressure drop is still high (> 1 and about 2 orders of mag-
nitude for the first and second dual-porosity V-shape respectively) compared to
the observed one, we now test parameters that can help to increase well pro-
ductivity index while honouring the matrix permeability and fluid properties in
Field X. The parameters include the degree of crosscutting of fractures with in-
finite conductivity that connect the infinite-conductivity fractures together and
the distance of the fractures with infinite conductivity to the producer. Figure
6.18 shows that a significant change in pressure response emerges if two frac-
tures with infinite conductivity crosscut and connects the other fractures with
infinite conductivity to each other. However, only slight additional changes in
pressure derivatives can be observed if the number of the fractures with infi-
nite conductivity that are connecting the other infinite-conductivity fractures in
the reservoir model is further increased to ten. The distance of the producer
to the infinite-conductivity fractures was also observed to impact the simulated
pressure response. A short separation distance between fractures and the well
yields higher production rates and a smaller decrease in bottom-hole pressure; a
larger separation distance has the opposite effect. Thus, changing the degree of
interconnection between fractures with infinite conductivity and the distance of
these fractures to the producer further reduce the contrast between the pressure
drop in the simulation model using Scenario 5 and the DST data (Figure 6.18).
However, this simulation model containing rock-type R1 and the two fracture
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sets did not produce pressure response that agrees with the observed pressure
response.
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Figure 6.18: Simulated pressure response showing the sensitivity to the degree of frac-
ture connectivity in the infinite-conductivity fracture set (Set 2) using Sce-
nario 5 model.

Next, we investigated the possibility if rock-type R2 can contribute to reser-
voir flow even if there is no immediate production from R2 in the near-wellbore
area because R2 was not perforated in the DST. As noted before, seismic data
indicates that top of R1 is inclined by around 10◦ from R2 and separated by
an unconformity (fault or eroded basement). Hence the gas cap present in R2
in the vicinity of the appraisal well is likely absent away from the well and,
therefore, oil may be produced from R2 at some distance away from the well,
flowing through the fractured interval containing R1 towards the well during
the DST. To test this hypothesis, we added an interval containing the properties
of rock-type R2 at a lateral distance from the well (Figure 6.19a). However, due
to the limitation of the simulation grid to model inclined layers in vertical direc-
tion, the simulation model (Figure 6.19b) only account for the lateral distance of
the R2 from the well. In addition, the orientation of the unconformity may not
be undulating resulting to uneven (more or less) distances between R2 and the
well. While the geometry and size of the interval containing R2 are uncertain
in principle, simulation results show that these uncertainties have little impact
on the pressure response compared to the distance at which the matrix prop-
erties change from R1 to R2 away from the producer, already accounted for in
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the simulation. We therefore performed a sensitivity analysis to analyse how the
pressure response varies as a function of the distance at which the rock-types
change from R1 to R2 laterally away from the well. The results in Figure 6.20a
shows that the match between the simulated and observed pressure responses
can be greatly improved when rock-type with R2 properties is added to the Sce-
nario 5 model as described above. The high matrix permeability of R2 provided
further pressure support to the producing fractures and reduced the pressure
drop in the well. In addition, we were able to further tune the distance between
the producer and the infinite-conductivity fracture set, which helped us to ob-
tain a good match between the simulated pressure response and the DST data.
We observed that the simulated production rates and the pressure responses
depend on the location of the producer compared to the infinite-conductivity
fracture set and rock-type R2. Based on these simulation results, we converged
to the final reservoir model which now contains two sets of fractures (Set 1 and
Set 2) and the two rock-types (R1 and R2). Figure 6.20b compares the simulated
pressure transients for the different variations for Scenario 5 with the observed
pressure data. Clearly, a model where both fracture sets and both rock-types
are present, but R1 transitions into R2 away from the well, gives the best match.
Al-Thawad and Jamiolahmady (2014) presented an example from Ghawar field
where a well intersect a fracture in an asymmetric reservoir with sandstone and
carbonate rock properties.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.19: Final simulation model showing the cross section of the conceptual geolog-
ical model (a) and the map view of the simulation model corresponding to
the top of DST tested interval (b). The blue and yellow sections represent
rock-types R1 and R2 respectively. The red line indicates fractures and a and
a’ where the cross section is taken.
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Figure 6.20: Simulated pressure response showing the sensitivity to distance between
the producer and the infinite-conductivity fracture set (Set 2) as well as
rock-type R2 (a) and the four different geological scenarios that consider
the presence of different fracture sets and rock-types (b). Note that all pa-
rameters in (b) are constant, only different geological features are included
or excluded.

6.7 interpretation of the field reservoir flow systems

Applying the geoengineering workflow presented in Chapter 3 and the findings
from Chapters 4 and 5, we were able to produce a simple reservoir model that
matches the observed pressure response for Field X unequivocally. This reservoir
model provides a useful approximation for the likely field condition but does
not require the complexity of a stochastic, high-resolution 3D model (Bentley
2015). This basic reservoir model allows us to decipher the main fracture systems
and the supporting matrix properties that account for the flow response in the
DST, i.e. it reveals the key characteristics and components of the reservoir flow
systems.

We observed that the dual-porosity signature at early time (Figure 6.21) results
from the exchange between the finite-conductivity fracture set and the surround-
ing low-permeability rock-type R1 (with 0.1mD). This is somewhat surprising as
we expect that the first exchange would be between the two fracture sets before
the start of any contribution from the matrix. This simulated pressure response is
most likely due to the distance of the infinite-conductivity fracture set to the pro-
ducer, and considering that the fractures intersected by the producer is of finite
conductivity with FCD = 5. The low fracture conductivity implies that pressure
gradient along the fracture length is significant (Cinco-Ley and Samaniego-V.
1981; Bourdet 2002) because of low fracture permeability. Cinco L. et al. (1978)
and Bourdet (2002) stated that for finite conductivity where pressure drop along
a fracture extension is not negligible, a second linear flow regime emerge from
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the matrix perpendicular to the fracture plane before the series of linear flow
within the fracture length reach the two ends of the fracture. This pressure be-
haviour they referred to as the bilinear flow regime. In this case, the two ends
of the low permeability fracture intersected by the well is where the infinite con-
ductivity fractures are located. Figure 5.14b and 5.15b show clearly that bilinear
flow regime emerged before the effect of the infinite conductivity fractures was
felt at the well. In the same way, the bilinear flow regime is expected for the field
DST, at the early time, before the effect of the infinite-conductivity fracture set is
felt at the producer. Hence, linear flow from the matrix in the near-well region
should be expected at this early time. However, this early-time flow behaviour
is not recognisable on the DST data and is masked by wellbore effect modelled
on the simulated pressure derivatives from Figure 6.16b to Figure 6.20b. An in-
crease in the conductivity of the finite-conductivity fracture set changes the flow
dynamics and result in a significantly different pressure response where infinite-
conductivity fracture flow dominates the pressure response from the onset. How-
ever, the recharge from the surrounding matrix into the producing fractures was
not spontaneous because R1 has a low-permeability. The apparent delay in the
surrounding matrix recharge thus yielded the first dual-porosity signature. With
increase in matrix permeability, the first V-shape response will not be observed
as shown in Figure 6.12b, 6.13b and 6.15. Shortly afterwards the effect of deple-
tion of the infinite-conductivity fracture set reached the producer. Since fractures
with the infinite conductivity have markedly higher conductivity than the frac-
tures with finite conductivity and rock-type R1, we were able to reproduce the
second dual-porosity signature. We have, however, shown that the conductivity
contrast between the two fracture sets that produces the second dual-porosity
signature is not able to fully match the observed pressure response. If R2 is
present within 2m from the producer, a good match is obtained for the reservoir
models presented. One other factor that enabled the agreement of the simulated
pressure response and the field data is the distance of the fractures with infinite
conductivity to the producer. The implies that a good match can still be obtained
by tuning the later distance if the R2 distance to the producer increased.

The fluid exchange between the two fracture sets and rock-types R1 and R2 is
complex but can be conceptualised in Figure 6.21. Our results suggest that most
of the recharge from R2, which has the better reservoir properties compared
to R1, reaches the infinite-conductivity fracture set and flows from there to the
finite-conductivity fracture set intersected by the producer. We reckon that some
of the recharge from R2 also reaches the fractures with finite conductivity where
these fractures are located adjacent to R2 but away from the infinite-conductivity
fracture set.
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Figure 6.21: Observed pressure data for Field X with an interpretation of the key reser-
voir components causing this particular pressure response (a) and schematic
diagram illustrating the flow characteristic in Field X (b). DP denotes dual-
porosity.

6.8 chapter summary

In summary, we have successfully applied the geoengineering workflow de-
scribed in Chapter 3 to a real field test. Using this workflow and the research
findings in Chapter 4 and 5, different geological scenarios containing fractures
and matrix were designed to reproduce multiple dual-porosity responses ob-
served in DST data for Field X. Next, we eliminate the geological scenarios that
are not consistent with other available data for Field X to ensure that the final
model scenario is in agreement with the general geological understanding of the
field. The results of the simulation model using Scenario 5 with a well that is in-
tersecting fractures with finite conductivity in a reservoir containing both finite-
and infinite-conductivity fractures was considered the most plausible geological
scenario in consideration of the alternative geological scenarios. The calibration
of the model with plausible geological scenario provided new insights into the
reservoir geology and allow for a new interpretation of the flow behaviour in
Field X. In addition, it is recommended that this thesis’ interpretation of the
DST data be integrated with the alternative interpretation that considered the
potential impact of the gas cap in any future studies for completeness. Over-
all, this chapter provides novel reference solution for interpreting NFR where
dual-porosity or multiple dual-porosity pressure signatures are present.
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7
S U M M A RY, C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E W O R K

7.1 summary

Geological well-testing is a valuable tool in reducing uncertainties that are in-
herent to fractured reservoirs and need to be captured in static reservoir models.
Integration of both, dynamic well-testing data and static geological modelling,
increases the understanding of complex fractured reservoirs and leads to bet-
ter characterisation of these reservoirs. Usually, the pressure response from a
production test correlates to the nature of the reservoir around the well and is
essential to analyse the presence of heterogeneities and their consequences on
reservoir performance, thus appraising the viability of a development project.
In NFR, fractures often constitute the main heterogeneities, yet the pressure re-
sponses observed in the wells may not show the conventional well-test signa-
tures or flow regimes for NFR. In order to better characterise a reservoir with
well-test data, it is important to properly analyse and understand the diagnostic
signatures of fracture flow.

The dual-porosity model is the key concept for simulating and interpreting
pressure transient responses from NFR. However, several studies have high-
lighted that the pressure response corresponding to the dual-porosity model
may not be appropriate for interpreting well-test data from all fractured reser-
voirs. To robustly and consistently analyse and quantify the limitations of the
dual-porosity model when interpreting pressure transient data from NFR, we
applied a geoengineering workflow using unstructured-PEBI grid and a DFM
approach to simulate transient pressure responses and generate reference solu-
tions for flow behaviour in vertically oriented fracture networks. We provide
synthetic pressure transient responses for both simple and complex fracture ge-
ometries and for both idealised and realistic outcrop fracture patterns to ensure
that all ranges of possible reservoir responses during the transition period are
captured. This modelling approach provides new insights into reservoir features
that cause the diagnostic dual-porosity signature (V-shape) and other unconven-
tional fracture flow behaviour observed in well-test data from NFR.
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7.2 conclusions

Based on the numerical simulations and the results presented in preceding chap-
ters, the following conclusions can be drawn from this thesis:

• Chapter 3 developed our geoengineering workflow with DFM modelling tech-
niques using unstructured-grid reservoir simulations. The workflow was care-
fully validated and allows us to generate synthetic pressure transients for dif-
ferent fracture geometries. The workflow hence enabled us to correlate pres-
sure responses observed in the reservoir to the known geological features in
the reservoir model, which provides excellent calibration tool for simulation
models and new insights into fundamental flow behaviours in fractured reser-
voirs.

• In Chapter 4 we demonstrated when the classic dual-porosity model response
is valid for fracture networks with uniform conductivity and provided insights
into the reservoirs features that cause the dual-porosity behaviours. For a well
intersecting a fracture, the classical dual-porosity V-shape described by War-
ren and Root (1963) is caused by the following situations:

i. The presence of fracture skin;

ii. A tight matrix (less than 1mD), similar to unconventional reservoirs (e.g.
tight gas sands);

iii. A well that intersects a small, unconnected fracture located near a single
large fracture or a large fracture network;

However, reservoirs can be fractured even if the dual-porosity V-shape is not
visible in the well-test data. Overall, this chapter offers new insights into why
the classical dual-porosity V-shape is observed in some NFR and absent in
others.

• In Chapter 5 we showed how variable fracture conductivities and well loca-
tions impact the well-test response in NFR. The key outcomes of the study are
that:

i. The pressure responses due to variation in conductivity within and be-
tween different fractures and location of producers can be recognised in
finite-conductivity fractures. However, these distinct pressure responses
diminish with increasing fracture conductivity and may be undetectable
in infinite-conductivity fractures;

ii. The pressure transient response of the producer in two (or multiple) inter-
secting fractures with different conductivities is influenced at early times
by the fracture that the well intersects; it only deviates at later time when
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the effect of other fractures with infinite-conductivity begin to impact pro-
duction;

iii. The simulated pressure behaviour for fractures with uniform and non-
uniform apertures and conductivities can be significantly different, partic-
ularly for finite-conductivity fractures. None of the averaging techniques
adequately capture the pressure responses for the fracture with variable
conductivities;

iv. The pressure transient response of two intersecting fractures with differ-
ent conductivities where the producer asymmetrically intersects a finite-
conductivity fracture can be similar to that of a producer intersecting a
fracture in a connected fracture network with uniform fracture conductiv-
ity;

v. A well-test carried out in a producer intersecting a finite-conductivity frac-
ture in an NFR that comprises both finite- and infinite-conductivity frac-
tures shows a dual-porosity V-shape that may otherwise be absent if the
fracture network is assumed to have uniform conductivity.

This chapter explains why different pressure transient responses emerge in
NFR with multiple fracture conductivities. It provides novel reference solu-
tions for pressure transient responses in NFR for scenarios where fracture
conductivities differ and locations of the producer within the fracture network
varies. The chapter offers further insights to better characterise NFR where the
unconventional pressure transient responses are often misinterpreted or com-
pletely missed, leading to detrimental impacts of fractures on production.

• In Chapter 6, we successfully applied the theoretical findings from Chapters
4 and 5 and the geoengineering workflow from Chapter 3 to provide new un-
derstanding about the flow system in a newly discovered fractured offshore
carbonate reservoir. A reservoir model containing fractures and matrix was
built and calibrated using the geoengineering workflow to match the complex
pressure transients observed in the reservoir. Our simulation results provided
new insights into reservoir geology and the key flow characteristics that lead
to the emergence of a triple-porosity pressure transient in the well-test data.
Although different geological scenarios could potentially explain the triple-
porosity signature observed in the field, the combination with some basic
reservoir data allowed us to rule out all but one concept, which could be
readily and non-uniquely calibrated to obtain quantitative matches between
the simulated and observed pressure transient data. Not only does this chap-
ter demonstrate that the geoengineering workflow can be applied to improve
the characterisation on NFR in a real field, we also provide novel reference
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solution for interpreting NFR where dual-porosity or multiple dual-porosity
pressure signatures are present.

7.3 recommendations for future work

There are several options to extend and consequently improve the research work
completed in this thesis. Some of these options can readily be exploited without
modifications of the fracture meshing code developed for this study and using
the open-sourced MRST simulator. Others would require further development
of both the code and perhaps the simulation toolbox. Possible avenues for future
research include, but are not limited to:

i. Interference well-tests and well-tests in horizontal wells. This research work
considers a single, vertical well typically used for exploration or appraisal.
Other tests, including interference tests and well-tests in horizontal/devi-
ated wells, are carried out during the development and production stages.
Investigation of the simulated pressure behaviour in such tests would im-
prove the current research findings and perhaps provide additional infor-
mation that could provide diagnostics to identify different fracture networks
characteristics.

ii. Complex 3D fracture networks. All fracture simulation models considered
in this thesis contain vertical fractures that fully penetrate the reservoir thick-
ness. Future studies should analyse pressure responses for NFR with frac-
ture networks that are more complex in the vertical direction, e.g. which
contain both strata-bound and non-strata-bound fracture networks or joints
and fracture corridors. This would provide further understanding on how
pressure transients can differ from the results presented in this thesis if a
producer intersects either the strata-bound or non-stratabound network in a
reservoir containing both of the networks.

iii. Fracture skin. The reduction of permeability at the interface between frac-
ture and matrix is currently assumed to be uniform and applied to all frac-
tures present in the reservoir model. In reality, it is unlikely that all fractures
in reservoir are affected by skin and for the skin to be uniformly distributed.
Thus, it would be of practical benefit to further investigate the effect of vari-
able fracture skin and degree of the skin to investigate if it can recognised
in a well-test response.

iv. Heterogeneous matrix properties. Our simulation models assumed uniform
and isotropic matrix properties. However, naturally fractured carbonate reser-
voirs often have very complex porosity and permeability distributions in the
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rock matrix. This needs to be reflected in the simulation models to shed fur-
ther light if the flow characteristics of complex multi-porosity systems, par-
ticularly triple-porosity systems, can be deciphered from transient pressure
responses.

v. It is recommended that this thesis’ interpretation of the Field X DST data
presented in Chapter 6 should be integrated with the initial alternative inter-
pretation that considered the potential impact of gas on the appraisal well
pressure response.
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